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Consider the following situation: k will be an algebraically closed field 
of characteristic p and G will be a finite p-group, V will be a non-projective, 
indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction to some maximal subgroup 
of G. Our purpose in doing this is to investigate Chouinard's theorem - all the 
proofs of which have been cohomological in nature - in a representation-theoretic 
way. This theorem may be shown to be equivalent to saying that, if G is not 
elementary abelian, V cannot be free on restriction to all the maximal subgroups 
of G.
It is shown how to construct an exact sequence:
with P projective. From this an almost split sequence,
0 ---► V --- *■ X ---► V --- *-0,
is constructed. It is shown that X can have at most two indecomposable summands.
If i denotes the Frattini subgroup of G, then V is free on restriction to #. 
We may regard the set of i-fixed points of V, 7, as a module for C - G/i. But 
5 is elementary abelian, so we may consider the Carlson variety, Y(7) - this 
may be regarded as a subset of J/J^ where J denotes the augmentation ideal of 
kG. It is shown that Y(7) is always a line.
We define Yg to be the union of all the lines Y(7) as V runs over all the 
kG-modules with the properties above. It is shown that Yq is the whole of J/J^ 
if and only if G is elementary abelian. It is also shown that, when G is one of 
a particular class of p-groups - the pseudo-special groups - which form the 
minimal counter-examples to Chouinard's theorem, that Yg is the set of zeros 
of a sequence of homogeneous polynomials with coefficients in the field of p 
elements. Indeed, a specific construction for these polynomials is given.
(Vi)
INTRODUCTION
Consider the following result, due to Chouinard:
Let k be a field of characteristic p and G be a finite group. A kG-module 
is projective if and only if it is free on restriction to all tne elementary 
abelian p-subgroups of G.
Chouinard's proof of this, and all subsequent proofs (see [Ch], [A&E] etc.), 
have relied heavily on cohomological techniques and, in particular, on a 
proposition of Serre (Proposition (4) of [Ser]) which we may state as follows:
Write EffG) for the cohomology group, Ext® r (T , F  ) , and let:F p G p p
B : E1(G) --- *■ E2 (G)
be the Bockstein operator. Then, if G is not elementary abelian, there exist 
nonzero elements, z^ ,z^,... ,z^ , of E2 (G) such that the cup-product
.  e2"Y<y
equals 0.
The proof of this result involves, among other things, algebraic varieties 
and Steenrod operators; certainly it seems to have very little to do with 
the original problem . The motivation behind the research leading to this 
thesis was to try to make progress towards a proof of Chouinard's theorem 
(which is, after all, a simple representation-theorical result) by simple 
representation-theoretical means. In Chapter 1 we show how the deduction of 
Chouinard's theorem from Serre's proposition may be stripped of most of its 
cohomology, however the latter result remains an obstacle.
(vii)
A straight-forward reduction shows that we may consider the following 
situation: k will be an algebraically closed field of nonzero characteristic, 
p, and G will be a finite p-group; V will be supposed to be a non-projective, 
indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction to some maximal subgroup 
of G. Chouinard's theorem is then equivalent to saying that, if G is not 
elementary abelian, V cannot be free on restriction to all the maximal 
subgroups of G. Thus, as a subsidiary question, we ask: what properties does 
V have in the situation above ?
In Chapter 1 it is shown how to construct an exact sequence:
with P projective. Thus V is periodic of period 1 or 2. This two-step 
projective resolution automatically brings to mind the construction theorem 
for almost split sequences; this is investigated in Chapter 2. It is shown 
there how to construct, for each maximal subgroup, H, of G, an exact sequence:
which is (1) almost split if V is free on restriction to H,
(2) split otherwise.
Furthermore, the connected component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver containing 
V is investigated. This is shown to have the form:
i.e. there exists a sequence, Vr ( n - 1,2,...), of non-projective, indecomposable 
kG-modules which are free on restriction to some maximal subgroup of G, such 
that there are almost split sequences:
0 --- ► V P --- ► P 0
0 --- ► V
o*-
0 ------ Vj -----» v2 ------ Vj
0 — *v n+1 (n > 1)n
(vili)
with V • Vjj for some N. It is also shown how, given V^, to construct
Chapters 3 and 4 are concerned with the following observation: let i be 
the Frattini subgroup of G, that is, the intersection of all the maximal 
subgroups of G, then V is free on restriction to #. We may regard the set of 
i-fixed points of V, 7, as a module for C - G/i. But G is elementary abelian, 
so there is a Carlson variety, Y(7) - this may be regarded as a subset of 
2
J/J where J denotes the augmentation ideal of kG. The main result proved in 
Chapter 3 is that Y(7) is always a line in J/J2.
Each subgroup, H, of G determines a subspace, Sjj , of J/J2. When H is a 
maximal subgroup, SH is a hyperplane; V is free on restriction to H if and 
only if the line i(7) intersects trivially. Thus we define Yg to be the 
union of all the varieties Y(7) as V runs over all the indecomposable 
kG-modules which are free on restriction to a maximal subgroup of G. Chouinard's 
theorem is then equivalent to showing that, if G is not elementary abelian.
- where the union is over all the maximal subgroups of G.
In Chapter 4 the constraints, if any, on Yg are investigated. It is shown 
that the minimal counter-example to Chouinard's theorem is one of a particular 
class of p-groupa, which we call pseudo-special - these being defined by the 
fact that the Frattini subgroup *(G) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of 
G. The structure of these groups may be very accurately described, so specific 
calculations are possible.
If g^,...,gn is a minimal set of generators for G then (g^ - 1) + J2,..., 
(gn - 1) + J2 is a k-basis for J/J2. Using this basis, any polynomial in n 
variables with coefficients in the field of p elements, f(Xj,...,Xn), may be 
used to define a hypersurface, S(f), of J/J2. It is shown that if G is
(ix)
pseudo-special then YG 6 S(f) for some nonzero polynomial, f. This result 
is shown to be extendible to general groups to give:
Yq is the whole of J/J^ if and only if G is elementary abelian.
It is further shown for pseudo-special groups that Y^ - S(fj) h ....h S(f8) 
for some polynomials, fj,...,^ ; indeed a specific construction is given for 
these polynomials. The result just mentioned implies that not all these 
polynomials are zero. But it may be shown that the hyperplanes Sjj for H a 
maximal subgroup of G are precisely the subspaces of the form S(f) where f is 
a nonzero linear polynomial; thus it is readily seen that G satisfies Chouinard's 
theorem if and only if the ideal of F p[Xj,... ,Xn ] generated by fj,...,fg 
contains a product of nonzero linear polynomials. Therefore we have a method 
whereby, with sufficient patience, we may determine whether a given pseudo­
special group satisfies Chouinard’s theorem; however a general approach is, at 
the moment, elusive.
There are several examples in the text. Chapter 5 is devoted to constructing 
examples of non-projective, indecomposable kG-modules which are free on 
restriction to a maximal subgroup of G. By means of these examples we are able 
to show that:
'g 1  U s,
- the union being over all the elementary abelian subgroups of G; in fact, 
Chouinard's theorem shows that equality holds. Appendix A is devoted to an 
extended example: it is shown how a theorem of Benson and Carlson may be used 
to prove the well-known classification theorem for the indecomposable modules 
of the Klein 4-group over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2.
(X)
NOTATION
Throughout, k will be a field of characteristic p. For a finite-dimensional 
k-algebra, A (which will generally be the group algebra, kG, for some finite 
group, G) we let mod A denote the category of all finitely-generated, left, 
unital A-modules and all A-linear maps between such modules. We shall use the 
term A-module to designate an object of mod A.
If U and V are A-modules then we let (U,V)A , or simply (U,V) when there 
can be no confusion about which algebra is meant, denote the set of all morphisms
U --- ► V in mod A. All maps will be written on the left. The identity morphism
of U will be denoted by ly.
Note that there are induced k-linear functors:
(U,-)A : mod A --- ► mod k ,
(-,V)A : mod A --- * mod k ,
which are covariant and contravariant respectively.
We shall also use the following notation:
(a) A will also be used to denote the A-module given by the left regular 
representation,
(b) The Jacobson radical of A will be denoted by J(A),
(c) The direct sum of the A-modules U and V will be denoted by either U »V 
or U«V,
(d) U|V will signify that U is a direct summand of V,
(e) [U|V] will denote the multiplicity of an indecomposable A-module, U, 
in V - this is well-defined by the Krull-Schmidt theorem,
(f) The socle of U - that is to say, the sum of all the minimal submodules 
of U - will be denoted by soc (U),
(g) Similarly, the radical of U (the intersection of the maximal submodules) 
will be denoted by Rad (U),
(*i)
(h) dim^ U will denote the dimension of U as a k-space.
In the case when A is the group algebra, kG, we shall also use the 
following:
(i) The trivial, one-dimensional kG-module will be denoted by kg,
(j) Aug (kG) will denote the augmentation ideal of kG,
(k) The submodule of G-fixed points of U will be denoted by U^,
(l) The minimal projective cover of U »fill be written as Py ,
(m) (ncZ) will denote the Heller operators (see [Ben] p8)
a kG-module, U, is said to be periodic if ifu a U for some n * 0,
(n) Ext£g (U,V) will denote the cohomology groups (see [C&E] or [McL]).
If U and V are kG-modules then we may regard the tensor product, U®V, 
as a kG-module by using the diagonal action of G:
and extending k-linearly to the whole of kG. Similarly the space of all 
k-linear maps U V , (U.V)^, may be regarded as a kG-module by using the
following action of G:
Recall that we define the complex representation ring (or Green ring) of 
kG to be the complex vector space with the set of isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable kG-modules as a basis. If V is a kG-module then the isomorphism 
class containing V, which will be denoted by [V], may be identified with the 
following element of the space just defined:
g.(u0v) - gu«gv (ucU, vc V, gcG)
g.f s u (fc(U.V),
The dual module of U, U*. then equals (U,kg)k .
U,V)k, ueU, gcG)
(xil)
- the sum being over all isomorphism classes of indecomposable kG-modules.
The tensor product then induces a C-algebra structure on the representation 
ring. We shall denote this algebra by Ak(G).
The dual space operator induces an algebra automorphism of Ak(G) which we 
*write as x *— ► x .
If H is a subgroup of G then we have covariant functors:
res : mod k G --- ► mod kH ,
ind : mod kH --- ► mod kG ,
where res (U) - is the restriction of U to H, and ind (V) - V** is the 
induced module, kG#kHV.
As regards groups, we shall use the following notation:
(o) IGl will denote the order of G,
(p) |G:Hf will denote the index of H in G,
(q) The Frattini subgroup of G - that is, the intersection of all the maximal 
subgroups of G - will be denoted by i(G),
(r) The centre of G will be denoted by Z(G),
(s) The subgroup generated by Xs G will be denoted by
(t) The direct product of G and H will be denoted by GxH.
We shall also adopt the bar convention when talking about factor groups. 
Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of G, then we shall write the natural 
map G --- ► G/N as g I » g . In particular, 5 ■ G/N.
Other notation that we accept as standard:
W  is the set of positive integers 1,2,3,...,
7L is the set of integers ...,-2,-1,0,1 ,2,...,
(Xiii)
C is the field of complex numbers,
Fp is the field of p elements.
Other notation will be introduced in the text. However, for convenience,
give here an index of the more commonly used terms:
PAGE
Almost split sequence 38
Carlson variety 76,98
Chouinard group 13
E*(G) (cohomology group) 32
Essential subgroup 75
Extra-special group 123
g(V) (element of A^iG)) 53
Heart of P, H(P) 173
Irreducible map 54
XH(V) (constant) 77
|jy (sum of the elements of X C kG) 3
Pseudo-special group 115
Serre group 23




Xy (middle term of almost split sequence) 53
Yg (set of permitted varieties) 113
Yl (V) (Carlson variety) 76
Y(V) (Carlson variety) 98
(-,-) (inner product on A^CG)) 52




This first chapter contains most of the preliminary work that we shall 
require and a simple reduction of Chouinard's theorem. Inevitably, not all 
the standard results that we shall use are proved here; many will be quoted 
in the text without comment. [C&R] is the classic work for the results on 
representation theory, although [Ben] and [Lan] both cover the ground in a 
fairly concise manner; the results on group theory may be found in any 
standard text, for example, [Ha].
(3)
5 0.0 Projective modules
In this first section, we shall prove a number of preliminary results 
concerned mostly with the properties of the projective modules of some group 
algebra, kG. Most of the results are well known and we shall not give specific 
references. G will be an arbitrary finite group and k will be any field of 
characteristic p. The case p-0 is not initially excluded, but we shall observe 
the convention that the trivial group, 1, is the unique 0-subgroup of G.
Firstly we introduce some useful notation: if X is a finite subset of the 
group algebra, kG, then write:
With this notation, the following is easily proved:
Lemma 0.0.1 (a) If H is a subgroup of G and g e G, then:
“hi • ) W l>«-
(b) If h c H  then hp^ - p^ ,
(c) If T is a left transversal for H in G then p^p^ “ pG ,
(d) If x is an element of G of order q, where q is a power of p, then:
Note that, in particular, if H is a normal subgroup of G and V is a
kG-module then (a) gives that p^V is a submodule of V. Part (b) further shows
that pHV 4  V*1 so that we may regard p^V as a k(G/H)-module.
A simple calculation shows that (kG)^ - kpG and that:
Aug (kG) - £?.kG | )iG\ - 0} .
Lemma 0.0.2 If denotes the projective cover of the trivial module, kç ,
<*)
V, equals din^ yQV .
Proof Considering the augmentation map kG -- ► kG , we see that we may regard
Pj as a submodule of kG with Pj 4 Aug (kG) . Thus * 0 so that kpG is
contained within . Therefore we have a monomorphism k g -- * Pj 5 this induces
Note also that, by standard results, Pj has a unique minimal submodule. This 
must therefore be kjig .
For the second part of the result it suffices to assume that V is 
indecomposable. If jigV f 0 then choose v eV with jxgV # 0. Define a kG-morphlsm
+ : Pj --- ► V by ^(Ç) - \v (recall that Pj< kG). By the choice of v, the
unique minimal submodule of Pj , kjig , is not contained within ker|. Thus ^ 
is a monomorphism. But Pj is injective and V is indecomposable, thus ^ must 
be an isomorphism. Using this and the fact, proved above, that jigPj ” tyG we 
have:
Proposition 0.0.3 The following are equivalent for f e (U,V) :
(a) f factors through a projective module,
(b) fejiG(U,V)k ,
(c) f elm(U.g) where g : P — » V is any fixed epimorphism with P projective,
(d) f elm(h.V) where h : U — ► P' is any fixed monomorphism with P'
projective.
if V « Pj
Thus the result follows. □
Proof We firstly show that (a) implies (b). So suppose that f factors as the
(5)
composite U — — » P V where P is projective. Note that P is a direct
summand of X** for some k-space, X. Thus f factors as:
U - i—  P — *-► X10 P -*— • V
where m  - lp. Thus it suffices to assume that P - X*®. There exist k-linear 
maps : U --- * X and ftj : X --- * V such that:
»(u) - 51 8®<*1(8-1u) ,
geG
6 (g«x) . ggjix).
5 1  »(g^-iig^u):
geG
- &«(u) - f(u).
Hence f c jig(U,V)k , as required.
We now show that (b) implies (c). Suppose that f-jig* for some etc (U,V)k. 
Define ft: U --- • by:
S(u) - ^  g®«(g-1u)
8eG
and 6 : (Vjj)*®---*V by:
4(g«v) - gv,
then f - Sb . But (v4j )^ G is projective, thus 8 factors as g8' for some
S' ’ --- * P. Thus f - g&'£ is an element of Im (U,g) , as required.
Similarly (b) implies (d) and trivially (c) or (d) implies (a), thus the 
result follows. r
(6)
Corollary 0.0.4 The following are equivalent for a kG-module, V:
(a) V is projective,
(b) )«G<V.V)k - (V.V),
(c) jjg(V,V)k contains an automorphism of V.
Proof To show that (a) implies (b) , take g - ly in (0.0.3)(c) to give that 
pG(V.V)k equals Im (V,ly) - that is to say, (V.V), (b) trivially implies (c). 
Suppose that (c) holds, then (0.0.3) shows that there exists a projective
module, P, and maps V ---* P -- * V the composite of which is an automorphism
of V. Thus V is a direct summand of P and so is projective. Hence (c) implies
(a) and the result is proved. q
For any kG-modules U , V we know that jiG(U,V)k < (U,V)£ - (U.V) . We 
shall write:
[U.V] - (U.V)/FG(U,V)k .
(0.0.3) makes it clear that Extj^ , (U.V) a [flU.V].
Lemma 0.0.5 Let U be a kG-module with no projective summands. Then:
(a) the only map U --- ► kg which factors through a projective module is
the zero map,
(b) [U.kg] a (Py.kg) where Py denotes the projective cover of U,
(C) [kG.ou] • (kg.p^ .
Proof Note that PG(U.kg)k * pGU*. But U* has no projective summands, thus, 
by (0.0.2), JIqU* - 0. Hence (a) follows from (0.0.3). Moreover we have that 
[U.kg] - (U.kg). To prove (b), note that any element of (U.kg) gives an element
of (Py.kg) by composition with the epimorphism P y ---► U ; but QU is
projective-free, thus any map Py ---► k^ is zero on flU (by (a)) and so arises
(7)
from a map U ---* kg in this way. Hence we have an Isomorphism (U,kG> ■ (Py.kg)
- thus (b) is also proved.
For (c), note that [kG ,OU] ■ [(OU)*,kG ] a (pj.kg) * (kg.Pg) by (b) 
applied to the projective-free module (QU)* of which Py is a projective cover, q
The next result shows that we may generally reduce to the case when G is 
a p-group.
Lemma 0.0.6 Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then a kG-module, V, is 
projective if and only if Vjp is projective.
Proof If V is projective then so, trivially, is Vjp. Conversely, suppose tha'.
Vjp is projective, then so is But we have "“ P8 v * (vJ p ^ --- * v
given bys
( 5 T B < S
g • v • gV ,
(where T is a left transversal for P in G) the composite of which is ly. Thus 
V is a direct summand of the projective module (v|p)^ ** and hence is itself 
projective. □
Note that in the case p - 0 we have P - 1 so that every kG-module is 
projective. Hence we assume for the rest of this section that p* 0  and that 
G is a p-group. The following lemma summarises the important elementary facts 
about this situation.
(8)
Lemma 0.0.7 (a) For any nonzero kG-modulef V, we have V® * 0,
(b) ia the unique simple kG-module,
(c) J(kG) - Aug(kG),
(d) kG is indecomposable,
(e) A kG-module is projective if and only if it is free,
(f) For any kG-module, V, soc (V) ■ V®.
Proof (a) We may regard V as a (not necessarily finitely-generated) FpG-module. 
Let Vj be a nonzero, finitely-generated F pG-submodule of V, then, in particular, 
Vj is a finite-dimensional F^-space and so is a finite set with pn elements 
for some n>0. Consider the action of G on Vj ; because G is a p-group all the 
orbits will have length a power of p. Thus the number of orbits of length one 
(i.e. the number of G-fixed points of Vj) ia divisible by p. Hence 0*V® < V®.
(b) follows trivially from (a), and (c) and (f) follow from (b). (b) also 
implies that kjig is the unique minimal submodule of kG, so (d) follows by 
noting that a decomposable module will have at least two minimal submodules.
(e) follows from (d) and the Krull-Schmidt theorem when we recall that any 
projective module is a direct summand of a free module. □
Proposition 0,0.8 For any kG-module, V:
ilV ' G V *  *  dl*VvG
with either equality holding if and only if V is free.
Proof We can write V - F *VQ where F is free and VQ has no free direct 
summands. The multiplicity of kG in V is then:
ra < d l - k F >
but it is also equal to dim^ji^V by (0.0.2) ( Pj * kG by (0.0.7)(d)).
(9)
Now din^F < din^V with equality holding iff V ia free, thus the result is 
established for the first inequality.
For the second inequality, there exists an exact sequence:
0 --- * V — F' ---* W --- - 0
where F' is free and W has no free direct summand. By (0.0.2), - 0 ;
thus jigF' < Im 9 . Hence we see that:
-  ( F ' ) °  .  e iv ° )
so that:
d i ^ v 0 . d i ^ ^ r  . ¿< d i % f).
But dim^ V < dimk F' with equality holding iff V is free. Thus the result is 
also proved for the second inequality. a
Corollary 0.0.9 jigV < VG with equality holding if and only if V is free, q
Corollary 0.0.10 Let k be an extension field of k. For a kG-module, V, 
we regard V ■ k 8^ V as a kG-module in the obvious way. Then $ is a free 
kG-module if and only if V is a free kG-module.
Proof The rank of pG as a linear transformation is unchanged by extending 
the scalars to ic. Thus dim^pgV - dim^ . But trivially dim^ V » dim^ V 
so the result follows using the first inequality in (0.0.8). q
We may easily extend (0.0.10) to general groups: let P be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G then (0.0.6) gives that V is projective iff Vjp is projective. 
But a kP-module is projective iff it is free, by (0.0.7). Thus V is projective 
iff Vjp is free . A similar result holds for $. (0.0.10) gives that V^, is 
free iff V^ p is free. Thus:
$ is a projective kG-module iff V is projective.
(10)
Lemma 0.0.11 (a) V is free if and only if V* • V is free,
(b) U « V  is free if and only if U*«V is free,
(c) U • V is free if and only if:
dlm^U.V) - jijHln^UXdt^V).
Proof (a) If V is free then so, trivially, is V*®V. Conversely if 
V*®V a (V.V)k is free then jiG(V,V)k - (V,V)£ . <V,V). Thus V is free 
by (0.0.4).
(b) follows from (a) and the isomorphism:
(U®V)*®(U®V) a (U*®V)*® (U*®V).
Thus U ® V  is free iff (U,V)k is free iff:
IGI di^ (U,V)£ - di^(U.V)k 
- by (0.0.8). But (U,V)£ - (U.V) and:
di«k (0»V)k - (dim^ U)(dimk V)
so (c) is proved. q
As with the previous result, (0.0.11)(a) and (b) may be extended to 
general groups by replacing the word "free" by "projective".
The following construction was mentioned above and will prove useful on 
a number of occasions:
Theorem 0.0.12 Let N be a normal subgroup of G and write 5 - G/N. For any 
kG-module, V, we may regard ji^ V as a kG-module which we shall denote V.
Suppose that V is free on restriction to N, then V is a free kG-module if 
and only if V is a free kG-module.
Proof Since is free we have din^ 7 - j^ jdin^ V . Note that, using (0.0.1)(c),
(11)
/ijjV ■ pgV . Thus apply (0.0.8): V Is a free kG-module iff: 
that is to say, iff:
"‘■k ■ |ET“ *kv
- precisely the condition (0.0.8) gives for V to be free. □
We shall also need the following simple result. The notation is as in
(0 .0 .12).
Lemma 0.0.13 Let V be a kG-module which is free on restriction to N and 
U be a kG-module which is regarded as a kG—module by letting N act trivially.
U • V is free on restriction to N and:
( P W )  - U ® V.
Proof For geN, g(u*v) - gu» gv - uSgv.Thus jijj(u®v) - u®jiNv and the 





Chouinard, in [Ch], proved a result that will be of particular interest.
Although he proved it in a more general form, we may state the result as follows:
Chouinard's theorem A kG-module is projective if and only if it
is free on restriction to all the elementary abelian p-subgroups of G.
Note that any projective module is projective, and hence free (by (0.0.7)), 
on restriction to any p-subgroup of G. Thus one implication is trivial. For the 
converse, we may apply a number of elementary reductions:
(1) It suffices to assume that G is a p-group. For let P be a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G, then any kG-module which is free on restriction to all the elementary abelian 
p-subgroups of G is also free on restriction to all the elementary abelian subgroups 
of P. Thus, if Chouinard's theorem holds for p-groups, it is projective as a 
kP-module, and hence, by (0.0.6), as a kG-module.
(2) It suffices to assume that k is algebraically cloaed. If V is a kG-module 
which is free on restriction to all the elementary abelian p-subgroups of G then 
consider the icG-module V » k V where k is an algebraic cloaure of k; this is 
free on restriction to all the elementary abelian subgroups of G, so if Chouinard's 
theorem holds for algebrsically closed fields then V is a free &G-module. Hence 
(0.0.10) gives that V is a free kG-module.
So now suppose that we try to prove Chouinard's theorem for p-groups by 
induction on the order of G. The result is trivial if G is elementary abelian, so 
we may assume otherwise. Suppos* that V is a non-projective kG-module which is 
free on restriction to all the elementary abelian subgroups of G, then the same 
conditions hold with respect to one of the non-projective indecomposable summands 
of V; thus it suffices to assume that V is indecomposable. Inductively, V is free 
on restriction to all the proper subgroups of G. Thus it suffices to prove:
(13)
Chouinsrd's theorem - Second version Let k be an algebraically 
cloaed field of characteriatic p. We call a finite p-group, G, a Chouinard 
group if there do not exist non-projective, indecomposable kG-nodulea which 
are free on restriction to all the maximal subgroupa of G. Then any group 
which is not elementary abelian is a Chouinard group.
Moreover, this version is implied by the first, so the two formulations 
are equivalent.
As an example, let us prove that any cyclic p-group of order at least p2 
is a Chouinard group. Let G be such a group of order p (n>l) and choose a 
generator x. H ■ <xp> is the unique maximal subgroup of G, it has order 
p"~* - q , say. Suppose, for a contradiction, that V is a non-proJective, 
indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction to H.
V is the direct sum of a number of copies of kH , thus q|dimk V . Since 
V is not projective, (0.0.2) gives that p^V ■ 0 , that is to say, using 
(O.O.D(d),
(x-l)<p" _1)V - 0.
Thus the minimum polynomial of x on V divides (X — l)^p and hence is
(X-l)r for some r <  pn -l. Using the feet that V is indecomposable, the 
matrix representing x on V must be the (r x r) Jordan block with l's on the 
diagonal. In particular, r - dim^ V , so that q|r. Hence we car write r - qs 
for some s <  p-1. Thus q(p-l)> r so that:
(x-l)q(p_1)V - (xq -l)(p_1)V - 0.
But E - <xq> is a subgroup of G of order p, so the equation above says that 
PgV - 0. Hence V is not free on restriction to E - a contradiction since E<H. 
Thus:
(14)
Proposition 0.1.1 Any cyclic p-group of order at least p2 is a Chouinard 
group. n
Later we shall give at least two further proofs of this proposition. 
Meanwhile we prove an elementary reduction theorem. The methods used are 
essentially those of [Cal] slightly extended.
Theorem 0.1.2 Any p-group which has a Chouinard factor group is itself 
a Chouinard group.
Proof Let G be a p-group with a normal subgroup, N, such that G • G/N is a 
Chouinard group. Suppose that V is an indecomposable kG-module which is free 
on restriction to sll the maximal subgroups of G. We cannot have G - N so N is 
contained within some maximal subgroup of G; in particular, V is free on 
restriction to N. Thus we consider the kG-module V ■ as in (0.0.12). The 
maximal subgroups of C correspond to the maximal subgroups of G containing N; 
thus V is free on restiction to all the maximal subgroups of G. Since G is a 
Chouinard group this implies that V is projective. Thus V is projective and 
the result follows. □
Corollary 0.1.3 If G is a p-group for which the derived subgroup is 
properly contained within the Frattini subgroup, then G is a Chouinard group.
Corollary 0.1.4 Any abelian p-group which is not elementary abelian is a 
Chouinard group.
Proofs Before proving (0.1.3), we remark that the derived subgroup of G, G', 
is always contained in the Frattini subgroup. If the inclusion is strict then 
G/G' is an abelian group which is not elementary abelian. Thus (0.1.2) shows
(15)
that it suffices to prove (0 .1 .6).
Any abelian group is the direct product of cyclic groups. If it is not
2elementary abelian then one of these factors will have order at least p .
Thus (0.1.6) follows from (0.1.2) and (0.1.1). □
Remark There is a slight ambiguity in the definition above as to.whether the 
trivial group is a Chouinard group. On the one hand there are no non-projective 
kl-modules; on the other, it makes no sense to talk about maximal subgroups of 
1. We make the convention (tacitly assumed in the proof of (0.1.2)) that 1 is 
not a Chouinard group. Since 1 is certainly elementary abelian, this makes no 




Suppose that V is a kG-module which is free on restriction to some 
maximal subgroup of the p-group, G. In this chapter we show how to construct 
an exact sequence:
with P projective. We also discuss how this construction is related to the 
Bockstein map:
and show how the result of Serre concerning the cup-product of certain 
elements of Im B may be used to prove Chouinard's theorem.
(18)
5 1.0 Cyclic groups
Let C be a cyclic p-group. There is a well-known periodic projective 
resolution for kc described, for example, in [C&E]. Choose a generator, x, 
for C and consider the sequence:
0  ► kc kC — »— • kC -1—  kc --- »0 -d)
where the maps are given by:
*  ■
6 : 1 »-- ► x - 1 ,
8 : 1 •---► 1 ,
and are extended kC-linearly. Note that Aug (kC) - (x - l)kC , that is to say 
ker 8 - Im 6 . Thus, using dimensions, the sequence is exact.
Recall that kC is indecomposable, so this must be a minimal resolution. 
Thus k^ is periodic of period one or two. It has period one iff Im 6 is 
isomorphic to kc , that is to say, iff
1 - dia^ Im» - dim^ IcC - d i^ 1^ - 0 - 1 ,  
i.e. C has order 2. In this case pc - x -1 so the sequence above is the Join 
of two copies of the sequence:
0  ► kc -*-*> kC — *-* kc --- ► 0 .
In general, the sequence (1) depends on the choice of the generator, x. 
Suppose that we choose another generator, x', and construct the corresponding 
sequence. The end maps, a  and 8, will be unchanged, but the central map
a' : k C -- » kC will be given by 1 •--- ► x' - 1 . Now, we may complete the
commutative diagram:
(19)
Lemma 1.0.1 There exists a with x - (x')a. With this notation, the map 
t in the diagram equals al^.
Proof Note that c is uniquely determined up to the addition of a map factoring 
through kC. Hence, by (0.0.5),e is determined uniquely. We shall construct a 
particular diagram.
We may take S - lkC ; then:
5»«) - x-1 - (x')a -l
- (x' -l)(l+x't ... .(x')*’1)
so that we may define 1 ' by:
1--- ------------------------------■ l t x '  ♦ . . . ♦ ( x ' ) * - 1 .
Hence:
*«<1> - ^c(l*x'....t(x’)*-1) - afc
and the result is seen to follow. _
(20)
I 1.1 Periodic Resolutions
Suppose that H is a maximal subgroup of a p-group, G. H is then normal of 
index p, so consider the cyclic group C ■ G/H . The sequence of kC-modules, 
(1), given in the previous section may be regarded as a sequence of kG-modules 
by letting H act trivially. This takes the form:
0 --- ► kG -*— • k(G/H) — »— • k(G/H) -*-* kG --- ► 0 -(2)
where the maps are given by:
* : I*---
ft : H ►(g-l)H , 
ft : H — —  1 .
Here gH is the choice of generator for G/H , so g can be chosen from any of 
the elements of G-H. If g' is another choice then (1.0.1) gives that there 
is a commutative diagram:
0 --- ► kr ---► k(G/H) k(G/H)
4  î î
0 ---► kG ---► k(G/H) — *— • k(G/H)
--- -0
where a is defined by g(g')"a cH.
The main usefulness of the sequence (2) lies in the following result:
Theorem 1.1.1 Suppose that V is a kG-module which is free on restriction 
to H, then k(G/H) • V is free.
More concretely, if Vj,...,v Is a free kH-basis for V, then:
H® v j ..... H ®vm
is a free kG-basis for k(G/H)®V.
(21)
Proof If we just wish to prove the first statement then note that k(G/H)
1» Isomorphic to (k,,)*3. Thus k(G/H)«V a (kH «V,H)K  a (VJh),G Is frse, ss 
required.
For the concrete version, it suffices, by dimensions, to show that H • Vj , 
.... H ® vm are kG-linearly independent. So suppose that:
jfj - 0
for some ^  e kG. Write each as:
for some g c G - H , ^  j e kH ,
then:
0 • § ^ ‘V H' V  • 5  . w flJTt .
Thus, for each j,
« u V  * °
but the v^'s are kH-linearly independent, so each ■ 0- Thus each ^  - 0 , 
as required. n
Tensor the sequence, (2), by V to obtain:
0 --- - V --- ► k(G/H) • V --- s k(G/H) • V ---e V ---► 0 .
By (1.1.1) this is a two-step projective resolution for V. We can improve on 
this in the case p - 2 by taking the sequence:
0 --- * kG ---► k(G/H) --- * kG --- * 0
and tensoring this by V to get a one-step projective resolution. Thus:
Theorem 1.1.2 Let V be a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which 
is free on restriction to some maximal subgroup of G. Then V is periodic of 
period one or two. In the case p-2 , the period is always one.
This method is used to prove the same result. Lemma 2.5 , in [Ca2], and 
seems to be generally well known.
(23)
§1.2 Serre groups
Let us for the moment restrict our attention to the field of p elements, 
F p . For a fixed p-group, G, take a minimal F pG-projective resolution:
If is an m-tuple of maximal subgroups of G then, for each i, we
choose gjtG-Hj and consider the sequence:
0 --- - F p --- . F^C/H,) --- - FpiG/Hj) --- . F p ---- 0
where the central map is given by •— — * (gA - 1)H^ . We may string these m 
sequences together by identifying the left-hand F p of one sequence with the 
right-hand F p of the next. Complete the commutative DIAGRAM 1 (see over).
This determines a map « : fi^Fp --- ► F p depending, up to multiplication by
a nonzero scalar, only on (Hj,....H^).
Call G a Serre group if there exists an m-tuple, (Hj,.,..H^), for some m 
such that the corresponding map r?mF p --- ► F p is zero.
Theorem 1.2.1 Any Serre group is a Chouinard group.
Proof Let G be a Serre group and suppose that Diagram 1 is such that «  - 0.
Let V be a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction 
to all the maximal subgroups of G. Firstly apply k *jp - to Diagram 1 to obtain
(here m' - 2m - 1)
(24)
DIAGRAM 1
at is uniquely determined by this diagram, 
using (0.0.5)(a). We may gauge the effect of 
changing the choice of the elements, g^ , of 
G-H^ by using the extension of (1.0.1) 
mentioned in $1 .1 * it is to multiply « by 
a nonzero scalar. Thus whether or not ot- 0 
is independent of this choice.
where the lower sequence is a minimal projective resolution of kg (use (0.0.10) 
to show that it is minimal). Now tensor this diagram by V. V is free on 
restriction to each of so, as in the previous section, the top row
is a 2m-step projective resolution of V. Thus we may complete the diagram:
0 -------► V --- ► k(G/Hm) « V ----► _______ ► kiG/Hj ) • V — — *• V ----► 0
°î 1 î I0  * E i k g  ® V ------- ► P^fl V -----------------►-------- ------------------ *• •  V ---------  —  V ----------► 0
I ! I I
0 ----- ►V ---»k(G/HB)IV ---* .... -- ► kiG/Hj) tv -- *V ---►O .
Therefore ly factors through the projective module k(G/Hj)®V. Hence V is 
projective - a contradiction.
As an example, we again take the case when G is a cyclic group of order at
2least p , generated by x, say. We have a minimal projective resolution:
0 --- - F  — *-► F  G — F  G -5— *• F  --- * 0P P p p
as in § 1.0, where the maps are given by:
*  ! 1 ~ > ' G ’
A : 1 *— * - 1  ,
8 : 1 i--- ► 1 .
Let H - (xp) be the unique maximal subgroup of G and complete the diagram:
0 --- - F p ----- F p(G/H) ----- F p(G/H) --- - F p --- - 0
•| *| *| |
0 --- . F p _ ^ _ Fi)G-- * — .* „ 8 — S— Fi>_ (
where the central map in the upper sequence is given by H 1 >
We may define i by 1 I » H and let 5* - 3. Then:
(x-l)H .
(26)
l’«(l> - V(pG) - Fgh - 0
so that • -0. Thus G is a Serre group, and hence a Chouinard group, thereby 
giving another proof of (0 .1.1),
The next section deals with a slightly less trivial example.
(27)
S 1.3 Example - 0Q
In this section we deal with what seems to be a fairly difficult case. Let:
G ■ | x2 . , 2 . (xy)2)
be the quaternion group, Qg . G has three maximal subgroups, <x>, <y> and <xy>, 
each of which is cyclic of order 4. The subgroups of order 2 of these three 
groups coincide, thus (0.1.1) implies that if a kG-module is free on restriction 
to one of the maximal subgroups of G, then it is free on restriction to them 
all. Thus we may concentrate on a single maximal subgroup, H ; say H - <x>.
We give two proofs of the fact that G is a Chouinard group. The first 
method is brute force. Write:
* - x — l , 2 - y-i
for the elements of kG. Now:
so that, in particular, . Also:
2? - yx - » - y + 1 - x3y - x - y + 1 - (x3 - l)y - (x - 1)
- - X  - (« + 12)? ♦ Ç2 ♦ <3 * y G
- for note that X3J - yG .
Now suppose that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2, 
and that V is a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on 
restriction to H (and thus to all the maximal subgroups of G). Take a free 
kH-basis, Vj,...,yB , for V. Note that yGV - 0 so - 0, hence:
?V fi Aug (kH).V - XV.
(28)
Thus we may write:
*  ■ i
L, ( V jV j . b , / . J * 'll*3’'J>
)me constants. ■ u  • " u , in k. Now:




J < - u « *
♦ * V j ♦ ' S  ♦ * )*G'J> * 1 t
- z:
j
♦ i v j ♦ «>,) * b(j)i2 ♦ I
■ T.
j < *u « 2
♦ i V , * (<*ij * blj>*2 ♦ ■ i j i X S <*Jr' ♦ ‘X *2
j v «2 * ‘3>’J * £  (-U*jr ' 2 * •iJbJr*3
♦ (.tj * 6ij>'
Thus if A denotes the matrix (a±j) and B the matrix (b^) then this implies 
that I « A + A and 0 ■ A + AB + (A + B)A . Hence there exist (mxm) matrices 
A,B with:
A2 + A - I 
AB + BA - I
- we will show that these equations give a contradiction.
By conjugating suitably, we may assume that A is in its Jordan canonical 
form. If Aj is a constituent Jordan block then A2 + Aj ■ I . Write Aj as:
a 1
)v r )> )
a 1
(29)





2where b - a +a. The only way that this can be the identity matrix is if Aj 
is a (lxl) matrix and a2 + a»l.
2Thus A is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries satisfying X + X - 1. 
Thus we may assume that:
where a^ (i-1,2) are the roots of X2 + X - 1 and Ij are identity matrices 
of various sizes. Write:
B11 B12 1
B21 B22 J
in compatible block form. Then the equation AB + BA - I implies that:
•lBll al®12 j + i alBll ®2B12
a2B21 a2B22  ^ l alB21 a2B22
so Ij ■ Ij ■ 0 . Thus A - 0  . Hence m - 0  - a contradiction.
Thus G is a Chouinard group.
The second approach to proving this fact is to show that G is a Serre group. 
There is a 4-step periodic projective resolution of kg given, for example, in 
[C&E]. The details are given in DIAGRAM 2.

(31)
Remark The fact that Qg is a Chouinard group is proved in [Cal]. The 
method used there is similar to the "brute force" method given above, but 
appeals to the classification theorem for the indecomposable modules of the 
Klein 4-group (see Appendix A).
(32)
I 1.4 Connection with Bockstein operators 
Write E^(G) for the cohomology group:
E"(G) . Ext*
We shall think of E"(G) in two ways: the details may be found in [McL].
(1) Using (0.0.5), there is an isomorphism E“(G) a (CfTF , F  ) - this
P P
method is particularly useful when we are considering the F p-space structure 
of the cohomology ring:
E*(G) - ®  E*(G) .
m-0
(2) We may also think of E?(G) as the set of all equivalence classes of
exact sequences of F„G-modules:P
- each such sequence being assigned a (well-defined) map ifFp --- ► F p by
means of the diagram:
where the lower sequence is a minimal projective resolution - two sequences 
are then equivalent if they are assigned the same map. This is particularly 
useful when we are considering the cup-product in E*(G). The product of the 
image of sequence (1) with the image of the sequence:
(33)
is just the image of the join of the two sequences:
With this notation, we derive a characterisation of the image of the 
Bockstein map:
8 ; e ‘(G) --- . E2(G) .
See [CaA] or [Pic] for the same result, although not necessarily expressed in 
the same terms.
Firstly note that E*(G) is isomorphic to (Aug (F G) , F  ) . But F  G-linear
P P P
maps f : Aug (F^G) --- * F p are in 1-1 correspondence with group homomorphisms
f' : G --- ► F + via the rule:
P
f'(x) - f(x-l).
- To check the details: given f we haves
f'(xy) - f(xy-l) - f«x-l> ♦ ( y - 1) ♦ (x-l)(y-l))
- f(x-l) ♦ f(y-l) ♦ (x-l)f(y-l)
-  f ' ( x )  ♦ f * (y )
so that f' is a group homomorphism. Similarly, given f', f is F p-linear.
So let z be a nonzero element of E*(G). We regard z as a nonzero group
homomorphism G --- ► F p so that H - ker z is a maximal subgroup of G. Write
5 ■ G/H and let + be the natural homomorphism G --- ► G. z factors as:
for some z' c E 1(G); that is to say, z is in the image of the induced map 
♦j : E*(C) -------.  e ' (G ) .




e 1(B) — S-* e2(C)
where the horizontal naps are the Bockstein operators and the vertical maps are 
those induced by 4 * Thus B(z) " f2B(z') *
Using the properties of cyclic groups we have:
e ‘(5) » (Aug <rpC) , F p) * Fp
E2<5) • ( ¿ F p . F p) - (Fp . Fp) • F p
and 6 * 0. Thus, choosing any nonzero element, e, of E2(G) there exists a non­
zero c c F  with 8(z') ■ ce.P
But we may take e to be the image of the sequence:
0 —  F  --- ► F  G --- ► F  G --- ► F„ --- ► 0p P P P
so that is the linage of:
0 --- ► F  --- ► F  (G/H) --- - F  (G/H) --- - F  --- ► 0 .p P P P
Now B(z) - ^*®(z') ■ c42(e) * To concludei
Theorem 1.4.1 If z is any nonzero element of E*(G) then B(z) is a nonzero 
scalar multiple of the image in E2(G) of the sequence:
0 — * F  — * F  (G/H) --- ► F  (G/H) --- - F  --- * 0P P P P
for some maximal subgroup, H, of G. □
(35)
In view of this, let us re-examine our definition of Serre groups. G is 
a Serre group if and only if there exist nonzero elements, Zj,...,zn of E*(G) 
such that the cup-product, B(Zj)B(z2>....B(zn) , equals 0. Thus Proposition (4) 
of [Ser] says that:
Theorem 1.4.2 Every group which is not elementary abelian is a Serre group.
Hence this and (1.2.1) imply that every group which is not elementary abelian 
is a Chouinard group. That is to say Chouinard's theorem holds.
This is, broadly speaking, Chouinard's proof stripped of its cohomological 




We have shown, given a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module, V, 
which is free on restriction to a maximal subgroup of G, how to construct 
a two-step projective resolution:
0 --- ► V ---► P --- - P --- ► V --- ► 0.
But the construction of almost split sequences (sketched, for completeness, 
in §2.0) requires just this - a two-step projective resolution. Therefore 
in this chapter we apply this to V to obtain an almost split sequence of 
the form:
0 ---► V --- *■ X --- ► V --- ► 0.
We also investigate the decomposition of X into indecomposable summands, 
and the irreducible maps involving V.
(38)
*2.0 The construction of almost split sequences
We begin with the definition of an almost split sequence that we shall use: 
this is the dual of the one usually given, but, as is well known, the two are 
equivalent (see §2.2 for details). So, an exact sequence:
is said to be almost split if the following conditions hold:
(1) U and V are indecomposable,
(2) the sequence does not split,
(3) any map f : U • W which ia not a split monomorphism factors as
f'p for some f  : X --- ► W.
The existence of such sequences was first proved in a general context by 
Ausländer and Reiten; see [A&R] or, for a more succinct construction, [Gab]. 
We shall follow the existence proof given, for example, in [Ben] or [Lan], 
adapted slightly. Although basically the same, this avoids the general 
category-theory arguments of the original. We shall skip over many of the 
details of the proof.
The firat step la to prove that, for general kG-modules, U and V, 
there is a natural k-isomorphism:
where D denotes the dual space. Applying this twice we have that [U,V] is 
naturally isomorphic to [AU,AV] ; indeed we may demonstrate a particular 
isomorphism - for f c (U.V) define f' by the diagram:




f' is determined up to the addition of a map that factors through a projective
modulet thus the map f » * f' induces a well-defined map [U,V] --- * [ftU.ftV]
which is readily checked to be an isomorphism. In the case U -V this clearly 
gives a ring homomorphism:
Thus we may regard both sides in (1) as [U,U]-[V,V]-bimodules. The question 
then arises: can we assume that the isomorphism in (1) is a bimodule isomorphism? 
Not surprisingly, a little work shows that we can.
Now let V be a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module, and take an exact 
sequence:
with Pq and Pj projective. Let U - Imft so that U is isomorphic to the direct 
sum of AS/ and a projective module. By the result above, there is a [V,V]-[V,V] 
-bimodule isomorphism:
Since V is indecomposable, (V,V) is a local ring. Thus [V,V] has a unique 
maximal left [V,V]-submodule. Therefore (2) gives that [V,U] has a unique 
minimal right [V,V]-submodule. Equivalently, the socle of [V,U] as a right 
[V,V]-module, soc [V,U], is simple.
Choose 6 c(V,U) such that the image of 0 in [V,U] generates the socle 
- i.e. the image of 6 is a nonzero element of soc [V,U]. Form the pull-back:
[U,U] a [AU.OU].
[V,U] » [V.AlVJ * D[V,V]. - ( 2 )
-(3)
(40)
Note that, because the image of 0 in [V,U] is nonzero, the lower sequence does 
not split; furthermore, both its end-terms, V and ii2V, are indecomposable.
To show that this sequence is actually almost split, let f : a2V --- - W be any
map. Form the diagram:
0 --- • W --- ► ProJ. — *-♦ n  Hf --- ► 0
then f is a split monomorphism
<* the induced map (W,fl?V) ---* (il2V,a2V) , gi— ► gf is surjective
the induced map [W,fl?V] ---* [a.2V,a2V] a [V.V] is surjective
<* the induced map:
f* : [V.U] a D[V,V] ----► D[W,E?V] a D[fl.“1W,nv] a [V.ll JW]
is injective
«• f* is nonzero on soc [V,U] - note that f* is a right [V,V]-module 
homomorphism
4» the image of f ’ 8 is nonzero in [V,a_1W] (calculating f* explicitly)
«> f ' 0  does not factor through e
o  f does not factor through p.
Thus, if f is not a split monomorphism, it factors through p. Hence the sequence 
0 --- - --- * X --- * V --- ► 0 is almost split. To conclude:
Theorem 2.0.1 For any non-projective, indecomposable kG-module, V, there 
is an almost split sequence:
0 --- * a2V --- - X --- - V --- - 0 .
□
(41)
Remark The reason for our somewhat perverse choice of the definition of 
almost split sequences may now be revealed. If we use the normal definition 
then the pull-back diagram, (3), needs to be replaced by a push-out diagram; 
however, I for one find the former easier to calculate.

(43)
§2.1 The almost split sequence of a module which is free on 
restriction to some maximal subgroup
Let us now apply the construction given in the previous section to the 
case when V is a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on 
restriction to some maximal subgroup of G. By (1.1.2) there is a two-step 
projective resolution:
0 --- ► V --- - p --- - p --- ► v --- * 0
for some projective module, P.
Note that the Jacobson radical of the endomorphism ring of V, J(V,V) , is 
nilpotent. Thus we cannot have that J(V,V)V - V ; for if this were so then we 
would have J(V,V)nV - V for all n, so that, taking n sufficiently large,
V - 0 - a contradiction. Hence we may choose an epimorphism:
♦ ’ V --- » kG
such that:
J(V,V)V < ker f . -(1)
We also fix an element, vQ , of V such that ♦(vQ) f 0.
Now let H be any maximal subgroup of G, not necessarily one with V being 
free on restriction to H. Choose g c G - H  so that, as in §1.1, we have an 
exact sequence:
0 --- . kg k(G/H) -S—  k(G/H) kj, --- . 0 -(2)
where the maps are given by:
» s --- V G/H’
S S H * (g - 1)H ,
8 : H
Define a nap ©H : V ■■ *  k(G/H) 0  V to be the composite of ÿ  and the map 
kg — ► k(G/H) ® V given by 1 * » jig(H 0  Vq )  . We can, thinking of ^(v) as
a scalar, write:
V ” > -
Now we may form the pull-back:
0 --- ► V ----► k(G/H) • V — * k(G/H) 0  V ---* V --- * 0
! ‘ N -<3:
o --- - V ---1---- » Xjj-----■■--- *  V --- * 0
where the upper sequence is the result of tensoring (2) by V.
Lemma 2.1.1 The sequence 0 — - » V --- » Xy ---► V --- ► G is either split
or almost split.
Proof Since P is injective as well as projective, we may form a commutative 
diagram:
0 --- v V -------- - P ----------- *- P ---1---* V --- * 0
I î Î t
0 --- ► V — * k(G/H) 9 V --- *■ k(G/H) 0  V --- ► V --- - 0 .
The sequence we are interested in is then given by another pull-back diagram:
We claim that the image of »0H is in soc [V,U] . If it is zero then the pull­
back splits. Otherwise, as in the previous section, it is an almost split
(45)
sequence.
8©h is given by v • * ^ (v) ji^ e where e ■ S(H#Vq ). In particular, this
implies that 80H maps V into U - kere - for pQV - 0. Hence we may regard 
as an element of (V,U) and consider its image in [V,U] which we denote 
by 0.
To show that 0 is in soc [V,U] , let f be an element of (V.V). If f is In 
J(V,V) - i.e. if f is a non-automorphism - then:
Hence the [V,V]-submodule of [V,U] generated by 0 consists of 0 and the 
images of all S©Hf for f an automorphism of V. Any nonzero submodule of 
this contains one of the images, J0Hf ; but f is an automorphism, thus this
Hence we have shown that 0[V,V] is either simple or zero. Thus it is 
contained within soc [V,U] , as required. c
We have explicit formulae for all the maps in the pull-back diagram, (3), 
hence we now proceed to calculate a concrete realisation of the pull-back.
j0Hf : y ,--- *Kfv)j,Ge - 0 since fveJ(V,V)V « ker <} .
submodule also contains the image of (J0Hf)f-1 - that is to say, 0 .
\  • l ( e . v )  «  (k(G/H) C V )»  V | ( > » l v ) .  -  e H( v )  J  ,
f : v -- *XH is given by vi— ► ((« • ly)v,0) - (jiG/H 0 v,0) ,
<y : Xjj---► V is given by (e,v) t— ■ » v .
We may write a general element of k(G/H)0V uniquely in the form:
with
We now calculate that:
‘ §  « W i . i - V
where w_j 5 wp_j . Also:
V * )  ■ t<v>/‘G<", V  ■ ♦<*)(*♦«♦•.. ♦gP'I)/iH(H»v0)
'  i5  s‘H•♦<”>«W o -
Ulus (8  I  l„ )e  .  O j iv )  I f f !
"l-l - "l - ♦<,,>8V h , 0 for *11 l-
iff “i ■ »o - ^(»)<8*82 * .... *»l> W o  for 1 . 1 , 2 .....p-1.
Hence XH is the set of all points (e,v) where e has the form:
• ■ r g  8 1H 8 ( « 0 - 4(»)(8 + 82 + .... * 8‘)>*hv0)
"  * B / H * "0  ■ ♦< ,)e 0 fo r some » „ «  V .
where:
•o - §  «‘« » (sra2 * .... * 8V o -
Note that eQ is a constant element of k(G/H)CV. We readily calculate that: 





- £  8lH» ( 8 *g 2 *...*ii -B)h|v0 ♦ H » ( b 2 * 83 *...*8P))>h»0
' «0 - *" * 8> V 0 - 8‘« » 8|.h»0 ) ♦ H . ( , 0 - b),h) , 0
■ eo ^G/H • 8Hhv0 •
The map V ® V  ---► XH given by:
♦<*•’> - tyc/H * " * • ’>
is a k-isomorphism by what was proved above. Let us calculate the action of G 
on in terms of this map.
h.*(w,v) - h(fG/H» w  - 4(v)e0 .v)
* <>,G/H*hw * |<v)he0 .hv)
- (f*G/H®hw ' *<hv>e0 . hv) - ^(hw.hv) forheH,
Finally the maps
8 i^*G/H * w - *( , ) *0 • ’>
^ C / H * 8" * ♦<v>8«0 ■ 8»)
<>C/H* 8" - ♦<8 ' > ( ' 0 - )‘G/H, 8hl,oV.g')
+(g« ♦ .8").
p : V » Xjj , a : X^ --- ► V are given by:
?<*> * ^G / H t v -°) - * * ’°>* 
cr(f(w,v)) - <y(pG/H «w - }(v)eQ , v) - v.
We may state all this as:
(48)
Theorem 2.1.2 We may define a kG-module, , by means of a kH-isomorphism:
which is either split or almost split.
Now assume that H is so chosen that V is free on restriction to H. We
shall show that, in this case, the sequence in (2.1 .2) is almost split.
If we restrict the epimorphism + : v --- * kG to H then it gives a
projective cover of k„ . Thus there is a free kH-basis, v,,...,v , for V n 1 n
such that:
In particular, vQ can be written as IjVj + ...; + ?nvn where ^  * Aug(kH) ;
By (1.1.1), F ■ k(G/H)®V is a free kG-module with free basis e^ ,..., e(
where e4 - H • v^ . Let denote the projection map F ---► kG which maps an
element to its -coordinate. Also let X  : kG ---► k be the map that sends
the identity element to 1 and the other elements of G to 0 and is extended 
k-llnearly. For f c(F,F) we write:
♦ : V « V  --- ► XH
with the action of g being given by:
,■+(».»> • ♦(«» ♦ ♦(v)g/i„v0 , ,»)
The maps v •--- - ♦(».()) , f(w.v) *— — * v give an exact sequence:
0 --- ► V




Lemma 2.1.3 If fj , f2 are elements of (F,F) then t(f1f2> - t(f2fj).
Proof We may write:
fm<ei) " 2Z « g V ,  for some e kG.
Then:
W ' , >  - £  t ' - £  V
Similarly t(f2f1> is given by a corresponding equation with and
interchanged. But acC^j^) - • thus the result is seen to follow.
Considering the pull-back diagram, (3), we see that the sequence in (2.1.2)






t ( « H( » * i v) )  -  Ç  *(wi aH( 8 t i v) ( H * v 1) )
-  ç  « W i »
- *> 1( * ( ' | ) W 1)
-  ♦<»i >x <I‘g> -  ♦ < » ,)  *  0 .
Thus we have a contradiction.
by (2.1.3). 
since ■ 0 .
(50)
Theorem 2.1.A If V is free on restriction to H then the sequence given 
in (2.1.2) is almost split.
We will later show that the converse also holds when V is absolutely 




§2.2 Further results on almost split sequences
We now demonstrate various results on almost split sequences. Most can be 
found in [A&R].
Firstly suppose that 0 --- ► U - f- » X * ■» V --- ■» 0 is an almost split
sequence and that f : W -- * V is not a split epimorphism. Form the pull-back
diagram:
0---- ► u — X V — * 0
If g is a split monomorphism then f factors through a. Otherwise, g - g'p for 
some g' : X ---► Y. Complete the diagram:
0 ---- ► U — 8-* Y --- * W ---► 0
Since f is not a split epimorphism then ff' is not an automorphism of V; thus 
it is nilpotent, so that we have a commutative diagram:
10--*• lN L i 1 -- 0 .
Hence ly factors through p - contradicting the fact that p is not split.
To conclude: if f is not a split epimorphism then it factors through er. 
This establishes the equivalence of the definition that we have used and that 
usually given. It also proves:
then so is the dual sequence, 0
(52)
Theorem 2.2.2 For any non-projective, indecomposable kG-module, V, there 
is a unique (up to isomorphism) almost split sequence:
0 — — *U ---- ► X --- ► V --- » 0 .
In fact, U ■ f?V.
Proof Existence follows from (2.0.1). To prove uniqueness, suppose that 
® —  * * * v ‘ 0 Is an almost split sequence for i ■ 1,2.
Since the are not split epimorphisms we may construct a commutative 
diagram:
As above, is not nilpotent, thus it is an automorphism of Uj. Therefore
*1 and ^  are both isomorphisms, so that, by the five-lemma, the two almost 
split sequences are isomorphic. a
It is sometimes convenient to think of almost split sequences in terms 
of an inner product on the complex representation ring, Ak(G). This was first 
done by Benson in [B&P]. Define the bilinear form by using the equation:
([U].[V]) - dim^U.V)
for kG-modules, U and V, and extending C-bilinearly. Also, for a non-projective, 
indecomposable kG-module, V, write:
(53)
g(V) - [Xy J - [V] - [rfvj < Ak(G)
where 0 ► iiV ► Xy * V --- ► 0 is the (unique) almost split sequence
with V as its right-hand term.
Note also that for any indecomposable kG-module, V, (V,V)/J(V,V) is a 
division algebra over k. We write a(V) for the dimension of this algebra. In 
the case when k is algebraically closed we always have that a(V) - 1.
Proposition 2,2.3 Let U,V be indecomposable kG-modules with V non-projective, 
then:
(•) auj,g(v)) - ,f -m(V) if U « V,
V 0 otherwise.
(b) (g(V),[U]) - C -a(n2v) if U a f?V,
[ 0 otherwise.
Proof (a) We have an exact sequence:
o --- • (U.0? V)--- . <»,xv) <U,V).
Thus, taking dimensions:
([U],g(V)) - dim^U.Xy) - dim^OI.V) - din^ (U,a2V)
- dim^ Im (U,o) - di^ (U.V).
But Im (U,cr) is the set of all maps U — ► V which factor through a, that is 
to say, all such maps which are not split epimorphisms.
If U is not isomorphic to V then there are no split epimorphisms U — ► V 
so that Im (U,o) is the whole of (U,V). However if U is isomorphic to V then 
Im (U,o) is (isomorphic to) the space of all non-automorphisms of V, J(V,V). 
Thus in either case the result follows from the equation above.
(54)
(b) Using (2.2.1) v»e have:
(s(V > .[U ]>  -  ( IO * ].g (V )* )  .  (tU * l ,g ((f l? V )* ))  
so that the result is an easy consequence of (a). q
A striking corollary of this is that (-,-) is a nonsingular bilinear form 
on Aj^G). We shall now indicate a proof of this.
Suppose that x e Ak(G) is such that (x,y) - 0 for all ycA^G). We can 
write x in the form:
1 ■ S  c"(ul <Cu * c)
where the sum is over all isomorphism classes of indecomposable kG-modules. If 
V is non-projective and indecomposable then:
o  -  ( x ,g (V ))  -  j T  c „ ( [U ] ,g (V ))  .  -C y .(V )
so that Cy ■ 0. Thus x is a linear combination of the isomorphism classes of 
the projective indecomposable kG-modules. Note that if U,V are such modules then 
(U.soc (V)) - 0 unless U ■ V. Thus:
0  -  ( i , [ « c  ( » ) ] )  -  g  C g U U M a o c O O l) -  Cy dlay (V t so c  (V ))
so that Cy - 0 in this case too. Thus x ■ 0.
If xe A k^G) ls such that (y.*) ■ 0 for all y e AJi(G) then (x*,y*) - 0 
for all y so that, by what we have just proved, x*«0. Thus x-0. This completes 
the proof that (-,-) is nonsingular.
A concept closely related to that of almost split sequences is now defined: 
if U,V are indecomposable kG-modules then a map f: U --- ► V is said to be
irreducible if f is not an isomorphism but if it factors as the composite
(55)
U W — V then either g is a split monomorphism or h is a split
epimorphism. The connection between the two concept is given by:
Proposition 2.2.A Let V be a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module and:
0 --- *■ £?V — 1t-w xy -i— * V --- - 0
be an almost split sequence. If U is any indecomposable kG-module then:
(a) f : U --- ► V is irreducible if and only if f - oi for some split
monomorphism i : U --- * Xy ,
(b) f : r?V --- * U is irreducible if and only if f - wj> for some split
epimorphism ir: Xy --- ► U.
In particular, there exists an irreducible map U --- ► V if and only if there
exists one .n?V --- *U - both conditions are equivalent to u|Xy.
Proof we shall prove (b); the dual statement, (a), will then follow from (2.2.1).
Suppose first that f : --- ► U is irreducible. Because f is not a split
monomorphism, it factors as ftp for some ir : Xy ---► U. p is not a split
monomorphism, thus tr must be a split epimorphism by the definition of irreducible 
maps. Conversely let ■* : Xy » U be a split epimorphism and define f - wy. 
Because p is not a split monomorphism, f is not an isomorphism. Suppose that f 
factors as rfV — W — U where g is not a split monomorphism. Then g
factors as g'p for some g' : Xy ---* W. Thus:
irp . f . hg - hg'p
so that hg' - w + f'a for some f' : V --- ► U. But tr is a split epimorphism,
so choose i : U --- ► Xy with iri - ly . Then:
hg'i - ly + f*oi;
but f'di is a non-automorphism of the indecomposable module, U; thus hg'i is 
an automorphism of U. Hence h is a split epimorphism. Thus f is irreducible. □
Lemma 2.2.5 An irreducible map is either an epimorphism with an indecomposable 
kernel or a monomorphism with an indecomposable cokernel.
Proof Let f : U -- » V be an irreducible map. The factorisation:
U --- ► U/ker f a lm f — — * V
shows that f is either a monomorphism or an epimorphism. If f is an epimorphism 
then write kerf - U2 ; then f factors as:
U - J * -*  U/Uj -£ -+  U/OJj* U2)  a V
thus either g is a split monomorphism or h is a split epimorphism. Since U is 
indecomposable we see that either Uj - 0  or U2 - 0 ; thus kerf is indecomposable. 
The case when f is a monomorphism may be similarly dealt with. a
Proposition 2.2.6 (a) If P|Xy for some projective, indecomposable
kG-module, P, then V S P/soc (P).
(b) Xy has no indecomposable direct summands of dimension dim^V or 
din,, ¿V.
Proof (a) By (2.%*4), there exists an irreducible map f : P ---► V. If this
is a monomorphism the», since P is projective, it splits - a contradiction. 
Thus f is an epimorphism with a nonzero kernel. Hence the unique minimal 
submodule of P, soc (P), is contained in kerf. Thus f factors as:
P --- ► P/soc (P) -£-*• V.
h is then an isomorphism (using the fact that f is irreducible).
(b) If U is an indecomposable summand of Xy then there exist irreducible 
maps a. V • U , U * V by (2.2.4). These are either monomorphisms or

(58)
52.3 The structure of Xy when V is free on restriction to a 
maximal subgroup
We have shown how to construct an almost split sequence:
0 --------- V --------- Xy  --------► V --------*0
when V is a non-proJective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction 
to a maximal subgroup of G. We now consider the decomposition of Xv into 
indecomposable modules. To do this we apply the analysis of Webb, [Web], of 
the Auslander-Reiten quiver, which, in this special case,may be considerably 
simplified. However, we do assume that k is algebraically closed and exclude 
the case when G is cyclic of order p - for then all the kG-modules are free on 
restriction to the only maximal subgroup of G - namely, the identity subgroup.
Let A denote the set of all isomorphism classes, [V], of non-projective, 
indecomposable kG-modules which are free on restriction to some maximal subgroup 
of G.
Lemma 2.3.1 If [V]«A and U is an indecomposable direct summand of Xy 
then [U]cA.
Proof Clearly U is free on restriction to the same maximal subgroups as V is. 
The only problem, therefore, is if U is projective. Because we are dealing 
with p-groups, this implies that U ■ kG. (2.2.6)(a) implies that V a kG/k)iç , 
so that kG is free on restriction to a maximal subgroup of G. The only way 
that this can happen is if G is cyclic of order p - the case we have already 
excluded. □
The next lemma is when the fact that k is algebraically closed becomes 
vital. It does not hold for general fields.
(59)
Lemma 2.3.2 If [U] . [V]cA then [U|Xy] - [V |X,j]-
Proof This ia trivial when U * V. Otherwise:
(g(U).g(V)) - ([Xjj] - 2[U] ,g(V)) - -[VlXy]
- (g(U),[Xv ] - 2[V]) - -IU|XV]
using (2.2.3). o
Hence we may define a graph structure on A by joining [U] and [V] by 
[U|Xv ] - [V|Xy] undirected edges. The relationship of this with the Ausländer 
-Reiten quiver is clear. We also define a map:
d : A ---- ► »  by dlVl-din^V.
This then satisfies:
(1) 2d[V] - 5 Z  <*[U] • the SUB being over all edges [V] o----o [U].
(2) If we have an edge [V] o o [U] then d[V] * d[Uj.
The first result is proved by taking dimensions in the almost split sequence 
0 » V • Xy — * V » 0 , bearing (2.3.1) in mind. The second result
follows from (2.2.6)(b)» for we have an irreducible map V — *  U.
Lemma 2.3.3 For any subgraph, B, of A, the vertex of B with minimal d-value 
is joined to the rest of B by at most one edge.
Proof Let [V]«B be a vertex of minimal d-value. We have:
2d[V] > ZI d[U] .
the sum being over all edges [V] o— o [U] in B. By minimality, d[V] < d[U]
(60)
for such edges; moreover the inequality is strict by property (2) above. Thus 
if [V] is joirsd to the rest of B by n edges then 2d[V] >  nd[V]. Thus n<2, 
as required. q
Theorem 2.3.4 Any connected component. B, of A is either finite or has the
Proof Applying (2.3.3) to the various two-vertex subgraphs of B, we see that 
B contains no multiple edges. Similarly, it contains no closed loops. Thus if 
B is infinite then either every vertex of B has at most two edges attached to 
it, or B has a subgraph of the form:
In the former case, (2.3.3) shows that some vertex of B will have only one edge 
attached to it; moreover for B to be infinite, all the other vertices must have 
two edges. Thus B must be of the form o— o— — o— ....
In the latter case» property (1) above gives:
2d[V0] »  dfVjl
2d ^ ]  > dlVjJ
2d[V1] > d[V0 ] + d[Vj) ♦ d[V2]
thus we have that d[Vj] > d[V2J , the inequality being in fact strict by 
property (2). But apply (2.3.3) to the subgraph;
[V Jo---------------...
[v2] [v3] [VJ
the vertex of minimal d-value is attached by at most one edge, thus it must be
(61)
[VjJ. This contradicts d[Vj] > dfVj]. O
Proposition 2.3.5 A has no non-empty, finite, connected component, B .
Proof Let B denote the C-linear span of B in Ak(G). By (2.3.1), if [V]tB 
then g(V) c B (because B is a component, any indecomposable summand of Xy is 
connected to [V] and is thus in B). Define:
x - £  -(dim. VG )g(V) « B.
[ vV b ^
Then for [U] cB ,
C*.[U1) - ^  -(dim^ VG)(,(V).[U])
- dim^ U° - d^dcg.lU])
- (lkG ].[Uj).
Thus (x,y) - ([kgj.y) for all ycB. Note that, for any U, (x,[U]) 4 0 , thus 
x4 0. We can write:
x ■ Cy[V] - where Cy e <C and [V] runs over B,
choose U such that c^ 4 0 , then:
0  ,  -Cy ■ ( x ,g ( U ) ) .  ( tk G],g (U )>  .  -IU|kc ) .
Hence U a kg . But kg is not free on restriction to any maximal subgroup of G 
so we have a contradiction. (See [Ben] pl61 for this proof.) □
Thus we may translate (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) back into terms of almost split 
sequences to obtain:
(62)
Theorem 2.3.6 Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p
2and G be a finite p-group of order at least p . The non-projective, indecomposable 
kG-modules which are free on restriction to a maximal subgroup of G fall, up to 
isomorphism, into disjoint sequences, Vn ( n - 1,2,....) such that we have almost 
split sequences:
We remark that, with this notation, din^ Vn - n.din^ Vj . Thus if A + 0 
then there are indecomposable kG-modules of arbitrarily large dimension. In 
particular, G cannot be cyclic, for then kG is of finite-representation type.
2Thus if G is a cyclic p-group of order at least p then there do not exist any 
non-projective, indecomposable kG-modules which are free on restriction to the 
unique maximal subgroup of G. This gives our third (and final) proof of (0.1.1).
Let us now consider irreducible maps U --- * V where either U or V is a
non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction to some 
maximal subgroup of 6. Of course, (2.2.A) gives that V|Xy and u|Xy so, as 
in (2.3.1), both U and V have this same property. Furthermore [U] and [V] are 
connected by an edge in A , so they belong to the same connected component of
A. (2.3.6) gives that there exists a sequence Vfl (n-1,2.... ) such that
either:
(1) u * Vn , V a Vn+1 for some n, 
or (2) U a Vn+1 , V s Vr for some n.
By dimensions, in case (1) the irreducible map will be a monomorphism, and in 
case (2), an epimorphism (bear (2.2.5) in mind).
(63)
Let us consider irreducible monomorphisms Vn » ^n+l * We know that these 
have indecomposable cokernels, but we claim that the cokernels are actually 
isomorphic to Vj .
The proof is by induction on n. For n«l we hove an almost split sequence:
thus any irreducible map Vj — * V2 has the form eip for some automorphism, 
of Vj . So consider the sequence:
So assume that n> 1 and that f : --- * Vn+j is an irreducible map.
Let:
be an almost split sequence, then f - for some split epimorphism
* : X ---► Vn+1 . Note that X * vn_j*' vn+i 80 there exist maps i,i',w' as
shown in the diagram below, with:
Define f' - di' , g - Oi , g' - V p  then, by (2.2.4), these are all irreducible 
maps. By dimensions, f' is a monomorphism and g.g' are epimorphisms. Also:
0 — - v, V,'1 r2 V,
iw + i V  - 1.X
Vn-]
(64)
gf + f'g' - <J(i* + i'n')p - ol^p - 0. 
Inductively, we have an exact sequence:
But g and h are epimorphisms, thus so is hg : Vn+  ^— *■ Vj ; also:
(hg)f - -hf'g' - 0.
Thus .mf < ker hg . But both of these subnodules of Vn+1 have dimension 
n.dim^V^ , so they are the same. Thus we have an exact sequence:
0 --- ► V„ - 1-* V - -**-► V, --- * 0 .n n+ 1 1
So the result is proved.
We may summarise this and the dual result as:
Theorem 2.3.7 The only irreducible maps involving non-projective, 
indecomposable kG-modules which are free on restriction to some maximal 
subgroup of G, are given, up to isomorphism, as follows:
Let Vr (n-1,2,....) be as in (2.3.6), then, for each n, there are 
irreducible monoaorphieas Vn » Vn+j with cokernel Vj , and irreducible 
epimorphisas VR with kernel Vj . □
(65)
S 2.4 Terminal modules
If V is a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module then there is a unique 
almost split sequence:
let us call V a terminal module if Xy is indecomposable. In the case dealt 
with in the previous section, namely when k is algebraically closed and V is 
free on restriction to a maximal subgroup of G, (2.3.6) gives that V * V N 
for some N, where Vn (n-1,2,....) is a sequence of such modules such that 
there are almost split sequences:
Now, clearly, V is terminal if and only if N-l. (2.3.7) thus gives that the 
terminal modules are classified as the cokernels of irreducible monomorphisms 
or as the kernels of irreducible epimorphisms.
We now use the construction of $2.1 to show how, given a terminal module.
a sequence Vn (n-1,2,....) with the properties above such that « V. The
and elements vp e V with 4n(v„) # 0 such that, if we define a kG-module, Vn , 
by means of a kH-isomorphism:
0
0 --- V --- ► 0  (n > 1),n n
-.H
V, which is free on restriction to some maximal subgroup, H, of G, we may find
result
Theorem 2.4.1 There exists a sequence of epimorphisms:




and the action of g:
.... «„>
• *t>(*wl * ♦l'“2,8hlvl .... 8"n-l * ♦r>-liwn)gf1Hvn-l • *”„>•
then Vn is an indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction to H, such 
that there are almost split sequences as above.
Moreover, the maps «n : Vn --- ► Vn+1 given by:
*n(wl.... n> 1-- * ... V ° >
are irreducible monomorphisms.
Proof The proof is by induction on n. For n-1 we may take Vj ■ V , ^  - ly . 
For n - 2 the result follows from (2.1.2) and (2.1.A); moreover since V is 
terminal, V2 is indecomposable. So assume that n > 2  and that we have already
d*fl”*d * 1 ..................’„ - l ' h .....♦ r i¥l .... Vn ' * 1 .....*n-l *’
above with the required properties.
1*55! » (♦.<*!.... «„> | ....... - I * ’ • *.«■><».»>») •
Proof We know that there is an irreducible map : Vn_j ► Vn , thus
(2.2.A) gives that there is another irreducible map a: Vn » Vn_j which, 
by dimensions, is an epimorphism. The composite cannot be an automorphism
of (since it factors through vn_j)t thus:
J< V V V„ »  11 V i*  -  ' " ‘ .-I
* {♦„<«!..........V l '° >  I .................. n - l * * ? -  -< »
For f e J(V,V) we define f' : Vn ---* Vn by:
(67)
f' » *n<"l.... —  V ° ........« • « % » •
We claim that f' is kG-linear and hence a non-automorphism of Vn . This would 
imply that:
J(W Vn a {♦„(«.... 0,w) l»«J(V.V)V?
which, combined with (1), would give the result of the lemma.
The only problem in showing that f' is kG-linear is the action of g. But:
.... «„)> ■ » - V 0....
' ♦.«>...<*• • •'<«,»
•  +„<°.......O .O .f(g.n»
- for note that f(wn) « J(V,V)V < ker  ^. However:
.... ■„» ■ '’<♦„(?....
■ ♦„<°...»•«i-.))
so the claim is established, and the lemma proved. □
We are now in a  position to apply the construction of (2.1.2) to V . This
will, by (2.1.4), give us an almost split sequence. We are required to choose:
(1) an epimorphiaa 4: V ---► kr with J(V ,V )V « ker 6 ,• n 1» n n n ■
and (2) an element, Vq , of Vn with +(v q) * 0.
The lemma above makes it clear that there exists an epimorphism : V ---*■ kg
with J(V,V)V < ker+n such that:
.... ■„» •
Thus we may assume that Vq has the form ^„(O»... ,0,vn) for some yn e V with
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Define a kG-module, X, by means of a kH-isomorphism:
X
with the action of g being given by:
g.+(w,v) - <|>(gw + ♦(v)g)iHv0 , gv),
then the maps $> : v > » 4>(v,0) , a: <>(w,v) *--■» v give an almost split
sequence:
0  —  Vn
-* -+  X - 2- w  Vn ------«• 0 .
Note that gpHv0 ”  84>n(0,
- • • • O ' • 8 ( V n
Define i : Vn_^ --- * X by:
« „ )  .  + ( 0 , * n_ l ( v » .
We readily check that i is kG-linear (again, the only problem is the action of 
g). Note that oi equals the irreducible map «|)_ 1 and that a is not a split 
epimorphism; thus i is a split monomorphism. Define vn+j ■ coker i then:
But (2.3.6) implies that X has at most two indecomposable summands. Thus Vn+  ^
must be a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction 
to H. Write:
.... “* H >  ' .... ............. ♦ !■!
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then +n+l is a kH“lin®ar isomorphism between Vn+1 and (n + 1) copies of V.
The action of g is given by:
s - W ' i ..........“n.l>
' « « V * ! .... V  ♦ ♦<♦„<».... °'“„*1» 8I V 0 • 8+„<°.... <>.»„*!» ♦ 1 . 1
- +<+„(»», ♦ ♦ i<»2> W ' l .... 8»„) ♦ ♦„<«„*,>+„(»..... 0.«(.„»„) .
K <0......♦ 1,1
- W * wl * ♦i(“2>«Ph,1 ....
Finally *n - *y where n : X --- ^ Vn+1 is the natural maP* But * is a split
epimorphism, thus * n is irreducible.
Hence we have constructed , vn , 4>n+J , Vn+1 , « n with the required 
properties. Thus the result follows. Q
The following lemma gives a practical way of identifying at least some 
terminal modules:
Lemma 2,4.2 Let V be a non-projective kG-module which is free on restriction 
to some maximal subgroup of G. Suppose that V has a unique maximal submodule, 
then V is indecomposable and terminal.
Proof It is trivial that V is indecomposable (a decomposable module will have 
at least two maximal submodules). To see that it is terminal, let Vn (n-1,2,...) 
be a sequence of kG-modules with the properties outlined in (2.3.6) such that 
V S VN for some N. No Vn is isomorphic to kg , thus (2.2.3) implies that 
(«(vn).[>cG ]) - 0. But:
(70)
,(* > .  i  ' V  -  2[V>’ “ - 1-
V  * (V l >  - 2fV„l Oth.r.1.«,
so that, inductively, ([Vn],[kG]) - n ([VjMkg]). Since V has a unique maximal 
submodule we have:
«V-Iko» ■ J1%<ï-kc) * '■
Thus N([Vj],[kg]) ■ 1. Hence N-l, as required. q
We may also mention:
Lemma 2.4.3 Let V be a non-projective kG-module which is free on restriction 
to some maximal subgroup, H, of G. Then V has a unique maximal submodule if and 
only if jiHV is indecomposable as a k(G/H)-module.
Proof The map v»— * gives a kG-epimorphism V ---► with kernel:
v0 - {v.v I )1HV . 0Î . Aug (kH) ».
If M is any maximal submodule of V then G acts trivially on V/M. Thus VQ < M. 
Thus the maximal submodules of V are in 1-1 correspondence with those of 
V/V0 " Because G/H is cyclic, all the indecomposable k(G/H)-modules have
a unique maximal submodule. Thus din^ (V.kg) equals the number of indecomposable 
summands of V . Hence the result follows. Q
In the case when V has a unique maximal submodule, (2.4.1) may be 
simplified. Let M be the maximal submodule, then we may take all the ^n 's 





Let V be a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on 
restriction to some maximal subgroup of G. Then, in particular, V is free 
on restriction to the Frattini subgroup, i, of G - for i is, by definition, 
just the intersection of all the maximal subgroups of G. We regard V - )i#V 
as a module for G - G/# . But G is elementary abelian, so we may, at least 
when k is algebraically closed, consider the variety, Y(V), defined in [Ca3]. 
The main result of this chapter may be stated as:
Y(V) is a line.
Our development of this material incorporates most of Carlson's 
fundamental results. These are to be found in §3.5, which runs parallel 
with the original. The main difference is the constants, Xjj(V), introduced 
in §3.1; these enable us to avoid any cohomological arguments.
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S 3.0 Essential subgroups
Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra. We call a subgroup, G, of the 
group of units of A an essential subgroup if the elements of G form a k-basis 
for A. Note that, if G is an essential subgroup then we can identify A with the 
group algebra, kG ; indeed an essential subgroup exists if and only if A is a 
group algebra.
In this section we shall investigate the properties of essential subgroups 
in the special case when dim^ A is a power of p; i.e. when any essential 
subgroup is a p-group. Most of the results are to be found in [Ca3].
If U and V are A-modules and G is an essential subgroup of A, then we may 
regard U # V  as an A-module by letting G act diagonally and using the identific- 
-ation of A with kG. Taking different essential subgroups does not in general 
give isomorphic tensor products*, however:
Lemma 3.0.1 Let Gj and G2 be essential subgroups of A. Then U# V  is free 
with respect to the diagonal action of Gj if and only if it is free with respect 
to the diagonal action of G2>
Proof Since each G^ is a p-group we may apply (0.0.11): U # V  is free with 
respect to the diagonal action of G^ iff:
(dim. U)(dim. V)
(U,V) - --- ------ ---
di" k A
- for note that din^ A - |g J . But this criterion is independent of i, so the 
result follows. a
Write J for the Jacobson radical of A. If G is an essential subgroup of
(74)
A then, under the identification of A with kG, J corresponds to the augmentation 
ideal of kG (see (0.0.7)(c)). In particular, if g e G  then g-1 e J; hence any 
essential subgroup is a subgroup of the subgroup, 1 +J, of the full group of 
units of A. We also have the following well-known result:
Proposition 3,0.2 Let f be the Frattini subgroup of G and write G-G/i. 
Regard C as an F p-vector space, then we may consider the k-space:
S -
P
The map g » » g - 1 , G — ► J then induces a k-isomorphism S ♦ J/J2.
Proof We show firstly that the given map induces a group homomorphism, *,
G — ► (J/J2)+ . Because the image of this map is elementary abelian, # will 
be contained in kerei. Thus we have a group homomorphism (Fp-linear map)
G — ft J/J2 which we may readily extend to a k-linear map:
ft : S --- ► J/J2.
To show that « is a group homomorphism:
«(gh) ■ (gh-1) +
- («-»>Cfc-t) * <■-!> ♦ ♦ J2
- *(g) + «(h)
- for note that (g-l)(h-l) e J2.
Thus it only remains to show that ft is an isomorphism. To do this we will 
construct an inverse map. J - Aug (kG) is a k-space with basis { g-1 | gcG-ll. 
So define 8 : J — ► S by g - 1  ►— 1 g and extending k-linearly. Note that: 
(g-l)(h-l) - (gh- 1) - (g- 1) - (h- 1)
—  ( ¡n r 'i r 1 -  r.
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thus * induces a k-linear map J/J2 ---► S which is clearly an inverse to B. q
We now assume that A has a fixed essential subgroup, Cq , which is elementary 
abelian of order pn. Using the identification of J with Aug (IcGq ) • we readily 
see that:
(a) if *eJ then (1+J)P - 1 + Jp - 1,
(b) 0 * yQ c
(c) J ia nilpotent, indeed Jn^p ■ 0.
In this case we may completely determine the essential subgroups of A:
Theorem 3.0.3 Let be a k _basi8 ior »odulo J2, then:
0 - < 1 * 1! .....l*i„>
is an essential subgroup of A. Moreover every essential subgroup is of this form.
Proof Suppose firstly that G is an essential subgroup of A. Take a minimal set
of generators, gj ..... gm for G, then, in the notation of (3.0.2), g j ....^
is an Fp-basis for C and hence a k-basis for S. Thus g ^ - l >...,gm -l is a 
k-basis for J modulo J2. In particular, m - din^ (J/J2) ; but taking G ■ Gq , 
we see that this dimension also equals n. Thus m - n and G is indeed of the form 
stated.
Now let ,.... $n and G be as in the statement of the theorem. Take a 
minimal set of generators hj *•••• •>„ for Gq then we can write:
♦ •••• * v * » ♦
where S^cJ2 and (\^) Is a nonsingular (n x n) matrix with coefficienta in k. 
Define | : A --► A by ht > » . this then extends to an algebra
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homomorphism since 1 + Jj , 1  + are units of order p which commute with 
each other. Write:
*i -  ♦ X ln(hB - l )
,2xso that " l»i -1 (mod J ). Then:
♦ < t r l...tr1> ■ (X1 -l)P"1 ...(hB -l ) p‘ 1 « yGo (mod
- however, jn(P” ^ +1 m o so this congruence is actually an equality. Note that 
^...2 b * is an element of Jn^  ^  - kjig , but its image under ^ is nonzero
so it must equal Xur for some X ♦ 0. Thus: 
/U 0
> • ben
so that ^ is injective (kji^  is the unique minimal submodule of A) and hence, by 
dimensions, an algebra automorphism of A. But |(Gq ) ” G • thus G is an essential 
subgroup of A. O
Choose a subspace, L, of J with J ■ L • then define, for an A-module V: 
Yl (V) - {Ol u | S e L I is not free }
(see [Ca3]). We refer to Y^(V) as the Carlson variety of V (with respect to L).
Lemma 3.0.A For 0 # J e L we have:
( » )  dim^ i P_1V «  i d i r .k V ,
(b) dln^ iV <  (1 -ildlu^V,
strict inequality holding in either case if and only if JT e YL(V). In particular, 
therefore, Y^(V) is closed under scalar multiplication.
Proof (a) is immediate from (0.0.8). For (b), we may write Vj<1+J> as a direct
(76a)
sum of indecomposable modules, Vj»....»Vr . Each VA has dimension at most p, 
thus r > ■^ ■dimk V , equality holding iff each has dimension p, that is, iff 
V is free on restriction to <1+S>* But has dimension one less than , so:
dim^ iV - din^ V - r.
Now, substituting for r gives the result. □
(77)
§3.1 The constants X ^ V )
We now introduce the main tool that we shall use in this chapter. Let k be 
a field of characteristic p and G be a finite p-group. We suppose that V is a 
non-projective, absolutely indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction 
to some maximal subgroup, HQ , of G. The situation that we shall be normally 
concerned with is when k is algebraically closed, when "absolutely indecomposable" 
may be replaced by just "indecomposable".
For each maximal subgroup, H, of G we choose a fixed element g e G - H  and 
consider the sequence:
0 --- *• kg --- ► k(G/H) — — * k(G/H) --- ► kg --- »■ 0 -CD
where the central map is given by H •--- ► (g-l)H (see 8 1.1).
We tensor this sequence by V. When V is free on restriction to H (for example 
when H * Hq) this gives a two-step projective resolution of V. In any case we 
may complete the commutative diagram:
0 --- ► V ----► k(G/H) » V -----► k(G/H) 0 V ---- *V ---* 0
-! 1 ! I
0 — * V --- ► k(G/HQ) 0 V ----- k(G/HQ) 0 V --- ► V --- ► 0.
a is uniquely determined up to the addition of a map which factors through the 
projective module k(G/Hg)0V, which, since V is not projective, is a non- 
-automorphism of V. Thus the scalar X e k  such that « - Xly is a non-automorphism 
of V is uniquely determined by this diagram (recall that (V,V)/J(V,V) a k). We 
write ky or ^jj(V) for this scalar.
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Note that the scalars XH(V) depend on:
(1) the choice of Hq from those maximal subgroups of G restricted to which 
V is free,
(2) the choice of the elements geG-H,
thus care will be taken to emphasise when any change in these parameters has 
occurred.
If V is free on restriction to H then both sequences in the defining diagram 
are projective resolutions, thus <* is an automorphism. That iS to sayt X H (V) 
is nonzero. In fact the converse also holds: if X HCV) 4 0 then V is free on 
restriction to H. The proof of this is straight-forward when p«2j
As in $1.1, sequence (1) is the join of two copies of the sequence:
0 --- * kg ---► k(G/H) — ► kg --- ► 0
thus we may complete the diagram:
0 --- ► V ----► k(G/H) • V --- ► V --- ► 0
•I I I0--- ► V --- ► kCG/Hg) » V --- ► V --- a 0.
as above, the scalar |iek such that 6- jily is a non-automorphism of V is 
uniquely determined. We have:
♦ k(G/H)9 V -f
► k(G/H0) • V -
► k(G/HQ)®V
-  k(G/H) «V -
f
► k(G/H0)«V
thus *H(V) - y . Hence, if *H(V) f 0 then y A 0 ; thus A is an automorphism
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of V. Thus the five-lemma gives that (V^,)* 3 a k(G/H)®V a k(G/HQ)®V is free.
But vi h I ((vm)tG>m thus v is free on restriction to h .
This completes the proof for p-2. A general proof will be given in S3.3. 
However, we may remark here that it suffices to assume that k is algebraically 
closed. For let k be an algebraic closure of k and write V for the icG-module 
t®k V. Because V is absolutely indecomposable, ^ is indecomposable and (0.0.10) 
gives that $ is non-projective but is free on restriction to HQ . Applying 
®k - to the diagram defining Xjj(V) we obtain a commutative diagram:
0 --- ► V ----► ic(G/H) ® V » k(G/H) 0 V ----► \> --- ► 0
'"I ! I
0 --- ► $ --- ► k(G/H0) • V --- - k(G/H0) « V --- ► V --- ► 0 .
Now (l£®<0 - X|j(V)l^ - 1^®(* - xH(V)ly) is nilpotent. Therefore:
x„(v) - XH(V).
Thus, if we can prove the result for algebraically closed fields, we will have: 
X„(V) ♦ 0 *  X„(V) * 0
♦  V is free on restriction to H
* V is free on restriction to H.
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§3.2 The Elementary abelian group of order p2
We now investigate what will turn out to be the most important special 
case. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and:
E - <*,y | xP - yP - 1 ,xy - yx>
be an elementary abelian group of order p^. Write X and Y for the subgroups 
generated by x and y respectively. The first two results are lifted directly 
from [Ca2] and our (3.2.5) should be compared with Corollary 3.3 of that paper. 
Carlson appeals to the classification of indecomposable kE-modules in the case 
p * 2, although the proof he gives for p odd also seems to work in this case.
(See Appendix A if I am wrong about this.)
Lemma 3.2.1 Let W be the direct sum of a projective and a periodic kE-module. 
If wesoc(W) then we can write:
W -  ( X - I ^ V  + ( y - l ) » - 1, ,»
for some w' ,w"eW such that (x-l)p_1w ’ and (y-l)p-1w" are in soc (W).
Proof We have an exact sequence:
where Fn is the free kE-module on a j .... aR ; e is the map defined by •— ► 1
and 3n : Fn+j » Fr is given by:
(1) n-2m+l .j — —  (x - » • l
®2J 1— - (y (J-1.2,
*2j+l '— * (y _ i)P-1a; 2j + (x-l)a2j+1 (J - 1.2,
a2m+2 - -- * (y “ 1)a2m+l
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>j *— * ( x - l ) p’ 1a 1
*2j ' *'< y _ 1 ) a 2j-l " (x - l)«2 j ...■)
‘2j+l ' *  (jr" 1)P a 2J " ( x - l ) p 1a 2j+1 (j ■  1.2,..
'2m+l ' *  ( y - D P 1a 2m
We further write Kn - Im5n .
With this notation, define:
V  F2»+l ---* W (J- 1 *2.... "*l>
by:
i w i f  1 - 2 J - 1 ,
0 otherwise,
then, since E acts trivially on w, 9j is seen to be zero on K2m+1 and thus to
factor as ♦j<S2m for some : K2m --- ► W.
But:
[K2m ,U] a lK2ai»W*,kE] a (rfV. projective , k£] 
a [o’V.k j ]
(see SO.O for notation), and, by the definition of W, dim^ [C?1^  .kg] is 
bounded independently of m. Thus, if we take m sufficiently large, the images 
of the m + 1 elements are linearly dependent in . W] ; that is
to say, there exist elements Xj °f k, not a11 zero, such that
* - + ---+ ^nj+l+m+l
factors as ► W for some f. Thus:
fi2m " *2. * X1®1 + •—  ♦
Choose j with # 0 then:
Xm+l0m+l
(82)
Theorem 3.2.2 If V is an indecomposable periodic kE-module then V is free 
on restriction to either X or Y.
Proof Let W ■ (V.V)^ then W satisfies the conditions of (3.2.1) and soc (W) 
is just (V,V). Thus take w ■ ly in the lemma to show that:
ly ■ f' + f" for some f' , f" e (V,V) with f' • f" c .
Since (V,V) is a local ring, either f' or f" is an automorphism; thus by (0.0.A) 
the result follows. □
With this notation, we suppose, without loss of generality, that V is free 
on restriction to Y. Thus we consider the sequence:
0 --- ► kE --- ► k(E/Y) --- ► k(E/Y) --- ► k£ ---► 0
where the central map is given by Y » —1 » (x - 1)Y. When tensored by V, this 
gives a two-step projective resolution of V.
We now, in the notation of §3.0, take A - kE and L ■ k(x-l) e  k(y-l) 
and calculate Y^(V).
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Let (xij) be a nonsingular 2 x2 matrix with coefficients in k, then we 
define X.<2 e L by means of the equations:
x - 1  - Xjj*  ♦
y - 1 - + X22?
then E - ^ 1 + ^  , 1 + ^ }  is an essential subgroup of A by (3.0.3). Also write
Y - < 1 +2>, then we have an exact sequence of kE-modules, which are also 
A-modules under the identification of A with kE:
0 ---------► kE --------► k (E /¥ ) --------► k (E /? ) --------► kE --------► 0
in which the maps are given by:
>*--------' » - E / t  • *» — f
We tensor this sequence by V (using the diagonal action of E) and use the 
projective resolution above to obtain a commutative diagram:
a
0 ----*■ V --- - k(E/Y) 9 V --- ► k(E/Y) • V --- ► V --- ► 0 »
then, as in 83.1, the scalar A ek such that «-Xly is a non-automorphism of
V depends only on the matrix (Xjj)* Thus we have a well-defined map:
c : GL(2,k) — * k.
For example, if I is the 2x2 identity matrix then c(I) - 1, for the two 
sequences in the diagram (1) are identical in this case. We also consider the 
matrix:
■ ■ u .
In this case E - E , Y - X and the map k(E/Y) — — » k(E/Y) is given by
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X ' * (y-l)X. Thus c(R) ■ X^(V) where is calculated using Y as the
maximal subgroup restricted to which V is free, x c E - Y ,  ycE-X.
Returning to the general case we have:
Lemma 3.2.3 If V is free on restriction to ¥ then c(X4j) f 0.
Proof With respect to the diagonal action of 6, k(E/i) ®V a (V^)^ is free. 
Thus by (3.0.1), k(E/Y)®V is also free with respect to the diagonal action 
of E. Hence the upper sequence in (1) is a projective resolution of V. Thus 
«i is an automorphism, and the result follows. q
We now consider the projective resolution of kg given in the proof of 
(3.2.1) and, in particular, the first few terms. We shall construct a particular 
commutative diagram:
0 --------► k„ --------► k(S/Y) ------- s k (E/? ) --------► kp --------► 0
J. «,1 »| | -<2>
0 — . t,--- . f2 — »■— - F2--- . kE — . 0.
Clearly we may take Bq : a^ » » Y ; now calculate 3j® q  :
at —  (x-l)Y - (Xn % ♦ X12?)? - Xjj^Y 
a 2 *— » ( y - l ) f  -  ( x 2^  ♦ X222)V -  x 2l^^
hence we may define by:
al *— • Xjjt , a2 ' ► .
Write b^ ■ for then:
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- X ^ x - l ) * - 1? - X j j U f ^ V " 1 ♦?(•
V b2>
" XllPg/?
- Xn (y - 1)Y - X21(x - 1)Y - (Xn x21
- 0
- V l l * ’
- \2,(,-l)l>'1? . <'2i«'2l V ' 1 * s<-
hence:
• X2i>*e/Y
» 2 ■ ’i l h  ♦ X21*2
where ^  (j-1,2) are as in the proof of (3.2.1) if we identify kg with kw. 
Now we also have a fixed commutative diagram:
0 --- » K0 8 V --- *■ F., 8 V ------- ► F. 8 V ----- ► V --- ► 0
1 f I
0 > V --- ► k(E/Y) 8 V ----► k(E/Y) 8 V --- «• V --- - 0 .
Write «J»j ■ (^j 8 ly)i and tensor the diagram (2) by V; attaching the diagram
(3) to this we see that we may take:
01 “ X ll^l + X21+2
in the diagram (1).
Taking (X^) to be the identity matrix, I, we see that ^  - ly is a 
non-automorphism of V. Similarly, taking the matrix R defined above, ^  
is a non-automorphism. Therefore:
Lemma 3.2.4 c ^ j )  “ \\\ + X 2|*x^* D
So let X  ■ >^(V)^P be the (unique) pth root of Xx in k, and write:
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<Iq - (x - 1) + X(y - 1).
If Xx - 0 then by (3.2.3), V is not free on restriction to X. Thus $ q ■ x-1 
is in Y^(V). If 0 then consider the matrix:
then ^ - ^(x-1) ■ ¿¿Qq • Using (3.2.4), the value of c at this matrix is
\p + (- D PXX - 0. Hence by (3.2.3), V is not free on restriction to <1 + 2^ ; 
thus 2 * and hence 2o “ ’ is *n ^( V ) .
Thus we have shown that in all cases that Y^(V) contains the line 1c2q . If 
2j is any point in L outside this line then 2q and form a basis for L. Let
E = <1 +2 q , 1 so that E is an essential subgroup of* kE. Now V is an
indecomposable, periodic kE-module, thus by the reasoning of (3.2.2) it is 
free on restriction to either <1+2 q> or < 1 + . But V is not free on
restriction to <1 +?^> , thus it must be free on restriction to < l + 2j>: that 
is to say 1’hus we have that “ k?o '
We summarise this as:
Theorem 3.2.5 Let V be a non-projective, indecomposable kE-module which is 
free on restriction to Y. We calculate * X(V) using the elements x c E - Y  , 
yeE-X. Let L ■ k(x -1) e k(y-l) then:
Yl (V ) -  k ( ( * - l )  ♦  X j(V )1 /p ( y - I ) ) . Q
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§3.3 Application to the general case
Now let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and G be
a finite p-group. Assume that V is a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module
which is free on restriction to some maximal subgroup, Hq , of G as in §3.1.
In calculating the constants XH(V) it suffices to assume that H * HQ , for
clearly Xu (V) ■ 1. Let N ■ H " Hn and E - G/N , so that E is an elementary 
H0 , 0
abelian group of order p . As in (0.0.12), we may consider the kE-module,
U - ; this is free on restriction to Hq /E and has no projective summands, '  /  j
for . 0.
Lemma 3.3.1 Let gQ c G - Hq , g e G - H  be the elements chosen to calculate 
XH(V). There exist g' c (gH)« HQ , g^e(gQH0)*H ; let x - g^N , y - g'N so 
that x and y generate E. If Xj , X2 are elements of k, not both zero, then U 
is free on restriction to:
<1 + Xj(x-l) + Xjiy - 1)>
if and only if xj * X„(V)xf *
Proof Choose g"eHQ-H, then gc (gn)*H for some i; thus (g" ) 1 e (gH)« HQ .
Hence g' and, similarly, gQ do exist and x and y are seen to have the property 
claimed.
Let W be an indecomposable summand of U, then W is free on restriction to 
Hq /E - <y>. Hence we are in the situation of (3.2.5). We claim that X^(W) 
equals XH(V) so that:
VL(V) . k((x-l) ♦ X H(V)1'P(,-1)).
But then Y^(W) is this same line for all summands, W, of U. Hence Y^(U) also 
equals this line. Thus the result follows.
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Thus we must prove the claim. There exist maps W U • W with
wi - lw . Multiply the defining diagram for \H(V) by • noting that N acts 
trivially on k(G/HQ) and k(G/H) so that we may apply (0.0.13) to show that 
there is a commutative diagram:
0 --- HI --- ► k(E/X) • U --- ► k(E/X) • U --- ► U --- *0
■ I I  I I
o --- * U --- ► k(E/Y) «U --- ► k(E/Y) *U ---► U ---* 0
where • is the restriction of « to U and the central maps are ly tensored by
X*---*(g-l)H/E - (g* - 1)H/E - (y-l)X
and Y.--- k (g()-l)H0/E - (g¿-l)H0/E - (x-l)Y
respectively. We can write «  - + * where * iS nilPotent*
Now we have:
0  >U --- » k(E/X) ®W --- . k(E/X) #W --- . W --- .0
i  i  I*
--- . k(E/X) #U ----► k(E/X) »1! --- -U ---   0
I I 1
--- . k(E/Y) ® U --- » k(E/V)*U --- >U --- >0
I I l ‘
--- ek(E/Y)*W --- - k(E/Y)• W --- ► W --- -0
and v i  - X ^ V H y  + w* . Now i*B is nilpotent - for the nilpotent elements 
of (U,U) form an ideal (the radical). Thus, for m sufficiently large,
( i . » i ) m+1 -  s » ( i i r » ) “ i -  0 .
Hence efii is a non-automorphism of W and the result follows. O
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Theorem 3.3,2 V is free on restriction to H if and only if XH(V) * 0.
Proof The result is trivial for H - HQ . Otherwise, in the notation of (3.3.1), 
V is free on restriction to H iff U is free on restriction to <x>. But, taking 
*1 * 1 . ^  “ 0 in (3.3.1), this happens iff *>H(V) #0. q
As mentioned in S3.1, this result extends to the case when k is not 
necessarily algebraically closed but V is absolutely indecomposable.
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Let V be as in §3.1. Choose an epimorphism $ : v --- * kg such that
J(V,V)V < ker $ and an element vQ cV with ^(vQ) + 0. For each maximal 
subgroup, H, of G we may construct the exact sequence:
as in (2.1.2), the element g c G - H  in the statement of this theorem being 
the same as is used to calculate Xjj(V). This sequence is either split or 
almost split. It is almost split when V is free is free on restriction to H, 
for example when H - Hq . In either case we may construct a commutative 
diagram:
Write & - XIv + & where Xe k and 8 is a non-automorphism of V. Because
the lower sequence is almost split we can write 8 - 3j>q for some 3 : XH  ► V.
0 --- *• V ---► 0
0
*0
Now let a' ■ ot - ^ >5 then:
a a.' m <ja - oj>& - Cq
“'fo ■ “Po - PsPo ■ * ?-M v
thus we have a commutative diagram:
0 --- » y --- ► X„ --- *■ V ---» 0
H0
The scalar X is uniquely determined: if X' were another possible value then 
(X - X')ly would factor through j>q and hence be a non-automorphism of V
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(since pQ is not split) . The only way this can happen is if X - V.
Theorem 3.4.1 X - X^V).
Corollary 3.4,2 The sequence 0 » V • --- ► V — * 0 is:
(a) almost split if V is free on restriction to H,
(b) split otherwise.
Proof of Corollary (a) follows from (2.1.4). Conversely if the sequence is 
almost split then the map & in the diagram above will be an automorphism of 
V (cf. (2.2.2)). Thus X * 0. Hence by (3.4.1) and (3.3.2). V is free on 
restriction to H. Part (b) now follows using (2.1.2): if V is not free on 
restriction to H then the sequence is not almost split, therefore it must be 
split. □
Proof of Theorem (refer to 82.1) We may choose a free kHQ-basis Vj .... vn
for V such that v^ ■ Vq . 1c(G/Hq ) © V is then the free kG-module on the elements 
H0 » vi *•••» Ho ® vn * T*1“ 8 we may construct a commutative diagram:
0 --- ► V ----► k(G/H) « V ---- - k(G/H) ® V ----► V --- ► 0
• I I  - I I
0 --- * V --- ► k(G/H0) 0 V --- ► k(G/H0) 0 V --- ► V --- *• 0
where % is given by:
H0 «v1 l---* H ® v 1 (i-1,2.... n).
Note that, by construction, ■ 6^ .










“ 1  
--- - k(G/H
i
j) 9 V --- - k(G/l 0 > » v -
\
so that we have a diagram:
0 --- ► V ----► k(G/H) 9  V ---- ► k(G/H) 9  V ----*■ V --- ► 0
i f 1°
0 — #• V — *— ► x„ ---------* V ---- » 0 .
Ho
Thus <i - Xly factors through pQ and therefore is a non-automorphism of V. But 
this gives the result simply by the definition of XH(V). 0
Note The only point we need to be slightly careful about in the proof above 
is that we need to be sure that the central maps in the four-module sequences 
are consistent. However this is ensured by using the same elements g c G - H  in 
the calculation of *H(V) as in the sequence 0 — * V — ► XH — *• V -- ► 0.
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Let us examine (3.4.2): V is not free on restriction to H if and only 
if the sequence:
0 --- .V --- . XH - 2 - . V --- .0
splits; that is to say, if and only if there exists a kG-homomorphism 
: V --- ► XH with <nr ■ lv .
The sequence certainly splits on restriction to H, so we may choose a
kH-homomor p!;ism T: V --- ► Xjj with err - ly. Clearly y  has the form:
*Kv) - *(•(»),v)
for some kH-automorphism, e, of V; conversely, any map of this form will 
be a kH-linear right inverse for <r. T is kG-linear if and only if:
g*Kv)
T(gv)
g-r(v) - T(gv) for all v e V.
g.+(«(v),v) - +(g*(v) + t(v)gjiHvQ , gv),
♦ (•(gv) . gv).
Thus:
Corollary 3.4.3 V is not free on restriction to H if and only if there 
exists a kH-linear map, e: V ---► V, satisfying:
• (gv) - ge(v) + <Kv >8)»h v0 for all v c V.
It is possible, analysing the map <*' : Xjj ---► XR in the defining
diagram for X, to obtain a condition on k(HQ n H)-linear maps V ---►V that
determines X. This does not however seem any more enlightening than (3.4.3).
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§3.5 Dade's lemma
Let us now return to the notation of |3.0: let A be the group algebra of 
an elementary abelian p-group over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p, k. Write J for the radical of A and let L be a subspace of J such that 
2
J - L ®  J . We shall follow the general development of [Ca3], taking over some 
proofs entirely and adapting others slightly. The first result falls into the 
former category.
Lemma 3.5.1 (i) YL(U*V) . YL<U)uYL(V),
(ii) Yl(U»V) 6 Yl (U)*Yl(V).
Proof (i) is trivial. For (ii), let l cL and write C - <1+J>. If V is free 
on restriction to C then we prove, by induction on dim^ U , that U 8 V is also 
free on restriction to C. This is trivial if U ■ 0; otherwise, we may choose a 
maximal submodule, Uq , of U. We then have an exact sequence:
0 --- ► UQ « V --- ► U • V --- ► V --- ► 0.
Inductively, both end terms of this sequence are free on restriction to C, thus 
so is the middle term.
This implies that YL(U«V) s YL(V). But similarly YL(U«V) e YL(U) , so 
the result follows. n
The next result was first proved in [Da] using essentially elementary 
techniques. Our proof has more in common with that given in [Ca3]. Most of 
the spade-work has already been done in §3.2.
Theorem 3.5.2 (Dade's lemma) V is free if and only if Y^(V) ■ {0j.
Proof Suppose firstly that V is free. Let S be a nonzero element of L, then.
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by (3.0.3), there exists an essential subgroup, G, of A containing 1+Ï. V is 
a free kG-module, thus it is free on restriction to the subgroup, <1+0. of G. 
Hence I 4 Y^(V) and the result follows.
The converse is proved by induction on n, where pn - dim^A. The case n» 1
is trivial: choose 0 * l e L, then V is free on restriction to < 1 + 0 .  but this
is an essential subgroup of A. So suppose that n > 2  and that Y^(V) • {0} .
Using (3.5.1)(i), it suffices to assume that V is indecomposable. Take a k-basis
i, ,...,{ for L and define:1 n
» . <i.c 3 ..... i.tn> .
g' • 1 + :! . *0 ■ 1 + *2 ’
» - <gj.»> . Ho - <8' .»>,
G .»>•
Then G is an essential subgroup of A; also, inductively, V is free on restriction 
to Hq . Assume that V is not free; then we are in the situation of (3.3.1). Write;
{ . *>H(»)1/PS1 » ¡2
and let H' - <1+5 ,N). Inductively V is free on restriction to H', thus p^V 
is free on restriction to H'/N -<(1+I)N^ - contradicting the result of
(3.3.1) . Thus V must be free. Q
Proposition 3.5.3 U « V  is free if and only if YL(U)nïL(V) - {0?.
Remark Note that, by (3.0.1), it does not matter which essential subgroup 
of A we choose to act diagonally on the tensor product. The proof of this 
result is lifted directly from [Ca3].
Proof If the intersection of the two varieties is zero then U #V is free by
(3.5.1) (ii) and (3.5.2). Conversely suppose that t is a nonzero element of
YL(U)n Y^(V) and write C ■ <l+f>. Then there exist non-projective, indecomposable
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kC-summands UQ , Vq of U,V respectively. Note that because C is cyclic of 
order p, UQ and VQ have dimension less than p. By (3.0.3) there exists an 
essential subgroup, G, of A containing C. Tf we let G act diagonally on U «V 
then Uq ® V0 is a direct summand of (U ® V)jc . But this summand is not free 
(for its dimension is not divisible by p), thus U ®V is not free with respect 
to the diagonal action of G, or, therefore, any other essential subgroup of A. □
We now investigate how Y. (V) varies with L. F orfeJ-J 2 define a module
u,
Lemma 3.5.A If i,£ ' e J - J 2 then Uj is free on restriction to <1+S'> 
if and only if I and V  are linearly independent modulo J2.
Proof If they are linearly independent then (3.0.3) shows that there exists an 
essential subgroup, G, of A containing both C - <1+0 and C  - <l + {'>. Then 
Uj - jic(kG) has dimension ^  and />£i(Uf) - y^,,(kG) has dimension •“ *.
Thus Uj is free on restriction to C  by (0.0.12).
Conversely, suppose that I and S' are linearly dependent modulo J2. Choose 
L' with J - L' © J2 and J' e L'. Then any element of L' -kl' is linearly 
2independent of i modulo J and so, by the first part of the proof, is not in 
Yl .(U,>. Thus Y^,(U^) is contained within the line W ;  but Uj is not free, 
so (3.5.2) shows that Y^,(U^) is not zero. Thus it must be the whole line.
In particular, Uj is not free on restriction to <1+I'> . q
Theorem 3.5.5 Let f , S'cJ-J 2 with i * {' (mod J2). Then V is free on 
restriction to < 1 +S> if and only if it is free on restriction to O + J ' }  •
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Proof Choose a subspace of dimension n-1 , L", such that:
J - (kl ®  L”) © J2
and write L ■ kJ •  L" , L' - kS' © L" so that L and L' are both complements 
to J2 in J.
Using (3.5.4), YL(Ur) - kS , YL ,(U,) - kS'. Hence use (3.5.3):
5 c Yl (V )  ** V UI ) o YL(V > 18 nonzero
4* Uj 8 V is not free
4* Yl ,(H).Y l ,(V) is nonzero t'eYL ,(V).
Thus the result follows. □
Hence, if we regard Y^(V) as a subset of J/J2 by identifying L with 
J/J2 in the obvious way, then the result is independent of L. We shall denote 
this set by Y(V). Thus:
Y(V) - i05" U . J 2 e J/J2 | V(<U!> is not free!
- this being well-defined by (3.5.5).
We shall need the following result, the proof of which is virtually the 
same as that of (3.5.5):
Lemma 3.5.6 Let 5 e J - J2 then:
Y(U, *V) . ^
k(| ♦ J2)
to)
if t .J 2 c Y(V). 
otherwise. □
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§3.6 Subspaces determined by subgroups
Let us introduce the notation that we shall be using for the remainder of 
this chapter, k will be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and 
G will be a finite p-group. i will denote the Frattini subgroup of G and we 
shall write G-G/#. Take a minimal set of generators gj ,..., gR for G and 
write:
Hi - <«i.. *i-i • * • *i.i... *„>
(i-1,2.... n) so that each is a maximal subgroup of G. We may assume that
when choosing the representatives of G - H  as in §3.1 we choose gt to represent
O'»,-
Lemma 3.6.1 Let J , J denote the augmentation ideals of kG and kG respectively. 
The natural map G — ► G induces a k-isomorphism J/J2 ---► J/J2.
Proof Apply (3.0.2) to G: the map k ® G --- *J/J2 given by g»— *(g-l)+J 2
is a k-isomorphism. But we may also apply (3.0.2) to G: the Frattini subgroup
of G is trivial, so we have a k-isomorphism k ® G  --- ► J/J2 given by
g '— * (g - T) + 32. Thus the map (g - 1) + J2 '--- . ( i - D . 3 2 l. . k- isomorphism
J/J2 ---*• J/J2 ', as required. □
Suppose that V is a kG-module which is free on restriction to i. We may 
consider the kG-module, V = as in (0.0.12); but G is elementary abelian
so there is a Carlson variety, Y(V). This is a subset of J/J2 , but by (3.6.1) 
we may regard it as a subset of J/J2 in a natural way. We shall alternate 
between these two viewpoints without giving the matter too much thought.
For any subgroup, H, of G we let SH denote the k-subspace of J/J2 spanned 
by all elements of the form (h-l)+J 2 with heH.
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Lemma 3.6.2 Let hj hf be a minimal set of generators for H modulo
H o i. Then (hj - 1)+ J2 ,..., (hr - 1) + J2 is a k-basis for SH .
Proof Note that Sjj - SHJ is the image of the subspace k 9 Rl under the
isomorphism a: k ® C  --- *J/J2 given in (3.0.2). The isomorphism
H/(H**i) ■ Hi/i shows that R^ ..... Rf is a minimal set of generators of fl¥,
i.e. if we think of C as an F  -space, R . ....K is an F  -basis for Hi. ThusP 1 r p
*(Kj) ...., «(f>r) is a k-basis for Sjj, and the result follows. [
In particular this implies that (gj - 1) + J2 ,..., (gn ~l)+J 2 is a k-basis
for SG - J/J2.
The following is the extension of Dade's lemma to this situation:
Theorem 3.6.3 Let V be a kG-module which is free on restriction to 5 and 
H be any subgroup of G. V is free on restriction to Hi if and only if:
Y(V) a sH - 10}.
Proof Let hj hf be as in (3.6.2). Y(7) SH = 10} iff V is free on
restriction to all nonzero elements of
k(Rj - I) k(Rr -T).
But Dade's lemma applied to Hf shows that this happens iff 7 is free on 
restriction to fl¥. But (0.0.12) gives that this occurs iff V is free on 
restriction to Hi. Thus the result follows. □
A case that will be of particular interest is that when H is a maximal 
subgroup of G. (3.6.2) shows that S|j is a hyperplane (i.e. a subspace of 
co-dimension one) of J/J2, but we also have the following description:
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Theorem 3.6 .A If c - (Cj ....,cn> is a nonzero element of f £ then let 
S(c) denote the hyperplane:
l S  ^ ( 8 4 - 1) + J2 | 51 - 0 }
of J/J2.
(a) Let H be a maximal subgroup of G and choose gcG-H. Define c e F
c 1 P
by g1 c(gH)ci (1-1,2....n) then S„ - S(C l .... cn).
(b) For any nonzero element, c. of Fj there exists a maximal subgroup, H, 
of G with S ( c )  - ^  .
Proof (a) Write - (§*1)1^ (h^ c H) than:
Z ]  X1(g1 - 1 ) + J 2 - £  ci\ ( 8  * 1) + 5 1  X j i ^ - D + J 2 
is an element of Sj, iff 52 CjXj - 0.
(b) Write c - (Cj....cn) and let r be such that cr #0. Considering
c^ c  . we may assume that cr -l. Define:
H “ <*i*ri •* I
then H is a maximal subgroup of G. Take g - gr in (a) than, by construction.
SH -  S ( c ) .H - p
Corollary 3.6.5 If V is free on restriction to « and Y(V) is a line then 
V is free on restriction to one of the subgroups Hj ..... Hn .
— °of 5 Z  X^Bj-l) + J2 be a nonzero element of Y(V) then - 0 iff
this element is in - S(0.... 0,1,0.... 0) . This happens iff V is not free
on restriction to Hi# by (3.6.3). Choosing i with X± * 0 gives the result. p
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83.7 Modules which are free on restriction to a maximal subgroup
Now let V be a non-projective Indecomposable kG-module which is free on 
restriction to some maximal subgroup, Hq , of G as in 83.1. The following may 
be considered to be the main theorem of this chapter:
Proof Firstly suppose that g^ ..... g^ is a minimal set of generators for G 
such that, if is the maximal subgroup
(i-1,2.... n), V is free on restriction to one of Without loss of
generality, V is free on restriction to HJ . We make a choice, possibly different 
from that made in $3.1 , of representatives for G - H  for H a maximal subgroup 
of G, in which g^ is the representative of G-H| . Proceed as in 83.1 with this 
set of representatives and H| in place of Hq to obtain constants - \^(V).
Note that, because It is free on restriction to a maximal subgroup, V is 
free on restriction to f. Because V is non-projective, V is not free - that is 
to say, by Dade's lemma, Y(V) * JO?. Let l be any nonzero element of Y(V) 
then we can write I i„ the form X' + J2 where:
Theorem 3.7.1 (a) V is free on restriction to one of
(b) Y(V) is the line:
H
< * 1 .... *i-l * * • *1 + 1 .....*n >
Ï - X1(i{-T) + --+Xn(i’-D
for some \^ek. We claim that X^ « XjCXjji)*^ for all i,
Note that XA, - 
H1
trivial if Xj - Xj
1 so that the result is trivial for i-1. It is also 
- 0. So assume otherwise and apply (3.3.1) with H.' in
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place of Hq and Hj In place of H. Then
» -  " ¡ « h; - <«;...................... «;>
and we may take x - gjN , y ■ g^N. By (3.0.3), ( 1 + |['t N) is a maximal subgroup 
of an essential subgroup of kC. 7 is not free on restriction to <1 + S*> and 
hence not to ^1+S', N}. Thus the image of (l + O  in k(G/R) does not act freely 
on jijjV - But the image of f is Xj(x-l) + ^(y- 1 )  , thus (3.3.1) gives
that X? “ ^H'^l and the claim is proved.
Hence in these circumstances we have that:
1(f) - »(ZJ (Xj.),/p<«J -1) * J2>. -(I)
Now let us prove the result:
(a) By choosing gj ,..., g^ suitably, we may assume that HJ ■ Hq ; thus the
result above shows that Y(V) is a line. Hence (3.6.5) gives that V is free
on restriction to one of H. ,..., H_ .l n
(b) Apply the result above with g^ ,..., gn as the set of generators. By (a),
V is free on restriction to one of Hj ,..., H j without loss of generality, Hj . 
We do not need to change the representatives for G-H; the only difference in 
calculating the constants Ajj(V) and X^(V) is that Hq is the base in one, Hj 
in the other. Thus consider the diagram:
0 ---► V ---- ► k(G/H) 8 V ---- ►kiG/H) 8 V ----► V --- * 0
• I t  !  I
0 --- * V — *• k(G/H^) 8 V --- ektG/Hj) 8 V --- ► V --- * 0
•t ! !  II
0 ---► V ----► k(G/HQ) 8 V --- *■ k(G/HQ) 8 V --- ► V --- ► 0 .
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By definition,« - X H ly and «' - X^ly are non-automorphisms of V, thus so la
«'* - * n f b lv '
But oc'et is a suitable map to calculate ; hence:
V #> • \ <v)-*«<v>-
Thus the result is seen to follow by substituting into (1). □
Corollary 3.7.2 Let H be a maximal subgroup of G and choose geG-H.
Define ^  c F p by g4 c (gH)ci . Then V is free on restriction to H if and 
only if:
c.X,, (V) ♦ .... ♦ c_X (V) * 0.
* “ l  ” "n
Corollary 3.7.3 V is free on restriction to all the maximal subgroups of
G if and only if X u (V) ..... \  (V) are F  -linearly independent.
nl n p
Proofs Using (3.6.4)(a), (3.6.3) and (3.7.1)(b), V is free on restriction to
H iff Cj\yp ♦ .... ♦ cn\^/p * 0. But this is zero iff its pth power is zero, 
1 n
thus the result follows on noting that cp - .
(3.7.3) follows from (3.7.2) and (3.6.4)(b). CD
In fact we can prove an improved version of (3.7.2): if g is the element 
of G - H  used in calculating X^(V) then:
V V) '  cl V V> ' " \ <T)-
The result of (3.7.2) follows trivially from this and (3.3.2).
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Proof We may assume, without loss of generality, that V is free on restriction 
to Hj. The result is trivial if H ■ so assume otherwise. As in (3.3.1) there
exist gj c (g,H.)oH , g£ c (gH)nH1 5 also let g ^ ....g^ be a minimal set
of generators for H«Hj modulo 4. Write:
h; • < » i .... •*■«;.!......... o
(i ■ l,2,...,n) so that each is a maximal subgroup of G and Hj ■ Hj , HJ ■ H. 
We may change the representatives of G - N  for N a maximal subgroup of G so 
that g^ represents G-Hj . Also let Hj be taken in place of HQ to calculate
the constants XJ(V). (3.7.1)(b) with g { ....g^ in place of g j .....gR and
Hj in place of HQ gives:
Y(7) - k(J + J2) »here { . (\jj,)1/p<8j - »■
If we think of gj ••••• as an F p-baais for G we see that there is a 
nonsingular nxn matrix (ctj) with entries in F p such that:
gt - T^T a \ ) eij
1 > 1  J
(i - 1,2,...,n). The isomorphism of (3.0.2) gives that:
(gl -1) + J2 - ¿ J  - 1) + J2
so by (3.7.1)(b) the following is a nonzero element of Y(V):
2 2 2 so this equals c(J+J ) for some 0 # c c k .  Since (gJ-l)+J ,.... (g^ -1) ♦ J
are k-linearly independent, this gives for j-l,2,...,n:
:<v /p ■  S - ( 2)
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(1) gives that gjHj - (gjHj)cil - (gjHj)0!! so that
i ■ 1 and 0 otherwise. Substituting this into (2) and noting that
gives that c - xi^P.
H1
equals 1 if
(1) also gives that gjH - (g£H)ci2 - (gH)ci2 so that, in the notation 
of (3.7.2), c^2 “ • Substituting into (2) gives:
*l/P/v. xl/p m T' r vl/p• g  ^ ; p
but cj - Cj so:
V » ; " £  C* V
But Hj - , gjHj ■ gjHj , Hj = H , g^Hj - gH so we are in precisely the
same situation as given by the diagram in the proof of (3.7.1)(b). Thus, as 
there, we have that X||X^, - X^. Hence: 
n
XH(V) - 5Z c.XH (V) - as required.
M i-1 1 Hi □
Remark Corollary 3.7.2, its improved version, and Corollary 3.7.3 also hold
in the more general case when k is not necessarily algebraically closed but V
is absolutely indecomposable. As in 83.1, we may extend the scalars to an
algebraic closure of k. It, to get a kG-module, V, with X jj(V) - Xjj(V) •
results in question all hold for 0, thus they must also hold for V.
The scalars X„ (V) ,...,XU (V) all lie in k, so for V to be free on 
H1 n
restriction to all the maximal subgroups of G, (3.7.3) shows that the dimension 
of k as an F^-space must be at least n. Thus we get the following fairly feeble
result:
(107)
Corollary 3.7.A There cannot be an absolutely indecomposable kG-module 
which is free on restriction to all the maximal subgroups of G but is not 
itself projective, unless k has at least l?| elements. □
(108)
§3.8 The elementary abelian case
We may follow [Ca2] in extending (3.2.2) to general elementary abelian 
groups:
Proposition 3.8.1 Let G be elementary abelian and V be the direct sum 
of a projective and a periodic kG-module. Then V is free on restriction to 
a maximal subgroup of some essential subgroup of kG.
Proof The proof is by induction on |G|. The result is trivial when G has 
order p. So assume that |G| > p^ and let H be any maximal subgroup of G. 
Inductively. V is free on restriction to some maximal subgroup, N, of an 
essential subgroup of kH. We may choose an essential subgroup, G', of kG 
containing N. Let U - be regarded as a k(G'/N)-module, then U is
readily seen to be the direct sum of a projective and a periodic module.
2G'/N has order p so, applying (3.2.2) and (3.2.5), the Carlson variety of 
U is the union of a finite number of lines, one for each indecomposable, 
periodic summand. Because k is infinite, we may choose a line which intersects 
the Carlson variety of U trivially. This line corresponds to a maximal subgroup 
of an essential subgroup of k(G'/N) restricted to which U is free. Hence, 
lifting back to G', there is a maximal'subgroup of an essential subgroup of 
kG restricted to which V is free. □
If V is in fact an indecomposable, periodic kG-module then (3.8.1) 
shows that we can apply (3.7.1)(b) to V to show that Y(V) is a line-it 
does not matter that, in the statement of the theorem, G is replaced by 
another essential subgroup. Hence (3.6.5) shows that in fact V is free on 
restriction to a maximal subgroup of G. Thus we have the following result, 
also due to Carlson, [Ca3]:
(109)
Theorem 3.8.2 Let G be elementary abelian and V be an indecomposable, 
periodic kG-module. Then:
(a) V is free on restriction to some maximal subgroup of G,
(b) the Carlson variety of V is a line.
In particular, V must have period 1 or 2.
Suppose that we tried to use this result to prove (3.7.1) in the general 
case. We would certainly have that V is a module for the elementary abelian 
group, G, which is free on restriction to some maximal subgroup. However we 
do not in general have that V is indecomposable, so the best we can say is 
Y(V) is the union of a finite number of lines. The proof that these lines 
coincide would involve at least as much work as our original one.
To see that V is not always indecomposable we need the following lemma:
Lemma 3.8.3 Suppose that G is not elementary abelian. Let:
0 --- ► V --- *■ X — *-*■ V --- *■ 0
be the almost split sequence with V as its right-hand term, then the induced 
sequence:
0 --- ► V --- - X --- ► V --- ► 0
splits.
Proof Because f*l, the inclusion map i : — — * V is not a split
epimorphism. Thus i factors as di' for some i' : ji^ V --- ► X . In fact i'
maps jijV into ^ X .  The composite of i' tilth the restriction:
S * (.,! --
is the identity map on ¿i^ V. Thus:
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0 --- ►j.jV --- ► Hf X --- * PfV ---* 0
splits as a sequence of kG-modules, and hence also splits as a sequence of 
kC-modules.
So let (n-1,2,....) be as in (2.3.6). The result above readily
shows that is isomorphic to the direct sum of n copies of
Therefore, when G is not elementary abelian, V is indecomposable only 
if V is terminal. Whether the converse holds is an open question. If it did 
then it would help us out of our difficulties in trying to deduce (3.7.1) 
from (3.8.2): we would have Y(Vn) ■ Y(Vj) for all n, and, because is 
indecomposable, that Y(V^) is a line. Thus we would have that Y(V) is 
always a line. Precisely which line is not important in most applications 





We have shown that Y(V) is always a line in J/J2. We now let YG denote 
the union of all these lines as V runs over the various non-proJective, 
indecomposable kG-modules which are free on restriction to a maximal subgroup, 
and ask what constraints, if any, are there on Yg ?
A reduction is made to a particular class of p-groups, the pseudo-special 
groups (a rather unfortunate name of mixed Latin and Greek elements, so-called 
because the concept of a pseudo-special group is a generalisation of that of 
an extra-special group, but is different from that of a special group). The 
structure of these groups may be very accurately defined, so specific 
calculations involving them are possible. Using this reduction we are able 
to prove that Yg is the whole of J/J2 if and only if G is elementary 
abelian.
It is also shown that, if G is pseudo-special, Yg is an IF^-variety 
- that is, the solution set of a series of polynomials with coefficients in 
the field of p elements.
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given by the union of all the varieties, Y(V), as V runs over the indecomposable 
kG-modules which are free on restriction to a maximal subgroup of G. Note that 
Y(7) equals {0} if V is projective and is a line otherwise.
Theorem 4.0.1 If W is a kG-module which is free on restriction to I then, 
regarding W - ji^ W as a kC-module, Y(W) 6  Yg.
Proof For I e J-J2 we may define the kG-module, Uj, to be Ïp-*k5 , as in 
§3.5. We may regard Uj as a kG-module by letting i act trivially. Consider 
Uj ®W : this is free on restriction to i and (0.0.13) gives that:
restriction to some maximal subgroup of G - it is free if Y(V) ■ 10} , 
otherwise apply (3.6.5). Thus Y(V) g  Yq . But Y(Uj • W) is the union of the 
Y(^)'s as V runs over all the indecomposable summands, thus this too is 
contained within Yg.
Now the result above makes it clear that Y(W) is the union of the 
varieties Y(Uj ® W) as X runs over J-J2. Thus Y((J) c Yg , as required. q
Thus, by (3.5.6),
otherwise.
Thus, if V is an indecomposable direct summand of Uj ®W, V is free on 
restriction to # and Y(V) is either lOl or k(J +J2). Hence V is free on
Corollary A.0.2 If G is elementary abelian then Yg is the whole of J/J .
O U )
Proof Put W - kg in (4.0.1). In this case #-l so W is indeed free on 
restriction to #.
This notation enables us to express conditions for projectivity in a 
fairly economical form. For example:
Proposition 4.0.3 Let H be a set of subgroups of G. Then:
U SH
HeH H
if and only if there is no non-projective kG—module which is free on 
restriction to H# for all H c II.
Proof If the condition on Yq  holds, let V be a kG-module which is free 
on restriction to all the Hi's. Then V is free on restriction to i and 
Y(7)« Sh ■ {0} (by (3.6.3)). Thus Y(V) intersects Yq trivially and so must 
itself be trivial. Thus V is free, as required.
Conversely, let V be a non-projective indecomposable kG-module which is 
free on restriction to some maximal subgroup of G. V must be non-projective 
on restriction to Hi for some Hell, so that the line, Y(V), is contained 
within Sjj . Thus the condition on Yq  holds. □
As an example of the applications of this result, we have that G is a 
Chouinard group if and only if:
tc *  y  s.
- the union being over all the maximal subgroups of G.
(115)
I A . 1 Pseudo-special groups
Suppose that we attempted to prove Chouinard's theorem by induction on 
the order of G: let G be a group of minimal order which is neither elementary 
abelian nor a Chouinard group. If N is any non-trivial normal subgroup of G 
then, by minimality, G/N is either elementary abelian or a Chouinard group.
The latter possibility is excluded by (0.1.2), so we must have that G/N is 
elementary abelian and, consequently, that N > #. Therefore, because G is not 
elementary abelian, i is a non-trivial normal subgroup of G which is contained 
within all the other non-trivial normal subgroups. Thus we are motivated 
to make the following definition:
A finite p-group, G, is said to be pseudo-special if the Frattini subgroup, 
* “ *(G), is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G.
Now turn to the general case. Any non-trivial normal subgroup of a p-group 
intersects the centre of the group non-trivially. Thus any minimal normal 
subgroup is contained within the centre. Hence we have:
Lemma 4.1.1 The minimal normal subgroups of a p-group, G, are precisely 
the subgroups of the centre of G, Z(G), of order p. In particular, G has a 
unique minimal normal subgroup if and only if Z(G) is cyclic. □
Lemma 4.1.2 If G is not elementary abelian then there exists a normal 
subgroup, N, of G with N < < such that the Frattini subgroup of G/N is a 
minimal normal subgroup. In fact, #(G/N) ■ #/N.
Proof Because G is not elementary abelian, we have that # * 1. Let M be the 
set of all maximal subgroups of i. Because i is a normal subgroup of G, G acts 
by conjugation to permute the elements of M. M is in 1-1 correspondence with
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the set of F p-hyperplanes of the elementary abelian group, #/#(#). Thus the 
size of M is congruent to 1 modulo p. The size of each of the orbits of G on 
M divides the order of G, and hence is a power of p. M is the disjoint union 
of these orbits, so there must be an orbit of size one. That is, there is a 
maximal subgroup, N, of f which is normal in G. The maximal subgroups of G/N 
are precisely the H/N's for H a maximal subgroup of G; thus 4(G/N) - 4/N and 
the result easily follows. q
Theorem A . 1.3 Let G be a p-group which is not elementary abelian. There 
exist normal subgroups, P,E,N, of G with N « i < P , N < E  such that:
P/N is pseudo-special with Frattini subgroup 4/N,
E/N is elementary abelian,
G/N is the direct product of P/N and E/N.
Proof Let N be as in the previous lemma. By considering G/N, it suffices to 
assume that 9(G) is a minimal normal subgroup of G. $ is contained within Z(G)} 
we readily see that we may write Z(G) - E x C where C is cyclic and contains 
i. E is isomorphic to E9/9 and is thus elementary abelian.
We may choose P >  C with G/9 - (E9/9)x(P/9) . Then G - EP and, by 
considering orders, E A P - 1. Thus G is the direct product, ExP. Now:
Z(G) - Z(E) x Z(P) - E x  Z(P) 
and 6(G) - 9(E) x 9(P) - 9(P)
so that Z(P) - C, 9(P) - 9. P has a cyclic centre so, by (4.1.1), it has a 
unique minimal normal subgroup - namely 9. Thus P is pseudo-special, and the
result follows, □
(117)
With the notation of this theorem, G/i is the direct product of P/# and 
Ei/f. Thus (3.6.2) makes it clear that:
J/J2 - Sp •  SE .
Write J' for the augmentation ideal of k(P/N). (3.0.2) shows that the map
x*— ► x - l  induces a k-isomorphism k # Q ---» J ' / J ' 2 where
Q - (P/N)/f(P/M) - (P/N)/(f/N) ■  P/t - P.
But k ® P may be identified with Sp using the k-isomorphism k ® C --- ► J/J2.
Thus there is a natural k-isomorphism between J'/J ' 2 and Sp . Hence we may 
regard the subset, Yp/N, of J'/J' 2 as a subset of Sp. If this is done then:
Theorem 4.1.4 Yg c Yp^N ©  Sp .
Proof Let V be a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on 
restriction to some maximal subgroup of G. We may write:
Y(V) - k(J, *t2*J2)
where IjCAug(kP), J^eAugikE). It suffices to show that the image of Jj 
in J'/J' 2 is in Yp^ jj. This is trivial if Jj+J2 ■ 0, so assume otherwise. 
Then Y(V)«Sg - lOj so, by (3.6.3), V is free on restriction to E4, and 
hence to E.
Let U - jigV be regarded as a k(G/E)-module. The Frattini subgroup of 
G/E equals Ef/E so:
>**(G/E)U " >*E*V'
This implies that U is free on restriction to i(G/E). Thus we consider the 
Carlson variety of >*j(G/E)U '
Because X^+J2 + 0, the group generated by E¥ and TTT^TI^ is contained
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within some essential subgroup of kG (see (3.0.3)). This group does not act 
freely on 7 since <1 + Jj + *2 > does not. Thus the image of <1 + Jj + J2> 
does not act freely on jjgjV - ji£#V - p|(G/E)U. But J^U - 0 so we must 
have that the image of jEj is in the Carlson variety of p$(G/E)U. and hence 
*• YG/E-
Now, we may identify P/N with (G/N)/(E/N) * G/E , so the result is seen 
to follow. I
This theorem enables us to reduce to the case when G is pseudo-special.
We proceed in the following sections to investigate in this case. This is 
done by considering the modules, Uj, introduced in the proof of (A.0.1).
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84.2 The Module» Ut when «(G) la cyclic
We assume in this section that G is- such that the Frattini subgroup of 
G is a non-trivial cyclic group. In particular, this includes the case when 
G is pseudo-special.
Fix I c J-J2 and let U ■ Uj be as in 84.0. (3.5.4) gives that, when 
considered as a kC-module, U has Carlson variety k(J+J2). Thus, as in 
(3.6.5), U is free on restriction to some maximal subgroup, H, of C 
- indeed, by dimensions, » kH. Therefore:
%  * kB *
Choose Uq c U such that U - kHug.
Let e be a generator for # then, as in |1.0, there is an exact sequence 
of ki-modules:
0 --- ► k# --- ► ki --- *• k< --- - k# --- - 0
in which the central map is given by 1 » » e - 1. Inducing this sequence up
to H gives an exact sequence of kH-modules:
0 --- *■ Uw  --- *• k H --- - kH --- ► UiH---* 0
in which the maps are given by:
u0 1 • * — * • - *  • ‘ — ' “O'
Note also that, because i*l, U is not free on restriction to H. Thus 
is periodic.
Now take the sequence:
0 --- ► kg --- ► k(G/H) ---► k(G/H) --- ► kg --- *■ 0
and tensor it by U to obtain:
0 ---* U --- ► P ---► P --- ► U --- *0
where P . k(G/H) *U ■ (UlH),G * kj\
-(1)
(120)
Restricting (1) to H and using the projective resolution of above, we 
may form the commutative diagram of kH-modules:
We may define A by 1 •— * H ® u 0 . Then ft*(l) - (e-l)(H®uQ) - 0 so that we 
may take 21 and S to be the zero maps.
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose that G has a non-trivial, cyclic Frattini subgroup 
and that Se J-J is such that Uj is periodic when regarded as a kG-module. 
Then $ + J2 * YQ .
Proof We may form the commutative diagram of kG-modules:
I : : I
0 --- * U --- * F2r ---*•_______ ► Fj ---► U --- *■ 0
where the lower sequence is a projective resolution of U and the upper 
sequence is the join of r copies of the sequence, (1). Restricting to H 
and comparing with (2) shows that t factors through a projective kH-module. 
Thus i is a non-automorphism of the indecomposable module, Uyj, and is hence 
nilpotent.
If we form a similar diagram to (3), but s times as long, then the 
effect on the left-hand map is to replace s by es. But, taking s sufficiently 
large, *s « 0. Thus it suffices to assume that s -0 in (3).
Let W be any kG-module which is free on restriction to f. We tensor the
But each is projective, as is P *W - for this is isomorphic to
resolutions of U®W. The only way this can happen is if U® W  is projective. 
Therefore:
Corollary 4.2.2 Suppose that G is either a cyclic group of order at least
free if and only if it is free on restriction to the Frattini subgroup of G.
Proof We readily see that G satisfies the required conditions in these cases. 
Furthermore, the trivial module, kg, is periodic (see $1.0 and Si.3). Hence
There is not much hope of extending Theorem A.2.1 to any more general 
class of groups. For, if Ug is to be periodic, It must be periodic or 
projective on restriction to i. But i  acts trivially on Ug , so we must have 
that k# is either periodic or projective. This happens only if • is cyclic or 
generalised quaternion (see [C&E]). The only case not dealt with in the 
former case is that with # -l , i.e. with G elementary abelian. But (4.0.2) 
then gives that l + J2 is always an element of Yg. The latter case - the class 
of groups with a generalised quaternion Frattini subgroup - does not seem a 
promising object for study.
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In fact, (A.2.2) does not give a different proof of Chouinard's theorem 
for cyclic groups from those already given. For when G ia cyclic, Uj * Icq 
so that, in this case, the proof is equivalent to showing that G is a Serre 
group (see t l . 2 ) .
Obviously (A.2.1) means that we are going to be interested in projective 
resolutions of the modules, Uj. The following lemma gives a small step in 
this direction.
Lemma A . 2,3 (a) The epimorphism kG » U, given by 1 * » Uq , has
kernel kG(e — 1) + kGX.
(b) The element, Uj ■ of kG generates a submodule isomorphic
to U.
Proof Inducing the projective resolution for k^ above up to G gives us 
an exact sequence:
0 ---► k C --- ► kG ---► k G ---► k C ---► 0
in which the maps are given by:
(a) The given map is the composite of the map kG * kC above - which
has kernel kG(e-l) - and the kC-epimorphism, k C ---M I  given by T«— ► Uq .
Because kC is free as a k<l +J>-module, the latter is readily seen to have 
kernel kGT. Thus the kernel of the given map is kG(e-l) + kGf, as claimed.
(b) We may regard U as the submodule of kG generated by f** The result
follows on mapping by the monomorphism k 5 --- ► kG given above. □
(123)
5 4.3 The structure of pseudo-special groups
Before we can attempt to apply (A.2.1), we need to know a bit more 
about the structure of pseudo-special groups. If G is pseudo-special then 
we have the following facts:
(1) # and G/i both have exponent p, so G must have exponent dividing
2 
P •
(2) Z(G) is cyclic with $ as its (unique) subgroup of order p.
(3) The derived subgroup, G', of G is a normal subgroup which is 
contained within #. Thus, by minimality, either G' ■ 1 or G' -f.
In the former case G is abelian and thus, using (1) and (2), cyclic 
of order p^.
Thus G falls into one of two classes:
(a) Z(G) - G' - i.e. G is extra-special. 
or (b) Z(G) is cyclic of order p^.
We now proceed to extend the well-known classification theorem of extra­
special groups given, for example, in [Gor],to pseudo-special groups. The 
trick needed for this is given as part (a) of the following result:
Lemma A. 3.1 (a) Regard G as an F^-space and fix a generator, e, for 9.
Define <-,->: G x G --- ► F p by:
<x,y> - a where 0 «  a < p is such that [x,y] - ea . 
(Here [x,y] denotes the commutator, x”*y_1xy.) Then <-,-> is a symplectic 
bilinear form on G.
(b) For p odd, the map G --- ► # given by x •— * x** is a group
homomorphism. Thus either G has exponent p or the elements of order p form 
a maximal subgroup of G.
(c) For p»2, G always has exponent A.
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Proof (a) Note firstly that a exists because [x,y] t G'< i| it depends 
only on the cosets, x and y, because Z(G). Thus is well-defined.
Now:
[xy,z] - y”1(x“1z”1xz)z~1yz - [x,z][y,z]
- using the fact that G'< Z(G). Thus is seen to be linear in the first
variable. Similarly it is linear in the second. Finally, for all xc G,
[x,x] - 1 implies that <x,x> - 0 - that is to say, is symplectic.
(b) For x,y c G we prove inductively that:
(xy) 1 - xiyi[y,x]8 where s - 1 + 2 + .... + (i - 1).
The inductive step is as follows:
(• J )1*1 -  « y .x V l y . » ! *
- *1*1y<y"1»''lyx1)y"1.y1*,ty.»]*
-  xi+1[y .* i ]yi+1[y .x ]#
- using (a) and the fact that G'< Z(G). Thus this result is established.
Substituting lap, we have that s ■ 1 + 2+....+(p - 1) - Jp(p-l) is 
divisible by p (since p is odd). Since G' has exponent p, this implies that
(xy)p - xpyp. Thus the map x »— ► xp is indeed a group homomorphism G --- ► *.
The kernel of this map, namely the set of all elements of G of order p (plus 
the identity element), is then a subgroup with index dividing |i| ■ p. Thus 
the result of part (b) follows.
(c) Suppose that G has exponent 2. For x.ycG we have:
[x,y] - x-1y-1xy - xyxy - (xy) 2 - 1.
Thus G must be elementary abelian - a contradiction. Hence G must have 
exponent 4. j-j
(125)
We need to know a little of the general theory of symplectic forms.
Let V be a vector space over some field, K, and be a symplectic form
on V. If U is a subspace of V then we write:
UA - | v t V  | <v,u> - 0 for all ueU},
Rad U - U « UA
so that UA and Rad U are both subspaces of V. If Rad U - 0 then we say 
that is nonsinaular on U. A two-dimensional subspace of V is called a
hyperbolic plane if it has a K-basis, v^  , • with ^vl,v2^ " Clearly
is nonsingular on any hyperbolic plane.
Lemma A. 3.2 For any subspace, U, of V we have: 
dinig U + dimK UA > dimg V.
Thus, if is nonsingular on U, V - U •  UA.
Proof Take a K-basis, u^,...,ur> for U (r-dim^U). Then:
u* - 0  « • / .
But (Ku^)A is the kernel of the K-linear map V --- ► K given by v»— »(v,Uj)
and so has dimension at least dim^ V - 1. Thus UA has dimension at least 
dimg V - r, and the result follows. □
Theorem 4.3.3 There exist hyperbolic planes, (i ■ 1,2,...,m), with 
- 0 (i # j) such that:
V - (Rad V) •  Hj •  H2 •  ©  Ha .
Proof The proof is by induction on dim^ V. The result is trivial if Rad V 
is the whole of V, so assume otherwise. There then exist u,veV with
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(u,v> 4 0. Thus u and v span a hyperbolic plane, H^. (A.3.2) gives
that V - Hj ©  and, inductively, we can write:
Hj- - (Rad H^) e H2 ® ---© Hm
for some mutually perpendicular hyperbolic planes, H2,...,Hm . Because is 
contained within for i + 1. we further have that - 0. Thus
Hj,H2,...,Hm are mutually perpendicular hyperbolic planes with:
V . (Bad •  H1 • H2 .
But:
Rad V - VA - (Hj 9 HjL)i - H* ft (Hj*-)1 - Rad Hj*-
so that we have in fact written V in the required form. □
Corollary A.3.A Let G be a pseudo-special p-group. There exist subgroups,
P4 (i- 1,2.... m), of G satisfying:
(a) Each is extra-special of order p^ with i(P^) » # ,
(b) l*fPjl “ 1 for i * J,
(e) Z i G W P j P j . . . .
(d) P1i»(Z(G)P1.•••'i-i'i.i-. .P^) - # for each i,
such that G - Z(G)P1P2>...Pm .
Proof This is simply a matter of applying (A.3.3) to the symplectic form 
given in (A.3.1)(a). Rad G is seen to be just Z(G). Each of the hyperbolic 
planes, Hj, is the subgroup of C generated by x and y for some elements, 
x and y, of G, satisfying [x,y] - e . That is to say, Hj - Pj where Pj^  has 
the properties given in (a). ■ 0 implies that [Pj .Pj ] • 1 .
The fact that G is the direct sum of Rad G and the H^'s implies that:
G - ZTC} x Pj x P2 x .... x Pra
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from which the remaining statements are clear. □
This result enables us to introduce some notation that will be used in 
the following sections. G will be a pseudo-special group with Frattini subgroup, 
f, generated by e, say. We may write G in the form given in (4.3.4). For each 
i-l,2,...,m, we may choose generators, and yi# for PA satisfying:
< v » t >  ■
Note that Xj and y^ commute with x^ and yj for i#j. Write:
82i-l " *i • ®2i " yi *
We then have two cases:
(a) If G is extra-special, write n-2m. Then g^,.«.,gn 1» a minimal 
set of generators for G.
(b) When Z(G) is cyclic of order p2, g1 f * . 82lD onl7 generate PjPj .-.P,,. 
Thus choose a generator, z, for Z(G) such that zp ■ e . Write n ■ 2m ♦ 1 
and gn -z. Then g1>...,gn is a minimal set of generators for G.
Hence we have chosen a particularly well-behaved minimal set 
of generators for G; indeed the only thing to prevent us writing down a 
presentation for G in terms of these generators is that we have no information 
at present about the pth powers of the g^'s. This may be rectified as follows:
Define a map a : G --- ► F p by a(x) - c where xp - eC (note that xp
is always an element of i  since G/P has exponent p).
Now write:
“i * ai*i* • bi "
Then G ia in fact completely determined by n and the constants, at and bt
(1 - 1,2.... m).
(128)
Every nonzero element of J/J2 may be written in the form X + J 2 where:
l  -  Z J  ( ^ ( « i  -  1 ) ♦ -  D )  ♦ 8 ( * - l )
(the final term is to be Ignored in the case when G is extra-special). Here
«*. , (i - 1,2.... m) and V are elements of k. In the following sections we
shall investigate what conditions on these elements suffice for Uj to be 
periodic. This will, using (4.2.1), give us conditions which must be satisfied 
for f +J 2 to be an element of Yq .
(129)
§4.4 Some calculations
Before we go any further we need to dp a couple of moderately unpleasant 
calculations. The first two lemmata are taken almost without change from
Take generators, x and y, for P and write e - [x,y]. We shall consider the 
element:
We need one further piece of notation. Recall that, for i«l,2,...,p-l, 
the binomial coefficient, (p), is divisible by p. Write:
Proof ^ - («x + By) - (« + »)! so ÇP - (o(x + By)p - (*p + »p)l . The
all (p) possible words containing i x's and (p-i) y's. Note that each such
Let us consider the effect on a constituent word of Wj of moving the 
left-most letter, step by step, to the right-hand end:
If the first letter is "x" then passing each of the (p-i) y's multiplies 
by a factor of [x,y]; passing each of the (1 - 1) other x's has no effect. 
Thus the total effect is to multiply by [x,y]p_*.
Similarly, if the first letter is "y", the effect is to multiply by
[Ca5]. Let P be an extra-special group of order p3 with Frattini subgroup E.
Ç  - « ( * - ! ) ♦  B ( y - l )
of kP.
‘i P Vi
Lemma 4.4.1 Çp - atp(xp -l) +jSP(yp -l) + ji£t where:
t
Thus in both cases the effect is to multiply by e"-i But this operation
(130)
clearly juat permutes the constituent words of This shows that the number 
of words equal to eJx1yp_i equals the number equal to eJ"ixiyp“i for each j. 
Thus for i - l,2,...,p-l there must be an equal number of the (^) words equal
wi . Rt(l + e +  .... ♦ep_1)xiyp_i . R ^ x V " 1.
Finally, wQ - yp and wp - xp , so the result follows.
Lemma 4.4.2 If t is as in the previous lemma then there exists q e kP
such that It - t§ “ (e-l)q .If *: k P --- *k denotes the augmentation
map then:
e(q) - A  - *aP.
Proof ^t - t| - *(xt - tx) + B(yt - ty)
- Sj «1«,+1»»-Su,,»-1( i- .i)
♦ §  n1«1»'-itl«1rp-1*1(.p'i -i)
- (e-l)q
where:
♦ »1«1* p“1+1*i7p"1+1(i + • + ...+ eP~i_1).
.<q> - - Sj »1«1<1*P'*i * S ’ R1.i.p-1*1(P-
- -(«»*)( I'i**»1” 1).
(131)
But lRj - i(J) - <£}> »»!
.(,) . -««*.,( g  ( ^ ¡ „ ( - ‘.(P-n-d-»)
-  V . tl)«.*!)''1 -  m5"1)
- * p(«t+*) - «c(«i+»)p
- 0tpft - «t»P.
We now apply these results to the situation described at the end of the 
previous section. With this notation we have:
Theorem 4.4.3 (e) {p - £  (»p(xp -1) ♦ Bp(yp - 1 »  ♦ Hp(e-1) ♦
where:
« -  £  §  v i * r J^ r J-
(b) There exists q « kG such that It - tl ■ (e-l)q. If t: k G ---►k
denotes the augmentation map then:
•<’> - ij <«;*! - *!»?)•
Proof Write ^  - «^(x^ -1) + »^(y^ - 1) so that is in the form to which 
(4.4.1) and (4.4.2) apply. We have that:
I • v  •••• + * „  ♦ * ( « - »
and that each of the terms in this sum commutes with each of the others. Thus:
tP - * p *  .... ♦ l j  +  H P (xP -  1).
But we can write:
" •i<*f-i> ♦ *i«»J-i) ♦ V i
where:
(132)
t  .  Ç '1 R « J  »  P - V y P - Ji fz\ J i l iyi *
Thus, noting that t - tj + ...+tB , the result of part (a) follows. 
Using the commutativity relations we have that:
j ' - t «  - ±  « v ,  - . , V  - £  <•-•>»,
where is as in (4.4.2). Thus, letting q - q1 + ...+qm , part (b) is also 
proved.
Note that ea - 1 - (e - 1)(1 + e + ... + ea *) and that «(1 + e + ... + ea_*) 
equals a. Thus (4.4.3)(a) shows that ip can be written in the form:
(e - 1 )s + jijt
where:
e (s )  -  5 1  ( « ^ J  + bi Bi^  +
But . (e-l).(.-l)|,”2t and!
• ((.-l)P'2t) . S «<*> ■ i j  *i*i if p - 2.
(  0 otherwise.
Therefore:
Corollary 4.4.4 *p - (e-l)u where t(u) equals:
(•) ^  («i«^ + «i»! + bi*i) + 8 2 if p - 2.
(b) t  ( v f  . ♦ »<• if p is odd. □
Remark The terms involving 8 in (4.4.3) and (4.4.4) are to be ignored in 
the case when G is extra-special.
(133)
§4.5 A condition for to be periodic
Let us continue with the notation of the previous section. We write 
- (e-l)u as in (4.4.4). Suppose that u is a unit in kG. Then:
. - 1  . u'1Sp
so that kG(e-l)< kGf. Thus (4.2.3)(a) implies that the epitnorphism:
k G --- ► U - Uj given by 1 *— ► Uq
has kernel kGl. Hence we have an exact sequence: 
kG — kG --- ► U --- * 0
where f is given by 1*--*1. Note that, if Uj is as in (4.2.3)(b),
«»,) - |1,«P - 0 .
Thus kerf contains a submodule isomorphic to U. But, by dimensions, this 
is the whole of ker f. Hence we have constructed an exact sequence:
0 --- ► U ---► kG --- ► kG --- ► U --- ► 0.
To conclude:
Theorem 4.5.1 If u is a unit then Uj is periodic. q
Corollary 4.5.2 If i +J^ c Yq then «(u) - 0.
Proof This follows from (4.2.1), (4.5.1) and the fact that e(u) * 0 if and 
only if u is a unit. □
Alternative proof We may give a second proof of (4.5.2) which is independent 
of most of the work done in §4.2 etc. Consider the element, w - 1+S, of kG.
(134)
Assume that u is a unit. Then:
wp - 1 +JP - 1 + (e - l)u a 1
2
and wp - 1 + (e - l)pup - 1 .
Hence w is a unit of order p2. Let V be any kG-module which is free on 
restriction to #. We have that:
(wp -l)p_1V - (• - l)p-1up-1V - |i#V
- the last equality holding because u is a unit. This has dimension - ^ 10^  V ( 
so (0.0.8) implies that V is free on restriction to <w*^. But the cyclic group 
of order p2 is a Chouinard group, so V must be free on restriction to {w^. 
Thus:
din^ J*<W>V - (l/p2)di% V.
But )*<w>v ■ (w-l)p- V - l ) P“1V - Sp-1)ijV 80 the reaalt 8*>°v« implies 
that:
din^ ÏP_1V - (1/p) dim^ V
so that I - f 4 Y(V). Thus the result follows. a
Define a polynomial in n variables with coefficients in F p by setting 
F(Xj.... X ,Y..... Yb ,Z) equal to:
5 2  (atxj t X1Ï1 ♦ bjJ) ♦ Z2 If P-2.
X J  (>1X1 ♦ b1Y1) ♦ Z if p Is odd.
(The term involving Z is to be ignored when G is extra-special.) Writing 
c - F(«|,...,«| ,l1.... ta>V). (4.4.4) gives that:
P
• (u) if P - 2, 
if p is odd.
(135)
Thus we may express (4.5.2) as:
Corollary 4.5,3 If ï + J2 « Yç then F(«j............. »m ,8) - 0. a
This result is obviously only of interest when F is not the zero 
polynomial. Suppose that F-0. We must have that p is odd and that G is 
extra-special. Furthermore, - yj - 1 for all i, so each Pj must be 
isomorphic to the extra-special group of order p^ and exponent p. Thus G has 
exponent p. This case will be considered in the next section. We assume in 
the rest of this section that G has exponent p2, so that Ff 0.
When p is odd, (4.5.3) and (3.6.4)(b) imply that:
for some maximal subgroup, H, of G. We claim that H is in fact the subgroup 
consisting of all the elements of G of order p (see (4.3.1)(b)). If not, there 
is g c G - H  of order p. Let C be the subgroup generated by g, and consider 
tGk^. There is only one double coset, HgC - gHC - G, and C A H - 1, so the Mackey 
decomposition gives:
<k? > *  * kC-H * “ •
tGThus k^ is a non-projective kG-module which is free on restriction to H.
This contradicts (1). Hence we have proved:
2Theorem 4.5.4 Let p be odd and G be a pseudo-special group of exponent p . 
The elements of G of order p form a maximal subgroup, H, with the property 
that a kG-module is free if and only if it is free on restriction to H. q
(4.5.3) does not imply any such pleasant result in the case p«2. The 
following example does however add another Chouinard group to our list.
(136)
Example Let G be Isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 8 ,
°8 “ <*.y I x4 - y2 - 1 . y"lxy - x-1>  .
This is extra-special and we may take e - x 2, Xj-x, y1 - y in §4.3. F is then 
given by:
F(X,Y) - X2 ♦ XY - X(X ♦ Y).
Thus, if J + J2 c Yg , either fl^-0 or ^  - 0 - that is to say, i + J2
is an element of ^  for either H - <x2,y> or H - <x2,xy> (see (3.6.4)). 
Thus a kG-module is free if and only if it is free on restriction to both 
<x2,y^ and <x2,xy^. In particular, G is a Chouinard group.
(137)
I 4 . 6  The exponent p case
Now assume that p Is odd and that G is extra-special of exponent p. Let 
q be as in (4.4.3)(b). We shall prove:
Theorem 4.6.1 If q is a unit then Uj is periodic.
Using this, we will be able to prove the analogous statement to l-.5.3) 
but with the zero polynomial, F, being replaced by the nonzero polynomial, 
F', given by:
F'<*1..... v ri......V  - è  «i»! -
The proof of (4.6.1) ia adapted from [Ca5], where the result is proved 
in the case m-1. Before embarking on the proof, let us note that, in this 
case, F' splits as a product of linear factors:
F ’(X.Y) - X ( X - Y ) ( X - 2 Y ) . . . . ( X - ( p - l ) Y ) Y
so that, as in the example, Dg, dealt with in the previous section, G is a 
Chouinard group.
Proof of (4.6.1) The proof consists of actually constructing a projective 
resolution of U - Uj. Let us firstly prove a lemma:
Lemma 4.6.2 With the notation of (4.4.3) we have that, for i-1,2.... .
(«‘t - tS1)(e-l)',‘2 -
Proof J1! - tS1 - ¡g
(138)
1-1 . . , 4
- g  IJq(«-l)li-l-J.
Thus the result follows on multiplying by (e-l)P~2. (Note that ji{kG is 
isomorphic to kG and is hence commutative.) q
Now let F be the free kG-module on two generators, a and b. For
i-1,2.... p-1, let be the submodule of F generated by:
utl - X1* - (e - l)b 
and Uj2 “ t(e-l)p-2a - Xp-ib.
Lemma A. 6 .3 d l^ U& > (l+p_2)lG|.
Proof Let the maximal subgroup H be as in §4.2. Then the elements 
(j- 0,1 ,...,p - 1) are k-linearly independent.
Let Wj be the kH-submodule of generated by the elements l^u^
(J-0.1.... .1 — i — 1) and , (j-0,l,...,i-l). Note that:
-
so that >>HW 1 has dimension p. Thus Wj is a free kH-module of dimension
p|H| - |G| .
Let w . t(,-l)p^ o 11 yi- 5 ui2
- (tl1 - Iit)(e-l)P"2a - ~ XP)b
- -ili-lq)ita.
Consider q-1w : this is an element of UA on which • acts trivially. Thus, 
if Wj denotes the kH-submodule of generated by q-1w, we have:
W2 - kH(q-1w) and jijj(q-1w) . _i^HXi_1a * 0 
so that W2 ■ kR .
(139)
Now we claim that Wj and W2 interaect trivially. If not, and 
would interaect non-trivially, implying that:
- a contradiction. Thua Wj+W 2 ia a kH-submodule of Ut of dimension
|G| + |H| - (l + p_2)|G|. Hence we have the result. □
(4.2.3)(a) implies that we have an exact sequence:
F — *-• kG --- ► U --- ► 0
where f is given by a»— + e-l, b •— ► X. But: 
f(un ) - X(e-l) - (e-l)X - 0 
f(u12) • V ,  - SP • 0
so that Uj ia contained within kerf. But kerf has dimension:
2IGI - (ICI - dim^ U) . (l,p'2)KI 
so (4.6.3) implies that Uj must be the whole of the kernel. Thus:
Lemma 4.6.4 There ia an exact sequence:
0 --- vUj --- - F --- ► kG --- *-U---»0.
Thua dim^Uj “ (1 + p 2)K»|. c
Lemma 4.6.5 For each i-1,2.... p - 2  there is an exact sequence:
Moreover, dim^ Uj ■ (1+p 2)lG| (i - 1,2,...,p - 1).
(140)
Proof We may assume inductively that dim^U^ - (1+p )^|G| . Define an
epimorphism f : F ---► by a •— ► uAj , b •— ► u ^  • We r*adl-ly check that
ker f contains the elements:
«! - Sp-ia - (e-l)b
and w2 - (It . 1<|<.-1»(.-1)P'2. - J1*1!).
Let W be the submodule of F generated by Wj and
Let Wj be the kH-submodule of W generated by J-^ Wj (J-0,l,...,i-l) 
and 1 ^ 2  (j-0,l,...,p-i-2) then, by a similar argument to that employed 
in (4.6.3), Wj is free of dimension (p-l)|H|.
Let w - I v . Because the cyclic group, i, acts freely on F, the fact 
that ;i#w - 0 implies that w - (a - l)w' for some w'cF. Now:
w '  - p h (' - 1)P‘2" - -p><tlb
- this is not an element of w' generates a free kH-submodule of F
which intersects Wj trivially. * acts freely on kHw' so:
(e-l)kHw' - kHw
is a submodule of W of dimension (1 - p”*)|H|. But this submodule of W 
intersects Wj trivially, thus W must have dimension at least:
(,-l)|H| , . (1 -p-2)|G|.
Hence, by a dimensions argument, W is the whole of kerf . Thus we have 
an exact sequence:
F — F — * Ut ---► 0
where f * is given by a •— • Wj , b *— -* w2 . A simple calculation shows that 
U1+1 < kerf’. Another dimensions argument using (4.6.3) shows that equality 
must hold. Hence the result follows. □
(141)
Lemma 4.6.6 There is an exact sequence:
0 --- ► U --- - kG --- - F --- *■ U . ---* 0.
Proof We may define i 
bt— *u . ,  . Le t:
i epimorphism f : F -
then f(w) -0. By a similar argument to that used in (4.6.S) we see that the 
elements S^w (J - 0,1,...,p - 2) generate a free kH-submodule of kGw of 
dimension (p-l)|H|, and that generates a kH-submodule of dimension
(l-p~^)|H| which intersects the first submodule trivially. Thus, by another 
dimensions argument, ker f - kGw.
Define an epimorphism f' : kG --- ► kGw by 1 •— ►w. kerf' contains the
element and hence has a submodule isomorphic to U (see (4.2.3)(b)).
By dimensions, this submodule is the whole of kerf'. Thus the result 
follows. Q
Combining the results of (4.6.4), (4.6.5) and (4.6.6), we see that there 
ia an exact sequence:




Let us summarise (4.5.3) and the analogous result proved in the previous
section. Let G be a pseudo-special p-group and pick the minimal set of
generators, gj....gR , as in ?4.3. We have shown that there is a nonzero
homogeneous polynomial, F(X.,...,X ), with coefficients in F  , such that: i n  p
n
<§ V 8i ' 1 ) + J  ' YG * K * ! .... Xn> - 0. -<l>
The degree of F equals:
2 if p - 2,
p+1 if p is odd and G has exponent p,
21 if p is odd and G has exponent p .
We may extend this result to the case when G is any p-group which is 
not elementary abelian. Let P,E,N be as in (4.1.3). Choose g^,...,gr e G 
such that gjN,...,grN is a minimal set of generators for the pseudo-special 
group, P/N, of the required type. Let gr+j,...,gn be a minimal set of 
generators for E modulo N. Then gj,...,gn is a minimal set of generators 
for G. Let F'(Xj,...,Xr) be the polynomial corresponding to P/N and define:
.... Xn> - F'(Xj.... Xr).
(4.1.4) then implies that (1) holds for G with this F.
2
Note that, because F is nonzero, Yq cannot be the whole of J/J . Thus 
we may add the converse statement to (4.0.2):
Theorem 4.7.1 Let G be a general p-group. Then Yq is the whole of J/J^ 
if and only if G is elementary abelian. □
(143)
Although we have only proved (1) for a specific set of generators for
G, it actually holds with gj....g„ replaced by a general minimal set of
generators - say, g{,...,g^. By (3.0.2), the change of basis of J/J2 from
(gj - 1) + • • • *(gp - 1) + to (gj - 1) + J2,... ,(gn - 1) + J2 corresponds to
a non-singular nxn matrix, C - (c. .), with entries in F  . Thus: ij P
« -  f j  -  ZJ
where:
If I is an element of Yg then F(kj,...,Xn) - 0 - but we may naturally write 
this equation as FC(Xj,...,\^) - 0. FC(Xj,...,Xn) is a nonzer« homogeneous 
polynomial with coefficients in F p of the same degree as F.
We may state this as:
Theorem 4.7.2 Let G be a p-group which is not elementary abelian. Take 
a minimal set of generators, g^,...,gn , for G. There exists a nonzero 
homogeneous polynomial, F(X^,...,Xn), with coefficients in F p of degree at 
most:
C  2 i f p - 2,
^  p + 1 if p is odd,
such that:
S  ^ ( g j - D . J 2 «  Y0 *  F ( » J ........ *n)  - 0 .  o
(144)
§4.8 Defining equations for
Assume that G is pseudo-special. We have shown that Yg ia contained within 
some hypersurface defined by a polynomial with coefficients in F p (Theorem 
4.7.2); now we show that more can be said on this subject. The key to our 
approach is the following surprising result:
Theorem 4,8,1 Suppose that f : fifkg --- ► kg is an epimorphism for some
r + 0  such that kerf ia free on restriction to i. Then:
Y(ker f) - Yg .
Proof Let t c J-J^ and write U ■ Uj. We have an exact sequence:
0 --- ► (ker f ) • U ---► flFkgtU— — * U ----*0. -(1)
Now:
S * J 2 4 Yg ♦ S + J2 4 Y(ESFT) by (4.0.1),
♦ Y((kerf)«U) - 101 as in (4.0.1),
♦ (ker f ) • U is free by (3.5.2),
♦ nfkG «U * U *. projective using (1),
♦ ûTu » U
* U is periodic
♦ S . J 2 4 Y g by (4.2.1),
thus all the statements in this chain of implications are equivalent.
The obvious question is therefore, does such a map, f, exist ? The answer
is given by the following result. The proof is fairly long and involves some
vaguely cohomological material, it is postponed until the end of the section.
Theorem 4.8.2 There exists a map, f, with the properties outlined in 
(4.8.1) for r-2|G:*l.
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Corollary A.8 .3 Uj is periodic if and only if 5 + J2 ♦ Yg . If it is 
periodic then its period divides 2|G:i|.
Proof This follows from the chain of implications in the proof of (4.8.1).
Note that we may take r-2|G:S| by (4.8.2). p
We may even get rid of the mysterious map, f. Note that acts trivially 
on kg, thus jijCflTkg) * (ker O *  * JJ$(ker f) . But the reverse inclusion is 
trivial, so we have:
Corollary 4.8.4 Regard ji^(a2 kg) as a kC-module, then the Carlson 
variety of this is Yg . □
Note how this construction differs from that of (0.0.12) - iikg is not 
free on restriction to 9.
Let V be an F  G-module isomorphic to the direct sum of and aP P
free F pG-module; for example, we may take:
V - Aug (FpG) « .... ®Aug (FpG) (2|G:#I factors).
Define W to be the F pG-module jj#V and W  to be the kC-module k ®r  W , then 
W  is isomorphic to the direct sum of jij(ft2 ***’** kg) and a free kG-module, thus
(4.8.4) gives:
Y (W ’ )  -  Y g .
Take an F p-basis for W, and let A^ be the matrix representing g^ - T with 
respect to this basis. Then this basis is also a k-basis for W , so Ai also 
represents the action of gt - T on W'.
(146)
Let:
I - ZI >^ i <»1 "
where the X^'s are elements of k, not all zero. (3.0.4) gives that J + 32 is 
an element of Y(W') - Yg if and only if *W' has dimension less than d, where 
d - (1 -•£> din^H' , that is to say, if and only if all the d xd minors of any 
matrix representing the action of J> on W' vanish. But with respect to the 
basis above, 1! is represented by:
X,»! ♦ .... ♦ V , '
recall that each A. has entries in F  , so that any fixed d xd minor of this i P
matrix is given by F(X1,...,Xn) where F(Xj....,Xn) is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree d (unles F-0) with coefficients in F p which is independent of 
Xj,,..,^. Let Fj,...,Fs be all the nonzero polynomials arising from dxd 
minors in this way, then S + J2 e Yq if and only if 
F1(X1....X„) - 0 for all i.
Note that, because Y„ is not the whole of J/J2 , there must be at least one(a
nonzero polynomial, F^.
Let us state the result just proved as:
Theorem 4.8.5 If G is pseudo-special then there exist nonzero homogeneous 
polynomials with coefficients in F p, F^Xj,...,Xn) (i - 1,2,...,s), such that 
Yg is the subset of J/J2 given by all points
£  V « r 1)tj2
with F1(X1 ....,Xn) - 0 for all i. a
We may express this succinctly by saying that Yg is a homogeneous variety 
defined by a series of polynomials with coefficients in F p.
(147)
Proposition A.8 . 6  Let Fj,...,Fg be as in (4.8.5); define I to be the 
ideal of F p[Xj,...,Xn] generated by Fj,...,Fg. Suppose that I contains a 
product of nonzero linear polynomials, then G is a Chouinard group.
Proof Suppose that fjfj.-.fjj e I where each f^ is a nonzero linear polynomial
in X.,... ,X . Then J +  /  e Y. ♦  f, (X.,... ,X ) - 0 for some i ¥ S + c S„ I n  G i 1 n H
for some maximal subgroup, H, of G (by (3.6.4)). Thus:
Yq fi (J SH (the union being over all maximal subgroups of G)
that is to say, G is a Chouinard group.
We may remark that the converse also holds. Let f be the product of all the 
nonzero linear polynomials in X^,...,Xn with coefficients in F p, then the fact 
that Yq is contained within the union of all the Sjj's implies that: 
f(xlt...,Xn) - 0 for all S + ^ e Y g .
Thus, by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, some power of f is an element of I. The 
converse statement is thus proved. □
Thus we have a very concrete way to prove Chouinard's theorem:
(1) It suffices to assume that G is pseudo-special (see §4.1).
(2) Let V - Aug (FpG) 09 .... ® Aug (FpG) (2|G:4I factors) , the structure 
of G is well understood (see SA.3) so we write down a concrete matrix 
representation for V.
(3) Calculate the polynomials Fj,...,Fa as above.
(4) Show that the ideal of F p[Xj,...,Xn] generated by Fj,...,Fg contains 
a product of nonzero linear products.
(148)
Proof of Theorem 4.8.2
We now come to the postponed proof of (4.8.2); it will be recalled that 
this theorem stated that there is an epimorphism:
«, flfIC!*'kc — .k,,
such that ker f is free on restriction to ft.
We shall prove that if N is a subgroup of G containing ft then there is an 
exact sequence of kN-modules:
° --- >kN --- * Q r.I ---..... --- ► Qq --- ------- . 0
where r-2|N:ftl, such that each Q± is free on restriction to ft. This will 
prove the result: take the sequence above for N - G and form the diagram:
0 --- ,k0 --- * Q r_j ► ..
‘ Î Î I
o — .rfkG — .p'r l ---...•• — • ¿0
where the lower sequence is a minimal projective resolution of kg ; then both 
sequences in this diagram are, on restriction to ft, projective resolutions of 
kg, thus f is a split kft-epimorphism and (ker f)jg is free. Thus it suffices 
to prove the existence of the sequence above.
The proof is by induction on INI. For N - ft we may take the sequence:
. kft . kft -
(recall that ft is cyclic).
So assume that N * ft . We may choose H to be a maximal subgroup of N 
containing ft. Inductively, there is an exact sequence of kH-modules:
*■ Si ' vr-l ' •«0 -
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where r «2111:11 and each is free on restriction to *. Define - k^ ,
■ 0 (i>r) so that there is an exact sequence of kH-modules:
................ .........' « 2 -------“ «1 ------ * « 0 -------* I‘ H -------- ° -
Form the complex JC ■ £®(£® .—  ®(£ (p factors), this may be regarded as 
a sequence of k(H x H x .... x H)-modules (see [C&E] for this construction). Let 
C be a cyclic group of order p, generated by z, say. C acts on H x H x  .... xH 
by letting z permute the factors on step cyclically right to left. Form the 
corresponding semi-direct product:
S - ( H x H x ___ xH)C
(so that S is the wreath product, H*C). We make X into a sequence of kS-modules 
by defining the action of z as:
«(*„ • «. ». )
"l n2 " p  ”2 " p  *1
where xr c , d - n^(n2 + .... + np). This may be checked to make )C into
an exact sequence of kS-modules:
We may regard N as a subgroup of S as follows: fix g e N - H  and identify 
x e N  with:
<N)......V i ’**’ * s
where x e (Hg) 8 and h^ e H is defined by the equation g*x - h^g^ (0<j<p). 
Note that, because i is contained within both H and Z(G) , x t i  is identified 
with (x,... ,x,l) e S.
Thus we may, by restriction, regard I as a sequence of kN-modules. (For 
this construction see [Ev].) Note that the action of i is just the diagonal 
action on the factors of
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As a k-space, X4 is the direct sum of all terms of the form:
Q_ ®Q_ Q ... QQ with n. + n_ +....+ n - i.
"l "2 np 1 2  ■>
Thus, using the definition of the Q^s and writing s-pr-2p|H:il -2lN:il, we
have:
(a) ■ 0 for i > s,
(b) xs .kN .
(c) each of the summands above of XA when i< s has a factor Qj for 
some j < r  , which is therefore free on restriction to *; this shows
that this summand is a free k$-submodule of X^ (since $ acts diagonally), 
and hence that X^ is free on restriction to i.
Hence we have an exact sequence of kN-modules:
0 -------- k * — - X . . , — — * I o — * k „ -------►»
where each X^ is free on restriction to i. This has the required form, so the 





This chapter deals mainly with examples of non-proJective, indecomposable 
kG-modules which are free on restriction to some maximal subgroup of G. 
Several results relating to the set Yg but not properly belonging in 
Chapter 4 are also proved. These may be used to construct further examples 
from those already given.
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§5.0 Split products
Suppose that G is a p-group which has a maximal subgroup, H, such 
that the group extension:
1 ---» H --- ► G --- *■ Z ---» 1
P
splits; i.e. there is a subgroup, C, of G of order p such that G - HC,
H * C  ■ 1. Choose a generator, g, for C. Assume that C is not the whole of G.
Let U be one of the p-1 non-proJective, indecomposable kC-modules. Let 
V - U*0. We have:
(1) V is not projective - for ulVjç ,
(2) V has a unique maximal submodule - for (V,kG)kG « (u *kc>kc • but u 
has a unique maximal submodule (indeed, it is uniserial), so this has 
dimension one,
(3) V is free on restriction to H - there is only one double coset,
HgC “ gHC ■ G, so the Mackey decomposition gives:
VlH * < W ’" ■
Thus V is a terminal module - see (2.4.2). Let us apply (2.4.1) to V.
There exists u e U  such that:
U , (g-l)u..... (g-l)d_1u
is a k-basis for U, and (g-l)du - 0 (here d - din^U). The elements 
1 « ( g - l ^ u  (i ■ 0,1,...,d - 1) form a free kH-basis for V.
We may take all the ^n's to be equal to the map f : V » kQ given by:
H ( l - l ) 1« I---► C  1 If 1 . 0 .
V 0 otherwise,
and all the vn 's to be equal to g-*(l®u).
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V is then the free kH-module on the elements e. . (i>l,2,...,n; n ij
J - 1,2,...,d), where:
•jj -  t n( 0 ........ 0, l t C t - D ^ ' u  ,0 ......... 0)
- the nonzero entry being in the ith coordinate. Now:
( 8 - D . j j  -  t n( 0 ........
(i-i)(ll(l-l)H «) . 0 .... 0)
- ♦„«>...o,
I K l - l A  ,0 ........ 0)  .
The irreducible map : Vn ---» Vn+j is given by etj I— ► eij
(1 - 1,2,...,n; J — 1,2,...,d), so it is just the inclusion.
To conclude:
Let V—  be the (infinite-dimensional) kG-module with free kH-basis e^j
( i - 1,2,.. with the action of g being given by:
d - 1 - i  W i - i . i if i > 1.
^  0 if i - 1.
d > 1 - C  *12 * W l - l j if J-l. i >1,
\  *12 if J-l, i - 1 ,
| *1 .J+1 if 1 < j < d.
l  » if j-d.
Let V be n the submodule generated by e ^  (1 - 1 ,
modules Vn then have the properties outlined in (2.3.6). The inclusion
'n+1 are irreducible,
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Using the almost split sequences involving the lMs, we see that:
Y(Vj) - Y(V2) - ..... J(Vn) - ....
Thus it suffices to calculate Y(V). V is not free on restriction to C#
- it is not free on restriction to C - so 7 is not free on restriction to 
C? - <g>. Thus (g-l)+J^ e Y(V) . Note that, because g { i, (g-l)+J^ # 0 
(by (3.0.2)). Thus we have constructed a nonzero element of the line, Y(V). 
Hence:
Y(f) - k«g-l) + J2) - Sc .
The initial constraint on G, that it should be a split product, is not as 
artificial as it might at first seem. Suppose that G is any p-group such that 
there is a non-projective kG-module which is free on restriction to some 
maximal subgroup, H, of G. Chouinard's theorem gives that this module is 
non-pro jective on restriction to some elementary abelian subgroup, E, of G. 
Clearly we cannot have E4H , so choose g c E - H .  g then has order p. By the 
maximality of H, G - H<g>. This, considering orders, implies that H * <g> - 1. 
Thus G is the split product of H by <g>.
This enables us to state:
Theorem 5.0.1 Let G be a p-group and H be a maximal subgroup of G. There 
exists a non-projective kG-module which is free on restriction to H if and 
only if the group extension:
1 --- ► H --- ► G --- »Zp --- ► 1
splits. a
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$5.1 Elementary abelian groups
Now assume that G is elementary abelian. Take l t J - J 2 and let C - <1+J>. 
There is an essential subgroup, G', of kG containing C - indeed G' splits as 
the direct product of C and a maximal subgroup. Thus we are in a position to 
apply the construction of the previous section. We let U be one of the p-1 
non-projective, indecomposable kC-modules, i.e.
U ■ |ikC
for some i - 1,2,... ,p - 1, and consider V - U*0 '. Clearly:
V ■ t^kG* - SikG
(cf. the modules Uj).
Let us summarise some of the properties of these modules:
(1) Y(XikG) - k(J + J^) - thus l*kG is free on restriction to some
maximal subgroup of G,
(2) JikG is terminal and, using the calculation in §5.0, we may write 
down a sequence of modules with the properties outlined in (2.3.6) 
with its first member isomorphic to likG,
(3) dim^lcG - (1 - A-) |G|,
(4) the exact sequence 0 --- ► tp_ik C --- * k C ---* ^ k C --- ► 0, when
induced up to G', shows that A(SikG) a S ^ k G .
Thus we have a large number of examples. The question arises as to when 
XJkG is isomorphic to IjkG. By dimensions, we must have that i - j. Also:
Lemma 5 .1 . 1  j}kG ■ X*kG implies that l\ . f‘u for some unit uekG.
Proof The isomorphism implies that * 0 • Hence we can write
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? 2 " ^lul ^or some uj * kG. Similarly, we can write i * - 5 ^ 2  * Now
*}(Ulu2 - 1) - 0
so that - 1 c *kG < Aug(kG). Thus UjU2 , and hence u2 , is a unit.
This proves the result. □
Let P(i) be the improved statement:
” X*kG * H^kG ♦ - i2u f°r some unit u c kG" .
Then:
Lemma 5.1.2 (a) P(l) holds,
(b) If P(i) holds then so does P(p-i),
(c) If P(i) holds and j|i then P(j) holds.
Proof (a) follows immediately from (5.1.1). To prove (b):
:f-ikG • !^_1kG »  ¡jkG a J*kC (b, (4) «bove)
*  - I2U *or SOBie unit, u (by P(i))
thus P(p-i) holds. To prove (c):
SjkG ■ ijkG ♦ - l^u for some unit, u (by (5.1.1))
> unit, u' (by P(i))
. 1 } - I*.«'»
. iJkG • IjkG 
♦ ij ■ I2u' for
so P(J) holds.
Theorem 5.1.3 I*kG » S^kG if and only i
some unit uckG.
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Proof One implication is trivial. For the other it suffices to show that 
P(i) holds for all i. Assume otherwise, and pick i minimal such that P(i) 
does not hold. Let m be maximal with respect to mi<p .
P(mi) does not hold by part (c) of the previous lemma. Thus, by part (b), 
P(p-mi) does not hold. So, by the minimality of i, p-mi >  i. But the 
maximality of m gives (m + l)i > p. Thus: 
p - (m-fl)i
so that i ■ 1, contradicting (S.1.2)(a). □
Note that Sj - J^u f°r some unit, u, implies that k(fj + J^) equals 
k d j  + J2). However the converse does not hold in general:
I Su | u is a unit 3 - {cl + 1  | 0 * c c k, \ c iJ 1
thus we require that SiJ is the whole of J2.
Lemma 5.1. A ■ J2 if and only if G has order p or A.
Proof By (3.0.2), dim^ J2 - pn - 1 - n where pn - |G|. The map J -► Ij
given by l »■ * H  is a kG-epimorphism with kernel, 
l ^ k G  « J « |p_1kG,
of dimension ~'|G|. Thus dim^ IJ - pn -1 - pn *.
We know that Xj < J2 ; by dimensions, equality holds iff pn_* ■ n.
We readily check that the only solutions to this are n-1 and n - 2, p«2. 
Thus the result follows. □
If we are not in the exceptional cases, let be any element of J/J2.
We can choose Sj with k O ^  + J2) • k(Ij+J2) but with not being of the
form IlU for a unit, u. Consider the modules $*kG and :
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- they are both terminal,
- they have the same dimension,
- they have the same Carlson variety, 
but they are not isomorphic.
Of the exceptional cases; the first, when G is cyclic of order p, is 
too simple to be of any real interest (indeed the construction of (2.4.1) 
does not apply in this case); the second, when G is the Klein 4-group, is 
dealt with in Appendix A. It is shown that the terminal kG-modules are in 
1-1 correspondence with the set of lines in J/J^ - the correspondence being 
given by the Carlson variety. By what we have shown above, this result does 
not extend tc more general elementary abelian groups. Again, the result that 
all the terminal modules are of the form {*kG for some 5,i, and hence that any 
non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on restriction to some 
maximal subgroup may be obtained from one of these modules using the construction 
given in $5.0, does not extend to more general groups. This problem is addressed 
in the following section.
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§5.2 The terminal modules of elementary abelian groups
Let G be any non-cyclic elementary abelian group. The problem of 
classifying all the non-projective, indecomposable kG-modules which are 
free on restriction to some maximal subgroup obvious reduces to that of 
classifying all such modules which are terminal. We have already constructed 
a large class of such terminal modules, X^kG (i - 1,2,..., p - 1, J e J- j2).
In the case when G is the Klein 4-group, every terminal module belongs to 
this class; thus we ask, does this result extend to general elementary 
abelian groups? The following result gives a moderately promising start:
Lemma 5.2.1 Let V be a kG-module such that VjH ■ kH for some maximal 
subgroup, H, of G. Then V a {p-1kG for some S e J - J 2.
Proof Choose vt V  with V - kHv. Let g be an element of G- H  then we can 
write:
(g-l).v - 8v for some &ckH.
Now 0 - (g-l)Pv - 8 pv , so that 8P - 0. Hence ScAug(kH).
Write ! «  (g-1) - i t J; note that J/J2 is the direct sum of Sjj and 
k((g-l)+J^). so i cannot be an element of J2.
Define a map f : kG --- ► V by 1 •— ► v. This is an epimorphism, and the
fact that Xv « 0 implies that 2kG < ker f. By dimensions, we must have: 
ilV a ker f - SkG s fl{jp-1kG)
so the result follows. □
Proposition 5.2.2 Let V be a non-pro jective kG-module which is free on 
restriction to some maximal subgroup, H, of G, and suppose that V has a unique 
maximal submodule. If p - 2 or 3 then V a S*kG for some i ■ 1,2,... ,p - 1,
5 e J - J4
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Proof We have, an epimorphism kG ----*V given by mapping 1 to any element
outaide the maximal submodule of V. The kernel of this map, W, is free on 
restriction to H. We have an exact sequence of k(G/H)-modules:
0 --- *> ^ W---- k(G/H) ----*)»HV --- *0,
thus din^pjjV and dim^^W are positive integers with sum p. If p- 2 or 3 
this implies that either or has dimension one - that is to say,
either V or W satisfies the conditions of (5.2.1) and hence is isomorphic to 
j;p_*kG for some 1. If V a Sp-*kG then we are done; otherwise; 
ijy a W S JJp-1kG
so V » XkG. Thus the result follows. O
Thus when p>2,3 we have proved that all the terminal modules of a 
particular sort - those with a unique maximal submodule (see (2.4.2)) - are 
of the required form. For all other values of p, we do not even have this, as 
the following example shows.
Suppose that p>5. Let H be a maximal subgroup of G and g be any element 
of G-H. Write f  - g-1 c kG. Let V be the free kH-module on two generators, 
Vj and v2« We make V into a kG-module by defining the action of g as follows: 
V v j  - v2 ,
* ,v 2 " J V l  *
To check that this is a valid action, we need only check that - 0. But:
\ J',1 -  %2y2 “  ?J*HV1 "  )*HV2 •
“  -  V ' . j  -  V n v 2 -  >1iSv l  -  0
- the result then follows because p>4. Indeed we have %p *V ■ 0.
Clearly is isomorphic to the 2-dimensional indecomposable
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k(G/H)-module. Thus (2.A.3) gives that V has a unique maximal submodule. 
Hence, by (2.A.2), V is indecomposable and terminal. Because 5P_*V - 0 , 
the line Y(V) must be equal to k(5 + J2).'
Suppose that V » ¿ ikG for some i - 1,2,...,p - 1, | c J - J 2. By 
dimensions, i > p - 2 ,  so we must have Jf2V - 0. We can write £ in the forms
We have that k(* + J2) - Y(V) - YC^kG) - k(S+J2) thus:
5 » c\ (mod J2) for some 0 + cek.
Hence e Aug (kH) 2 , gj-cl e Aug(kH). Note that:
" 2o + 22o(?1 + ®2*2 + *3*^ + 2l^ + 2?1?2^
+ (terms involving and higher)
° - J vl - 20vl + 2fQQlv2 + (22q2 2 + + (22q ? 3 + 2^^Hv 2
■ ( 2 o  + c 2/*H) v 1 + 2? 1 (2 o  + ?2Hh ) v 2
thus:
*o * 'Vh ■ 0 • 2?i(?o ♦ !2h)) - °-
But is a unit, so the latter equation implies that Qq - “22)1h * ^hus:
cV h  • -?o --tlti ■ 0
- contradicting the fact that c # 0.
Hence V is a non-projective kG-module which is free on restriction to H
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and has a unique maximal submodule, but is not isomorphic to XikG for any 
X c J - J 2, i-l,2,...,p-l.
(1 6 5 )
§5.3 Restricted and induced modules
Now let G be a general p-group and N be a subgroup of G. The inclusion
map N --- * G gives rise to a k-algebra homomorphism kN ---► kG which, in
turn, induces a k-linear map:
iN : J'/J' 2 --- ► J/J2
where J' denotes the augmentation ideal of kN. The image of i^ is just the 
subspace introduced in $3.6.
If U is a kN-module which is free on restriction to the Frattini subgroup 
of N, #(N), we consider the k(N/f(N))-module, This has a Carlson
variety, which we shall denote by T’CjfyjjjU) , which is a subset of J'/J'2.
Theorem 5.3.1 Let V be a kG-oodule which is free on restriction to some 
maximal subgroup of G. Then is free on restriction to some maximal
subgroup of N, and:
iN ( Y '(>*»(N)V) )  *  Y ( 7 ) *
Proof Note that if V is free on restriction to the maximal subgroup H 
then is free on restriction to H«*N. But HftN is either the whole of N 
or a maximal subgroup of it. Thus the first statement is trivial.
For the second statement, it suffices to assume that V is indecomposable 
and is not free on restriction to N - in the latter case we would have that 
Y '(j,i(N)V) - {0}, so the result would be trivial. In this case we have an 
explicit expression for the line, Y(V), in terms of the constants Xjj(V)
(see (3.7.1)(b)).
Let U be any non-projective, indecomposable direct summand of .
There are maps U — -— ► ^  ► U with composite ly. (3.7.1)(b) also gives
an explicit expression for the line, Y*(/**(|i|)U) S we will show that this line
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Restricting to H, we may form the diagrams
0 --------- ♦k(*/H1)#U — *k(M/M1)«U --- - U --- SO
'1 t i I*
0 ---* ViH -- ►k(K/H1)»,w  ----------------------- .0
' l l  I |
0  ------ * V«H ------*  > • « !„  -------*  « » / H , > •  v „  —  »,„ —  0
‘ I t  I |*
0 ----- * U ------ * IciN/Mj) • U ------ * kfll/Mj ) •  u -------* u ----- * o
1®ti " Nft(V)1U 18 nilP°tent (cf. the proof of (3.3.1)), thus:
y ° >  -  V ”  ■
But (3.7.1)(b) gives that!
T(V) - k( ¿j ^ ( « i - D  ♦ J2)
and Y,()*i(N)U) “ k< * ¿ ^ 0 ^  -1) + (terms in (hj-1) for i>s) + J'2)
Thus the result follows on noting that:
^(hj) ■ T  8t for l<s.
C l  for i>s. D
Suppose now that U is a non-projective, indecomposable kN-module which is 
free on restriction to some maximal subgroup of N. With the notation above, 
iMiY,0 ,*(||)U>> 18 JU8t fOt unless XM (U) * 0 for some i<s. So assume that 
we are in the latter case. Then U is free on restriction to Mt - N « H^. There 
is only one double coset H^gN • gH^N • G, so the Mackey decomposition gives:
corc)IHi • (u^)w i
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so U10 is free on restriction to ^ . We have that u|(l/G)jN so that we may 
choose an indecomposable direct summand, V, of U** with u|\^N (in fact 
is indecomposable - see [Gr]). (5.3.1) then gives:
iN < Y ’<>'«(N)U »  *  Y <f > ‘
Hence we have shown that in all cases iN(Y'(|ij/||\U)) fi Yg . Thus:
Theores 5.3.2 iM(YM) 6  Y g . n
Corollary 5.3.3 Yq  a  U  where the union is over all the elementary
abelian subgroups of G.
Proof This follows easily from (5.3.2) and (4.0.2). q
In fact, Chouinard's theorem gives that a kG-module is projective if and 
only if it is free on restriction to N* for all elementary abelian subgroups, 
N, of G. Thus (4.0.3) shows that the opposite inclusion to that in (5.3.2) 
holds. Hence we have equality.
The method of inducing modules up from subgroups, particularly 
elementary abelian subgroups, may be used to construct many more examples 
for general groups than those already given.
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f 5.4 Group and field automorphisms
Let «t be either an automorphism of the group G, or of the field k. We 
may extend cl to a ring automorphism of kG by defining:
Given a kG-module, W, we may define another module, which will be denoted
It is readily checked that this does make W* into a kG-raodule of the same 
dimension as W.
Suppose now that W is free on restriction to *. We know that *(jif) - 
- when * is a group automorphism this is because * is a characteristic subgroup 
of G, and so has its elements permuted by « ; when «  Is a field automorphism it 
is simply because «(1) - 1 - therefore:
Z  * ( X  )g
gcG 8
if « acts on G,
if «  acts on k.
by W* , to have the same underlying abelian group as W but with the action 
of kG being given by:
*Ç.w - *(ç)v (ÇckG, weW).
dll* k > v"*  -  dllV ‘»u • l j j lllmk w -  j i i ‘11”k w“ -
Hence W* is free on restriction to 9. For
5 +J2 t Y(W*) din^  Jp_1^i#.W* - din^  p^ .W*
•  di-k ■«»“' V  - ; « \ I V
<» t  1 ( 0 ) .
Thus, If «* : J/J2 --- »
. V(9).
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Let «• denote the inverse of «. We have that W* is free on restriction 
to * (replace « by tC in the argument above), and clearly:
(W*')" a W.
So, replacing W by W* in the equation above, we have:
* * ( Y ( W ) )  -  Y ( f l * ' ) .
A consequence of this and the earlier equation is:
Theorem 5.4.1 Let at be an automorphism of the group G, or of the field k. 
et induces a map a* : J/J2 --- ► J/J2 such that:
-  < v □

(172)
A well-known almost split sequence
Let us firstly demonstrate the construction of a certain almost split 
sequence. We might as well do this in the most general context: let k be any 
field of characteristic p and G be any finite group. Let P be a projective, 
indecomposable kG-module and write U for the simple module, soc (P). We shall 
assume that U * P. We know that there are exact sequences:
0 --- - U --- * P — * if1U --- * 0
0 --- ► QU --- - P --- - U --- * 0
which we may Join to form a two-step projective resolution of Cf*U. Thus we 
have the first ingredient we need for the construction of an almost split 
sequence with as its right-hand term (see 82.0). For the second, note
that P, and hence £f*U, has a unique maximal submodule, the factor module by 
which is isomorphic to U. Thus (QTHj , U) 3 (U,U) so that we have a bimodule 
isomorphism:
[a_1u,ui » [u.u] * [a1u,nT1u].
Hence any nonzero element of (f£"*U , U) generates soc , U] . Thus we may
take the map "0" of 82.0 to be that induced by the natural epimorphism 
f : P --- ► U. Now form the pull-back:
0 --- --------*■ P -- U -------- - 0
I I 1«
0 --- * flU... -*• X ---*■ CL1U --- ► 0
then X ■ {(x,y) c | f(x) - 0(y) ?
- *(x ,e + U) | x.z.P , f(x) - f(z)*.
Thus X is the direct sum of the submodules:
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Xj - \ (xtx + U) | x £ P| a P 
and X2 - f (0,z + U) ) zeker f$ a Rad (P)/soc (P).
Rad (P)/soc (P) is usually called the heart of P and is denoted by H(P). To 
conclude, we have shown that there is an almost split sequence:
A result of Benson and Carlson
We now summarise some of the results proved in [B&C], To simplify matters 
slightly, we shall assume that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p and that G is a p-group. The following result is proved using essentially 
elementary techniques (proof omitted):
Theorem A.l Let U ,V be indecomposable kG-modules. Then:
0 --- ► Rad (P) --- ► P-. H(P) --- *■ P/soc (P) --- ► 0
- for note that the end terms are Just fi*U.
i f  U a  v , p td io ^ U  ,
otherwise. □
Now we have that:
[ n T ' k g l u ' c v ]  -  [kG l o ( u ' » V ) ]  -  [k0 |U*»OV]
* *since U ®flV a fl(U 9 V) a. projective by Schanuel s lemma. Thus Theorem A.l 
and (2.2.3) give:
( [ » * •  v ]  . g (n _1icG) )  -  ( [ v ] .  i u ] .g ( f l r 1k6 ) )
-1 if Uu «  a v , Pt  dio^ u ,
otherwise.
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Let us now consider two cases:
(1) p | dim^ U then ([V] , [U].g(A ^k^)) 0 for all indecomposable modules,
V, and thus (x , [U].g(»_1kG)) - 0 for all xeA^G). But is a
nonsingular bilinear form on A^G), therefore:
[u).s(a 1k6) -  o.
(2) p.tdim^ then ([V] , [U] .gCii"1^ ) )  . -[a_1U | V] - ([V] , g(ft_1U)).
Again, because is nonsingular, this implies that:
(U ].i(< r1k|:) -  8(a“ 'u ).
By what we proved above we know that there is an almost split sequence:
0 --- *akQ --- ► kG * H(kG) --- -----------»0
so that we may calculate gCrT1^ )  explicitly. Note that fli^kgau a n ^ U  
modulo projective modules, thus:
(m.gair'kg) - [H(kG)»U] - [a1»] - (OUJ + c[kG]
for some c e Z. Therefore the results above give:
Theorem A.2 Let U be an indecomposable kG—module. Working modulo projectives, 
H(kG) ® U  is isomorphic to:
(1 ) ri^U-ftU if p | din^U ,
(2 ) the middle term of the almost split sequence:
0 ------► QU ------ *  X ------► ------ ► 0
if ptdin^U. n
(175)
Application to the Klein four-group
Now let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2 and 
0 - <x,y | x2 - y2 . (xy>2 . 1 >
be the Klein four-group. Theorem A.2 may be used to give a complete classification 
of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable kG-modules. This classification is 
of course well-known, having first been determined by BaSev in [Bas] and, 
independently, by Heller and Reiner in [H&R]. The approach used in both these 
papers is to solve the equivalent problem of classifying pairs of matrices X ,Y 
with coefficients in k satisfying:
X2 - Y2 - 0 , XY - YX.
(Also see [Co].) The key to our approach lies in the following observation:
Lemma A. 3 H(kG) a kg2»-kg.
Proof Rad (kG) is spanned by x - 1 , y - 1 , jig ; soc (kG) equals kjig . Note that: 
(s-l).(x-l) - (y-l).(y-l) - 0 
(y-l).(x-l) - (x-l).(y-l) - ^
so that G acts trivially on Rad (kG)/soc (kG) and the result follows. q
So let U be an indecomposable kG-module and apply Theorem A.2. We have 
two cases:
(1) dim^ U even then U * U  * .Q*U*-.flLJ»P for some projective module, P.
Hence U is either projective (in which case U a kG) or periodic of period one.
We return to the case where U is periodic below.
(2) dim^ , U odd then the middle term of the almost split sequence:
(176)
0 ---- flU ---► X ---► xilu -- * 0
is isomorphic to U * U * P  for some projective module, P. But (2.2.6)(a) gives 
that P - 0 unless U ■ kg . We claim that U ■ rfkg for some n e TL\ otherwise 
choose U of minimal dimension not isomorphic to any of these syzygies. We have 
an almost split sequence:
0 --- ► QU --- - U* U --- - Xi1U --- - 0
and dim^ rflu > dim^U . Thus equality of dimensions must hold, contradicting 
(2.2.6)(b).
Thus the only indecomposable kG-modules of odd dimension are flnkg (neZ). 
As a bonus we also have that the almost split sequences involving these modules 
are:
0 ------------ * rfkG- lfk0 -- »lf-1kG -- »0 (n , 0)
0 ----nkG -- . k C  kc- kc -- - if'k,, ---- 0 .
The periodic kG-modules
Now return to the case above, where U is an indecomposable kG-module 
which is periodic of period one. We could quote (3.2.2) to show immediately 
that U is free on restriction to either <x> or < y> ; however we shall give 
a simplified, self-contained proof of this fact.
Lemma A.4 Let V be a kG-module with V* a IW » V. Then: 
soc(V) - (x-l)V ♦ (y-l)V.
Proof Let M - Rad(kG)®V noting that, modulo projective modules,
M « OH a V. Thus (0.0.2) shows that:
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di^jiçM - K d i ^ M  - dim^ V)
- idimk V - n , say.
But each element of M may be written uniquely in the form:
m - (k - D ^ V j ♦ (y-l)*»2 ♦ ^ G «»3 with *jtV.
A simple calculation (bearing in mind that pGV - 0) shows that:
PG» - pG #((«-l)v1 ♦ (y-l)v2).
Thus, writing VQ - (x-l)V + (y - 1)V , we have that pgM - pG »VQ so that, 
in particular, din^ Vq  - n.
Consider the inclusion map i : soc (V*) --- ► V*. This induces an epimorphism
i* : V --- ► soc (V*)* with kernel Vj , say. G acts trivially on V/Vj ; thus
(x-l)V and (y-l)V are contained in Vj. Hence VQ « Vj . Now: 
n - din^ VQ « din^ - 2n - din^ soc (V*)* 
so din^ soc (V) - din^ soc (V*)* < n - dimk VQ .
But trivially VQ « VG - soc (V) so, by dimensions, the result follows. q
Theorem A.5 U is free on restriction to either <x> or <y>.
Proof (U,U)k » U*«U may be written as V* P  where P is projective and V 
has no projective summands. V clearly satisfies the conditions of Lemma A.4, 
thus:
(U,U) - soc (U,U)k - soc (V) + soc (P)
- (x-l)V ♦ (y-l)V ♦ pgP.
Hence we can write l y  -  f  ♦ f ' ♦ f" where f c (x - 1)V . f  '  c (y -  1)V , f "  e ^ P  . 
Note that f , f* , f" are all elements of the local ring (U.U) and that their 
sum is an automorphism. Thus one of them must be an automorphism of U. This
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implies that jiyiU.U)^ contains an automorphism for H ■ <x>, <y> or G. Thus 
(0.0.4) gives the result. I
So assume that U is free on restriction to <y>. Take a free k<y>-basis
u. ,.... u for U, then: i n
U1 ’•••’ un ’ (y “ 1)“i ....(y- l)un
is a k-basis for U with respect to which y is represented by the matrix:
Note that the matrix representing x must commute with that representing y 
and hence have the form:
A B
A
for some n x n  matrices, A,B. The equation (x-l)(y-l)U - ji^ U - 0 shows 
that A ■ I i furthermore, conjugating by a matrix of the form 
f P |
l P  J ,
we may assume that B is in its Jordan canonical form.
(U,U) is the set of all matrices commuting with those representing x and 
y, i.e. all those of the form: 
fc D |
E - I with BC - CB.
I C J
If B consists of more than one Jordan block then there exists C ♦ 0,1 with 
BC - CB, C2 - C. Thus
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Is a nontrivial idempotent in (U,U) - contradicting the fact that U is 
indecomposable. Conversely, if B is a single Jordan block and the matrix E 
above satisfies E2 - E. then BC - CB. C2 - C. D - CD ♦ DC so that C equal 
0 or I and, therefore. D-0. Thus the only idempotents of U in this case are 
0 and ly — that is to say, U is indecomposable.
Thus the indecomposable kG-modules which are free on restriction to <y> 
are given by representations of the form:
I
I




Let us denote the module given by this representation by Vn ^  .
Write L - k(x-l) •  k(y-l) and let us calculate Y^(Vn ^). Let 




where Z is the nxn matrix with (cjX + c^'s on the diagonal, Cj's on the 
supra-diagonal and 0’s elsewhere. (0.0.8) gives that Vn x is free on restriction 
to <!+{> iff Z has rank n - that is to say, iff CjX + c2 * 0. Therefore:
TL(VnA ) ’ ♦ X(y-l)).
(180)
Similarly the indecomposable kG-modules which are free on restriction to 
<x> are the ^'s given by the representations:
We have that:
Y(Vn ^ ) “ ♦ <F-1>>
so that if \*0, ^ is also free on restriction to <y> and so appears in
the list above; indeed just considering dimensions and Carlson varieties shows 
that ^ a Vn . Thus the only new modules to add to the list are the 
0 's which, by analogy with the isomorphism just given, we may denote by 
Vn,<>
To conclude: the periodic kG-modules are the V . for n = l,2,... andn ,X
Xc P 1(k) - k u W .  The Carlson varieties are given by:
YL(Vn,x> " { c j ( « - D  ♦ c 2(y-l)|c2/c1 - X}.
Note that, if we identify the projective line P 1(k) with the set of lines 
in L in the obvious way, then YL(Vn x) is Just the line corresponding to X.
(181)
The classification th.ore»
Theorem A.6 The indecomposable kG-modules are of three types:
(i) the projective module, kG,
(ii) the periodic modules, Vn x (n - 1,2,...j X e P 1(k)),
(iii) the syzygies of the trivial module, rfkg (neZ).
Let us list some of the important properties of these modules:
(a) Dimension
(iii) 0 --- ► a +1kG ---- - rfkG* n"kG --- ► rf_1lcG — *• o (n ♦ 0)
(i) din^kG - 4,
(il> di- k Vn,X "
(iii) din^ifkg - 2Ini 4-1.
(b) Carlson variety (J - Aug (kG))
( i )  Y(kG) -  | 0l,
<“ > * < * „ ,„ >  -  f c j ( « - l )  ♦  c 2 ( , - l )  *  J 2 \ c 2 / c j
( I l l )  ï ( a " k G)  .  J / J 2 .
(c) Almost split sequences
(ii) O --- -V n+l,X (n#l)
°  ------->n k G ------ e k G - k G - . k (‘G
(d) Dual module
(i) kG* « kG,
(182)
Proof The only items that we have yet to prove are the following:
(a) (iii) may be proved by taking dimensions in the almost split sequences 
(c)(iii) and using induction.
(b) (iii) is obvious: a module of odd dimension cannot be free on restriction 
to any subgroup of order 2.
(c) (ii) the modules which are free on restriction to some maximal subgroup
of G fall into disjoint sequences (n-1,2,...) as in (2.3.6). Clearly
Y(V.) - Y(V,) -----  so there exists X with V I V  k for all n. Thus the* * n n ,X
result follows.
(d) (ii) is clear using Carlson varieties and dimensions. q
Remark By considering their dimensions and their Carlson varieties, we see 
that the modules given above are pairwise non-isomorphic.
Irreducible maps
Theorem A.6(c) and (2.2.4) show that the irreducible maps between the 
indecomposable kG-modules are of five types -
(1) monomorphisms V — * V , ,n ,x n+i ,x
(2) epimorphisma V^j > --- ♦ ,
(3) a monomorphism ilkg --- ► kG ,
(4) an epimorphism kG --- ► fl •
(5) maps fln+1kg --- > ifk^ which are epimorphisms for n > 0 and monomorphisms
otherwise,
(we know that an irreducible map is either a monomorphism or an epimorphism; we 
have determined which above by using dimensions).
By (2.2.5) the cokernels or kernels of these maps (according as whether they 
are monomorphisms or epimorphisms) are indecomposable modules of dimension two
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(in cases (1),(2) and (5)) or one (in cases (3) and (4)). The only module of 
dimension one is the trivial module, kG , so this is the cokernel in case (3) 
and the kernel in case (4). The indecomposable modules of dimension two are 
the Vj *8 (jicF*(k))j thus we may ask: what values of ji are such that Vj^ 
is allowed as the cokernel/kernel in the cases (1),(2) and (5)?
Cases (1) and (2) (2.3.7) or a simple argument using Carlson varieties shows
that the irreducible maps in these cases are:
(1) monomorphisms Vr ^  --- * Vn+l,X with cokernel Vl,x ’
or (2) epimorphisms v„.i ,X * ,x with kernel vl "
Case (5) We claim that, for all n e <Z and all pcP^(k), there exists an 
irreducible map iln+1kG --- *iikG with cokernel/kernel isomorphic to V j ^  .
Proof The dual of an irreducible map is also irreducible, thus an irreducible
epimorphism ft.n+1kG --- * with kernel Vj ^ (n> 0) gives rise to an
irreducible monomorphism iinkG * *kg with cokernel V j^ . Thus it 
suffices to assume that n> 0.
Suppose that we have an exact sequence:
o — a \  —  0
where f is irreducible. Applying the Heller operator to this sequence is readily 
seen to give another exact sequence:
o ----v, r — • f t * \  --- * 0
where f' is irreducible. Thus it suffices to assume that n-0.
Hence we must consider irreducible maps Akg ---► kg , that is to say maps:
where p is the map from the almost split sequence with flkg as its left-hand 
term and it is a split epimorphism.
(ISA)
The construction given above shows that, if we identify nkG with Rad (kG),
$> is the direct sum of the inclusion Rad (kG) --- ► kG and the natural map
Rad (kG) --- ► Rad (kG)/ soc (kG) » kg* kg. Thus write:
^  -  X j ( x - l )  + ^ ( y - l )  + Vjjig
for a general element of Rad (kG), then we may take:
J><1) - <*.xl •x 2)*
If Cj and C2 are elements of k, not both zero, then the map:
n  : kG « kg & kg ► kg , (* ,k2) \ + C2X2
is a split epimorphism. We have that t»j> is an irreducible map. Write:
l - c2(x-l) + Cj(y-l)
then, for ?e ker-wp, - (CjX j + c2^2^Hg " °* 7,1,18 *+j2 * Y(ker *J>). Hence 
*j> has kernel Vj ^ where y  ■ Cj/c2 .
By choosing Cj and c2 suitably we may assume that p is any given element 
of P^k). Thus the result follows. q
We may summarise this information by use of the "Extended Auslander- 
Reiten quiver" given below. The solid lines between the modules indicate the 
irreducible maps; the dotted lines show the cokernels/kernels of the irreducible 
maps. Note that this diagram is connected. The general problem of investigating 
the cokernels/kernels of irreducible maps seems to have been very little studied. 
Obviously the extended AR-quiver will not always be connected - for example, kG 
may have more than one block - so what can we say about the modules in the 





This Appendix is devoted to sketching, how the concept of the constants 
may be extended to give a k-algebra homomorphism:
A brief discussion of this concept shows it to be related to the cohomology 




The notation is basically that of S3.§ and §4.0. We also let E?*(G) be 
the same cohomology group as in §1.4 and similarly write:
i < G > •
Let:
E(C> - ©  E2’(G) and E. (G) - ©  E?"(G) 
m-0 m=0
be the corresponding even cohomology rings. Note that the extension of scalars 
from Fp to k induces a ring homomorphism:
r : E(G) ----»^(G).
V will be a non-projective, indecomposable kG-module which is free on 
restriction to some maximal subgroup, Hq , of G. We have a two-step projective 
resolution of V:
0 --- ► V --- ► P --- * P --- ► V --- - 0 -(1)
obtained by tensoring the sequence:
0 --- ► kG --- * k<G/H(,) --- - k(G/H0) --- - kG --- * 0
by V.
The k-algebra homomorphism A: E^ (G) ----»kfXl
We may think of Ej^VG) as being the set of equivalence classes of exact 
sequences of the form:
(189)
Given such a sequence, we may form the diagram:
0 --- » V --- ► X» «V
4 ♦'! t
--- ►X1 «V --- ► V
where the upper sequence is the result of tensoring (2) by V and the lower is 
the join of m copies of (1). f is determined by (2) up to the addition of a 
map which factors through P; thus the image of f in [V,V] is uniquely 
determined.
Lemma B.l Mapping (2) to the image of f induces a k-linear map:
«.= E? (c>--- ►[V.VJ,
Proof The image of (2) in E^“(G) ■ (£l2mkG ,kg) is the map x in the following 
diagram:
where the lower sequence is a minimal projective resolution of kg,
We may also form the diagram:
0
0
Tensoring the first diagram by V and attaching the second, we see that we may 
take f - ( x i l J i  . But i is fixed, so the map (2) •— » f does induce a well
(190)
-defined k-llnear map E.B(G) --- ► [V,V],
Lemma B . 2  For x c e J " ( G ) ,  x ' t E j m' ( G ) :
aim+m,(xx,) " °‘m(x)o,m,(x,) “ «m .(x')«„(*) •
Proof This is an easy consequence of the two diagrams (over).
Hence, if we define Aq  : E^CG) --- ► [V,V][X] by mapping x c E^m(G) to
^B(x)XID , Aq is a k-algebra homomorphism.
( [V,V][X] denotes the ring of polynomials in X with coefficients in the 
k-algebra, [V,V].)
Define a map tr s (V,V) --- >k by setting tr(f) equal to the unique
scalar. A, such that f - Aly is a non-automorphism of V. tr is readily 
checked to be an algebra homomorphism.
Any endomorphism of V which factors through a projective module is a 
non-automorphism, and hence is in the kernel of tr. Thus tr induces a
k-algebra homomorphism, tr* : [V,V] ---► k. We may extend tr* in the obvious
way to a k-algebra homomorphism [V,V][X] --- *k[X], Define:
A : EjjCG) ----*k[X]
to be the composite of this map and Aq .
Let bH denote the image in Ej|(G) of the sequence:
0 --- ► kG --- ► k(G/H) ---► k(G/H) --- ► ---► 0,
then:
A(bj|) - \H(V)X.
In particular, taking H « H q , we see that X c Im A . Thus A is surjective.
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those containing ker A. Buts
kerA - £ xeEj^G) | A q (x ) c  kertr*$.
We may write a general element of E^G) in the form:
where only finitely many xjs are nonzero. Then:
A q Cx ) - £
- this is an element of ker tr* if and only if all the «„(x^'s are. that is 
if and only if all the are nilpotent. Thus:
x c kerA 4a there is s with * m(x(n)P - 0 for all m 
«a there is s with
±  - c £  • o
(see Lemma B.2)
A q (x )p - Aq (xP ) - 0 for some s.
So if I is an ideal of E^G) containing ker Aq  and xckerA then, for some 
s, xp c kerAQ <  I , so that (x + I)p - 0 in the division ring E ^ O / I  .
Thus x + 1 • 0 . Hence we have shown that I contains ker A. Thus the claim 
above is established.
Thus Xq (V®V*) is the set of maximal ideals of E^G) containing kerA. 
But these are in 1-1 correspondence with the maximal ideals of E^iGJ/kerA, 
and so with the maximal ideals of Im A - k[X] . Now k[X] is a principal ideal 
domain and k is algebraically closed, so the maximal ideals of k[X] are just 
the principal ideals (X-c)k[X] with c c k. Thus:
X,,(V«V*) - |k.rAc | c.k}
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where A£ Is the composite E^(G) * > k[ X] » k where the latter map is
given by X •— ► c . Thus we have:
Theorem B.3 XG(V»V*) » k. q
In fact it may be shown that Xg(V) - X^( V § V*) so that this result may 
be thought of as being analogous to Theorem 3.7.1(b). To what extent Avrunin 
and Scott's work connecting the cohomology variety Xg(W) with the Carlson 
variety Y(W) for elementary abelian groups may be extended to general groups 
is a question for possible further research.
Relations between Bocksteins
Write b4 for the image of the sequence:
0 --- ► F  ----► F  (G/H.) --- ► F  (G/H. ) --- ► F  --- ► 0P p i  P 1 P
2in E (G), then we may define a ring homomorphism:
F: F p[Xj....Xn] ----► E(G) by F(Xt) - b±
so that ker F is the ideal of relations between the b^s. This ideal may be
2
used to define a  variety in J/J >
Bg - ( S  Xiigj-DtJ2 I ... X„) - 0 for .11 fckerF?.
It is this variety which is considered by Serre in the proof of his proposition,
n 2[Ser], except that there it is regarded as a subset of k rather than of J/J . 
He is able to prove:
Theorem B.4 (a) is the union of a number of rational subspaces,
(b) If G is not elementary abelian then is not the whole of J/J . q
(195)
Corollary B.5 If G is not elementary abelian then:
-c ^ y  ^  •
- the union being over all the maximal subgroups of G.
Proof The theorem implies that in this case Bq is the union of a number of 
proper rational subspaces. But any proper rational subspace is contained 
within a rational hyperplane of J/J^. Now (3.6.4) gives that the rational 
hyperplanes of J/J^ are precisely the subspaces Sjj for H a maximal subgroup 
of G. Thus the result follows. Q
Now let V be as above. Then for f e ker F we have:
But:
f(bj... bn) - 0 in E(G),
f(T(b.)....’r<bn>> ■ 0 in V ® ) *
Af(T(bj).... T<bn>> “ 0 in
Af(*r(b1)... Y(bn)) - fiA-Kbj)... M b n))
and:
AT(bt) - X Hl(V)X* 
Therefore, for all cck, we have:
f(cX„ (V)....c \  (V)) - 0
^*1 %
so that:
f(c1/pHHi(»)1/p..... c‘%  (V)l/p) - 0 .
Hence (3.7.1)(b) implies that Y(V) »  BQ . Hence we have proved:
Theorem B.6 Yq «  Bq . D
Note that Chouinard's theorem follows from this and Corollary B.5.
The precise relationship between Yq and is another area for possible 
future research; it seems not unreasonable to conjecture that Yq  ■ B^ .
Perhaps also this leads us to consider that Serre's proof is not as 
unrelated to the representation theory as might at first have been thought.
(197)
Afterword
It is a pity that we have been unable to complete a non-cohomological 
proof of Chouinard's theorem to date. However, things are not without hope. 
Let us indicate three ways in which we might hope to complete the proof by 
showing that a general pseudo-special group, G, is a Chouinard group.
(1) We could do the calculations described in 84.8, although this does 
not seem a very attractive proposition.
(2) We could try to show that Yq  is the union of a number of rational 
subspaces of J/J^ (possibly using (4.8.4)). This would be analogous to part 
(a) of Theorem B.4 in the same way as (4.7.1) is analogous to part (b). We 
could then complete the proof by proving Corollary B.5 with Y„ in place of
(3) We could try to prove that Ug is periodic for a larger range of 
values of % than in (4.5.1) and (4.6.1). (See (4.8.3).) For example, it would 
suffice to show that Uj is periodic when X + J2 is not an element of the 
union of the subspaces Sjj for H a maximal subgroup of G.
(198)
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